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AtTT hor'b Note.—Just as this book goes to press tlie Dominion
Covernnient has announced the institution of a sample market. Since
this will revolutionize a large part of the grain trade, it renders obsolete
much of the contents of this book. Therefore only a few copies of this
edition are being printed to preserve the work of [)rep:ir:ifiou and to
record the methods of the trade under the system of handling grain on
inspection.



PREFACE TO SECONF EDITION

This !)riof sketch of the grain trade is the out-
growth of a series of special lectures which were
originally tlelivered to the students of the Manitoba
Agricultural C ollege. The first printing cfmsisted
almost entirely of the notes prepared for these
lectures.

One of the greatest difficulties in presenting a
treatise of this kind is to obtain the viewpoint of
the reader, and hence present the material in the
most interesting manner. Talks with business
men, university students and farmers, both col-
1 ctively and individually, have resulted in many
helpful criticisms and suggestions. These have
been embodied in the present edition which is more
or less a complete revision of the original work.
The sole endeavor has been to convey the informa-
tion so that it will have the greatest practicable
value.

Although many of the current references used to
bring out the points discussed may shortly become
out of date, in view of the fact that they are used
primarily to illustrate the difTerent principles
involved, it is believed that for this purpose they
will lose little of their value. Then too, trade
methods are continually changing so that perhaps
some of the descriptive matter will soon become
inaccurate. However, it is hoped that this little
book will be of assistance in explaining genendly
the fundamental principles which are well
established and thus fairly permanent.
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INTRODUCTION

The grain trade of Western Canada is
fundamental in our economic striicture. It hiw
to do with exchanging our farmers' grain for
money with whicii they may purchase necessaries
of life. As we are essentially a grain-growing
country, the busings of moving our grain vitalh-
afr^'cts our prosperity. Promptness and eoon( . v
are of the highest value. The or^misatic^ v.i
methods used must be of the best. To perform
its functions properly, it must be based upon
sound pfincij)les. It is to briefly examine these
prmciples and to see how they are applied in
practice that this treatise is presented.

The business of handling our grain has now
reached the stage of being practically an exact
science. The markets are world-wide and well
established. Their fundamentals are well under-
stood. Western Canada has t' ^ benefit of these
markets brought within its bourn -ies. A complete
commercial structure has !jeen reared at an
mvestment of fully $5«,eoo OOO. The trade, the
faculties, and the "r. vestmei r, are steadilv growing
with the increasing crops. The application of
established principles to conditions in the country
through the elevator system and direct buying from
the producers has been proved out by experience
There are no secrets or mysteries anywhere.
Although the business may seem somewhat intri-
cate and complicated, it is only because of its vast

t
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size and the highly dc\-clopotl mctliods of market-
ing. A brief study, however, will show that
the entire structure is composed of quite simple
parts and that each part may be easily and fully

understood.

The author is simply a private citizen who
happens to be in the grain business in which he
has had several years experience in the manage-
ment of both country and terminal elevators. In
presenting this little book he is acting entirely

for himself. He holds no brief for the trade or
any part thereof. He fully recognizes the faults

of the present system. His only object is to set

forth the difficulties and the principles involved so
as to convey a substantial understanding of the
problems in a sincere desire to remove misconcep-
tions and uncertainties. If any measure of success
is attained the readers will better understnnd indi-

vidual transactions and will be able to really

solve far more of the economic problems of Western
Canada related to the marketing of grain.

Because the author is a grain merchant he
naturally looks upon the problems from a com-
mercial viewpoint. Nevertheless, the business
is so comprehensive and has required so much
study of fundamentals that a broad conception
of the true relation of the trade with the prosperity

of the country is an inevitable result. This
conception inspires this survey of the practice and
theory of the business. The entire matter is

presented in a simple descriptive or narrative
manner, setting forth truthfully the various con-
ditions and how they arc met. No argument



is used or intended. Detail and exhaustiveness
are sacrificed to brevity througliout. Wherever
facts and figures have been departed from, the
conclusions are not casual opinions })ut are the
results of commercial experience. Although
there may be some differences in the practical
application of the various principles of the
business, every phase as treated is typical within
the trade.

The discussitn is based throughout on normal
conditions in time of peace. The present
Eurtjiean war has had a disturbing influence
upon^ many factors, but this abnormal situation
is disregarded except where it is specifically

mentioned in the text.

The entire subject is divided into chapters
according to the general functions performed. All
of these elements are parts of the whole and each
is dependent upon the otliors in practice.

Canada's position as a grain-growing country
is first touched upon. This is to show the
necessity for and general conditions surrounding
the grain trade.

A natural starting point in the study of methods
is transportation, both by rail and by water, as
this has to do with the physical carriage of the
grain itself. Inspection is considered next because
it is fundamental and in practice is performed
in conjunction with transportation. The elevator
system, both country and terminal, is really a
system of warehousing incidental and necessary
to transportation, but because of its importance,
each kind is treated separately. All of this has
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to do with getting the grain to a terminal point
and determining its quality. It is only when
this is done that it can have commercial value.
We can only then take up the factors of values
and i)rices, marketing on the Grain Exchange,
and the financing of the crop movement.

Since much of the machinery of the trade is

governed by an Act of the Dominion Padiament,
there follows a brief description of its provisions
and administration.

A brief chapter then shows the practical ap-
plication of the more important principles to
primary sales by farmers.

Valuable assistance in preparation was extended
by many business associates and friends, including
mem.bers of the Board of Grain Commissioners
for Canada. Appreciation is especially due to
W. C. Bowles, General Freight Agent of the
Canadian Pacific Railway at Winnipeg; and
V. C. Brown, Superintendent of Western Branches
of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, each of whom
kindly checked proof sheets to guard against
inaccuracies.

C. B. Piper.
Winnipeg, Man.
December, 1916.
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CHAPTER I.

CAXAIU'S POSITION AS A GRAIN
PRODUCING COUNTRY

Law of achanue~\oMu^ i„ this world can

is'ljt' T^^T'^y -^l- "ants U Z
soil unless he has more than he can use himselfor unless he ,s billing to deprive himselfof"n order to exchange it for something else whteh^
considers more valuable. This crudely express^the law of exchange which is fundamentaHnT
«.«.ce of political economy or the wealth o

adapted to national resources which determinesthe a^regate wealth of any community or state

the sun It""T oommodity undertne sun It makes no difference whether it i>
«*eat, clothing, lumber, coal, horses or tvtn ^Id

^^^anT^ofT P'-oduce^^^r^»»e8 any of these thmgs will first of allaatofy hM own necessity or desire. If by sodomg he exhausts his supply, he will have n^

«ith more than he requires, he is then in a position

t" and hit"
^""''^y -"S^

. and has somethmg to give in exchange. It i,dear that no matter how much surplus he may

t, or can find no means of getting it delivered



as wanted, he cannot effect any exchange His
surplus wiU be left on his hands and, as he has
already satisfied his own requirements, it will
have no value.

Exchange applied to wheat—Apply this idea to
wheat. Its value is for human food. The farmer
who grows it produces more than he requires for
himself and family. As much as he needs for his
own use is valuable to him as it provides the
first requisite for existence. What he does not
require is only valuable to him if ho can find
somebody else who wants it and he is able to
make physical deUvery of the grain. This requires
a purchaser and the necessary machinery of
commerce to transport the grain to the buyer and
the money or goods received in exchange back to
the farmer. Unless both the purchaser and the
necessary machinery are present any surplus
wheat is useless and cannot produce any wealth.
Tlas was very well illustrated in the early

history of Western Canada, when Lord Selkirk
brought his colony of immigrants from England
into the Red River Valley of Manitoba by way
of the Hudson's Bay and Lake Winnipeg. Lord
Selkirk knew that wheat could be raised in this
district. He knew it had a staple value in
England. He sent out his colonists upon the
belief that they would become prosperous through
the growing of wheat. He sent out seed with them
This was planted, and even with their crude
methods of cultivation they grew such large
quantities that they had much more than they
could use for themselves. Lord Selkirk then



found that he had provided no purchaser or meaMof transportation, and aU of the eurplu,was worthless. It did them no good to Jre uas there could be no useful dfep^sition^.
.mmedmte result was failure for the co "ny ^dm^o developing into a prosperous agri^l'tu^l»otmnui^,ty, ,ts people were forced to the level ofmere existence. They evemually moved a^v ,„other loca t es and ceaaeH fr> i,.,

^
life Ahhn„l H communityme Although there were some othe' factor

Bheat was the principal one.
iM"wmg oi

Th^;:st;{fr™^^^

^lenliLTvl •
Canada ,vHloe essent ally an agricultural country. This is duepniicipally to its climate which i. ™ .

favorable to the grow^g o hj^ wheafm^must therefore look closely to ite ™..Vw*
wheat, which is its most ,:^uaMefarm°:!:^„^,'

Most of our wheat w conmmed ahrood^Ut uslook for a moment at the trade fibres for ign

condi^r ?heXarent3'Silr™"'
merce estimated that in that v^r fS« ^1



22,000,000 was used for seed. This total of
59,000,000 bushels, deducted from the total pro-
duction of 231,000,000 bushels, leaves a balance
of 172,000,000, which constituted our surplus and
which had to find an outside market in order
to have value and bring wealth to the country.
On the figures quoted, only about one-quarter
of the production was consumed in our country,
and a market had to bo found for the other
three-quarters. As only 22.000,000 bushels wore
raised in the eastern provinces, 209,000,000 bushels
came from the western provinces. Disregarding
a seeming over-estimate of production, the f:gures
nevertheless clearly show the complete dependence
of the western farmers upon the outside consumer.

Magnitude of the tmdr ~The problem is world-
wide. It is oln-ious that if Canada cannot consume
the wheat that she grows, she must find some other
nation Avhich does not grow enough wheat and
which requires and is willing to buy Canada's
surplus. As it is generaUy figured that the
average consumption of wheat-using nations is one
barrel of flour per year per inhabitant (about
four and one-half bushels of wheat) the exportable
surplus of 1913 would feed for one year a nation
of many million people. This shows the mag-
nitude of the problem to find all of these people
to feed and the magnitude of the business to
transport all of this wheat to them and to bring
back money or goods received in exchange and
which are needed at home by the farmers who
grew the wheat.



Bntuh Isles the world's largest consumer—Where
does C anada dispose of her wheat? PrincipaUy tohe British Isles or the United Kingdom. The
Lnited Kingctoii, is the largest wheat-importing
country m the world. Its principal food is
bread made of wheat. Its population is so denseand Its production is so small per inhabitant thatm order to feed hi people it has to import morewheat than any other country. Other countries
whose total native food shortage may be as great as
that of tho United Kingdom substitute for wheat
other cereals, such as rye or ric3, on which are fed
the great bulk of their people.

British Isles Canada's largest comumer-Moat ofour exports go to the British Isles, but in addition
exports of considerable size go into the United
states, Belgium and Holland. To show the
relative consumption of these various markets
for our wheat, it will suffice to set out the following

'r^r^l^V\lT^ y^^' 1913, as r^
ported by the Department of Trade and Commerce:

n'v'^ o'^^'
77,000,000 bushels

United btates 10.000,000

3,000,000 "

1,000,000 "

91,000,000 bushels
The total exported was 93,000,000 bushels

Ihis leaves a balance of 2,000,000 bushels divided^ong ten other countries. It is apparent thatGreat Bntam is by far the largest customer
foi Canadian wheat. Even a large part of that



shown as exported to the United States cventuallv
reaches Great Britain. An easy figure to remember
18 that dunng the last ten years about ninety
per cent of our total exports of wheat went to
the British Isles.

Camdia7i wheat has no tariff protection in
British Isles- The British Isles have little or no
protective tariff on imports. There is no duty
whatsoever on wheat. There is thus no chance
for any favor to be shown M-heat produced in
Canada as part of the British Empire. What
then IS the position of the Canadian wheat on
the Enghsh market?

Supply and demand in British Isles~lt is
characteristic of commerce that supply and demand
control generaUy the movements of all commodities.
Ihe only reason any wheat goes to the British
market IS because there is a strong demand for
It. It IS reasonable to presume that there must
be other sources of supply, as we know there are
other gram-producing countries which are probably
in the same position as Canada in that they must
find smtable buyers for their surpluses. It is
reasonable to presume that the British buyer
wiU receive grain from anybody who wishes" to
send It to him. The more grain coming onto the
market the easier can the purchaser make his
bargains.

Let us look for a moment to other exporting
countries. In the Grain Statistics of the Depart
ment of Trade and Commerce for Canada covering



the crop year ended August 31, 1913, appear
shipments from the principal exporting countries
of the world for the last available twelve months
In round figures they are as follows:

Argentine Republic
. 96,000,000 bushels

^"ssia
96,000,000

^'^"^^a 93,000,000
United States 91,000,000
British India 62,000,000
Roumania 53,000,000
Australia 32,000,000
^*^™any 10,000,000

8,000,000

Because of the large volume offered by the
wheat-exporting countries, the British Isles draw
indiscriminately from all of them wherever priceand quality suit. It has already been shown thatmost ot ( ai.ada s surplus goes to the British Isles
It is therefore evident that Canada must seU her
wheat m competition with all of the other exporting
countries of the world. In the year 1913 the
JBntish Isles imported about 204,000,000 bushels.
That 18 the year m which Canada exported to them
more than 77,000,000 bushels. Thus our country
furnished about one-third of their requirements
against two-thirds furnished by others. As all
the other importing countries have the same
opportunity as the British Isles to draw from aU
grain-exporting countries similar competitive con-
ditions will apply to the sale of Canadian wheat
upon whatever market it is disposed

7



Value of Canadian crop dependent on world's
product{on~-Exceptmg as reflected through the
world's production, it is apparent that the sise
or quahty of the ( anadian crop does not determine
the price received in Canada for our wheat. Our
production for the crop year 1913-14 was one of
the largest in our history up to that time. Also
the price received was relatively low, not duv
to the size of our crop but because the world's
production was unusually large. The crop of
1914-16, the first after the outbreak of the Europ-
ean war, was smaller than for several years. And
^^iloat was worth a great deal more than the
previous year. But again, the price was deter-
mined by world-wide conditions, being greatly
influenced by the disturbing factor of the European
war. But before there were any indications of
war, It was the opinion of close students of the
grain situation that prices that year would be
comparatively high because aU of the exporting
countries, with the exception of the United
States, grew smaller crops than usual, resulting in
a world's shortage. Some countiies, which normally
have surph-..>s to export had to import wheat
to meet their domestic requirements. The United
States Department of Agriculture estimated
that the total shortage amounted to 380 000 000
bushels. This in itself was sufficient to materi'aUy
raise the price of wheat all over the world, which
of course directly affected the price in Canada.
Again in 1915-16 Canada raised the largest crop

ever harvested and prices were very high But
values were high, due to increased demand resulting



Ironi the ^^•ar and also from a serious shortage
of ocean space which estal)nslie(l a virtual monopoly
in miportmg countries for wheat grown in Canada
and tii • United States.

No matter how much wheat Canada wUl
evaituaUy raise, her principal market will always
be for export and the price will therefore always
be based upon foreign conditions. Thus, even
If eventually Canada leads the world in production
the price she receives for her surplus must always
be that based upon competition with exports
from other countries. The factors now present
will therefore always apply to our prices. That
IS to say, it wiU be the world's production and not
the Canadian production which wiU determine
the price for our farmers.



CHAl'TEK U.

TRANSPORTATION

Function of tran.portation-Tvam^Tt&iion, by
both rail and water, is the machinery of physically
tmnsfeinng grain from producer to consumer.
^^lthout some weU organized system, no delivery
of grain m quantity could be made and there could
be httle or no commerce in it. Without an efficient
and economical system the cost would pro-
liibitive to both producer and consumer. Therefore
transportation on commercially efficient and cheap
ines IS necessary to afford the farmer a remunera-
tive outlet for his grain.

Orderimj empty ears - When grain is ready to be
shipped at a country- station, cither from an
elevator or loading platform, the first step is to
secure a car from the railway company. As
in any otner business, this is done by appHcation
to the local station agent. If there are empty
curs on the station siding, these will be available
U there are no empties at hand, the station agent
will transmit the request to his division superin-
tendent If the superintendent has empty cars
available at some other place he will send them to
the station ordering them. If there are no availahle
cars on his division, it is necessary to send all tt.e
orders received from his various station agents to
his general t^erintendent or other officer, who
will make sucli arrangements as he can to put
empty cars onto that division.

20



Car shortages ~lt is in this Initial step that the
greatest trouble in shipping and marlceting our
grain is found. This is due to the so-caUed car
shortages, which are found almost every year on
one or more of our railways. There are never
any fewer cars during the grain shipping season
than at other times of the year. In fact, as a rule
there are many more cars in Western Canada
dunng the faU than any other season, because the
railways anticipate the heavy movement of grain
and begin to accumulate empty cars during the
summer so that they will be available for the
shipment of grain immediately after threshing
Then, too, our railways make it a point not to
allow any of their cars to get off the western
Imes dunng the busy season. As soon as the
gram is unloaded at the hike-front the cars are
immediately returned to the country—empty,
If there is no merchandise to fiU them. Grain
cars will make from five to seven trips during
the season from September 1st to the close of
navigation, the first week in December, but even
such rapid service may be insu Ucient.

When there is a large crop and the weather is
favorable, grain wiU be offered at country shipping
pomts m greater quantities than the railways can
carry it away. They do their best, but because
the business is so much heavier than at other
seasons of the year, their tracks and equipment
have not the capacity to move it fast enough.
Of course it would be absurd to expect them to
increase their tracks and cars and locomotives
to such an extent that they could take care of all

11



of this business before the close of navigation
for the simple reason that for ihe other nine
months of the year such a large part of their invest-
ment would be idle that freight rates would have to
be heavily advanced to overcome the additional
expense. From a transportation standpomt, it
IS cheaper for the country to put up with the
delays due to this seasonal congestion than to
pay tne burden of carrying the large additional
mvestment necessary to handle this business
expeditiously during the short shipping season.
.Naturally the interests of the railways will prompt
them to move the grain as rapidly as possible
consistent with an investment which will not be
a burden upon the community. Even the present
movement is wasteful as a large part of the
equipment is now idle much of the year It is
estimated that an ideal movement, from a trans-
portation standpoint, of one-twelfth of the crop
each month would require the constant use of
only one-fourth of the equipment now required
in our busy season. There would al&o be a large
indirect saving to the community by removal
of the necessity of finding large numbers of men
to augment the staff and \yho must be drawn from
other employment or from idleness. The practical
eflfect of congestion resulting from present methods
will be discussed in later chapters.

Billmg cars—When a car is loaded with grain
It IS necessary to give the railway company
instructions for shipment and to secure a receipt
for Its contents. This is all done with one

12



document called a bulk grain bill of lading. This
is written in duplicate, the original of which, when
receipted by the railway company, becomes the
commercial bill of lading. The duplicate is kept
by the railway for instructions. On their faces
both copies show shipping station, to whose order,
to what station and terminal elevator the grain
is shipped, who is to be notified or ad\'isod of its

inspection and its outturn on unloading, the kind
of grain and the approximate quantity. At the
bottom appear the signatures of both the shipper
and the railway agent. On the back appear the
conditions affecting the liabilities of the railway
con?pany as a common carrier. Illustrations
appear on pages 216 and 230.

Way-billing and advices—The duplicate of the
bill of laviing always stays at the station. The
local station agent copies from it the instructions
and other information onto a small sheet called
a "way-bill." This is the document which goes
forward with the car. It is picked up by the
conductor of the freight train which pulls the car
out of the station and is handed on from train to
train as the car goes forward. When the car
arrives at the terminal point a railway clerk copies
information from the way-bill onto a report which
is sent to the elevator to which the car is billed.
Thus the elevator receiving the advice of the car's
arrival not only never sees the original instructions
written by the shipper but does not even see the
way-bill. This shows that errors in advices of
unloading at terminal elevators may occur because
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either the country station agent or the railway clerk
at the terminal point makes errors or omissions incopymg the instructions from the shipping biU or
the way-bill respectively. In every case of such
orror either the railway or terminal elevator

tTthTsWpper^ ""^^^^ '^""^^'^K

6Vafe-When a car is loaclod the railway agent
fastens all doors securely with car seals when he
signs the bill of lading. This is to prevent theft
clunng transit. When a sample is taken for
inspection a seal must he broken and another
one put on in itn place. l,ut this is done by a
respon.s.hio (lovcMnniont official so there is no risk
I'A-ery seal is serially numborod and full records
of the numbers and condition are made all along
the line, starting with the agent at the country
station and ending with the terminal elevator
where the car is unloaded. Thus if at any point
seals are found in bad order it is compamtivelv
easy to check back and find how and where the
damage occurred. Since this comprehensive system
was in^called, thieving which had become a pest
has been pretty well stamped out.
When seal ro-ords are taken, cars are also

examined for leaks. If any car is found to be in
bad order, it is reported and repaired at the
first divisional point. I.\ ery train conductor also
watches for leaks in transit, which he reports
for repairs. In this way losses in transit are re-
duced to a minimum.
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Sampling for inspection — Somewhere during
transit every car is sampled by Government officers
for official inspection. This is always done at an
important railway centre where the grain move-
ment is sufficiently concentrated to make the
work rapid and efficient. At present Winnipeg
is the principal inspection point and Calgary
a minor inspection point. As a rule grain arrives
at these stations in solid train loads so that the
sampling proceeds rapidly.

Arrival cars at terminal elevator—When cars
arrive at a terminal poin. such as Fort William,
they are sorted in the railway yard according
to the elevators to which they are billed. At
frequent intervals the railway switches them to
the proper elevators. As soon as they are placed
on the sidings they pass into the control of the
elevators and the responsibility of the railway
ceases.

Basis of milway rates—Gvqaw takes what is

known as a "commodity rate," which is very
much cheaper than standi i

' freight rates for
merchancUse. Because it can be handled in bulk
and in large quantities and because it constitutes
a very large proportion of the tornage of the
railways, it is given a low rate. This accomplishes
a double purpose. It not only gives the railways
profitable business even at the reduced rates
because of its volume and low cost of handling, but
it also raises the price to the farmer, making him
more prosperous, so that he can buy merchandise,
the transportation of which will give more business
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to the railways. From this the railways derive
benefit, but it will be noticed that before they
can help themselves they must first help their
customers.

In a tariff for frrain the stations on various
railways or different branches of the same railway
are classified into groups generally according to
distance from terminal point. All the stationsm one group take the same rate to destination.
As a rule the diflFerence between rates for adjoining
groups is a full cent. Rates are always quoted
per hundred pounds. The minimum for shipment
to Fort ^^ illiam is 10 cents a hundred, which rate
applies as far west as Winnipeg.

Through rates (jorcni local movcnicnt—'Sh^st of
our grain now moves to Port Arthur and^ Fort
\\ilham because the through rate by this route
to England and Europe is the cheapest outlet
The present rail rate from almost aU Alberta
points to \ ancouver for export is lower than to
Lake Superior, but very little grain from Alberta
IS shipped west. It is always the ultimate market
that controls the movement and as long as England
and Europe consume most of our grain and as long
as the through rates via Fort WiWmm and Port
Arthur are the cheapest, just so long will our
heavy movement be over this route. It will
require new markets or the establishment of
competing through rates to present markets
by different routes, such as the Panama Canal or
Hudson's Bay, to attract grahi from its present
transportation channels.
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charges are not peculiar to '^^^^^^
^'"^

the bill oflading* Ho„tr"th?„*'°" T^"
not filed until after ho a^ -^T^^^ f
charge fa assessed at the "a e „f
hundred pounds AlL if „

""^ P«'

for diveXn when tt c'JZ Wn TT.™'
may be changed t' l^Z'^^ttXuTJ^''

version whTre"the'l/gt ^ r^tTd^"'consignee in the same city ^ "
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unloading of a car. The Grain Act says that
twenty-four hours' free time shall be allov.ed for
loading grain. If the car is not loaded within
that period, thus necessitating delay, an extra
charge is made at the rate of $1.00 per day of
twenty-four hours or part thereof after the
expiration of the free time allowed. The same
rule is in effect on the unloading of cars, but
since delays at destination ^^•ould cause very
serious congestion in the terminal yards, the
railways reserve the right to always set cars into
any public terminal elevator which can unload
them promptly ^^'henever the public elevator to
which cars are billed cannot receive them.

Inspection and weiyhimj charges—The charge for
official inspection and weighing is collected through
the railway. This covers inspection during transit
and official weighing at destination. The Gov-
ernment bills the railway company with this service
and the rail^^ ay in turn adds the same charge to
its expense bill.

Charyes folloir the grain -AW charges assessed
by the railway company, including freight, extras
and inspection, are collected at dcstinatio- The
railway company collects from *he (. . rial

elevator receiving the grain and he elf in
turn collects from the shipper.

Shipment on Great LaPe.s—\\c hav. traced the
transportatici of graiii ironi its loading at a
country station up to the point where it is delivered
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for unloading at the terminal elevator. As we

lint ^"l^ "f thegram m tlie terminal elevator, we will nnrnwri
once to the transportation of 'the ^n^ZlChas paased through the elevator and hasSand inspected into ships for shipS^^"

La^'liU^ ,f °" 'he Greati*kes whjch are especially built to carry grainor other commodities in bulk. They are simnIv*ells wth a little machinery in the~nd
Because of the short distances between ports

be needed m longer trips for coal bunkers isused for cargo. Each ship is divided transv SeKby walls extending from the deck to the bottomdi^^ding the hull into sections or holc^ usuX'tnree or four m number. The deck entir»l„
covei. an of these holds, but is made^i^^'or hatches along the centre, which give easya^to the space underneath. Each hold is iustabig open pocket which can be filled up completelyto the deck provided the commodity is not tooheavy to tax the stability of the hip Formstance with iron ore the bulk is s^ smalcompared to its weight that only about o"e-Sof the cubical capacity of the boats can be utilS^

^ZZ u'lf'
'^^ sufficient b^kso that the holds can be filled right up to the de^k

ot t&ese ships are enormous. An average carload



of wheat is a little more than 1200 bushels. The
average train load consists of about fortv cars
or 48,000 bushels. The larger boats v. ili carry
over 300,000 bushels of wheat, equivalent to
seven train loads, or about three hundred cars.
The largest boat now on the lakes will carry nine
tram loads. The best record the Cam lian Pacific
Railway has yet reached is to haul into Fort
William a little more than 1,000 cars of grain
a day. Therefore only three or four of these big
ships a day are required to taice care of all the
grain this railway can deliver. These ships are
loaded at the rate of from 75,000 to 100,000 bushels
per hour and unloaded at the rate of from 20,000
to 40,000 bushels per hour, depending upon the
machinery equipment of the elevators performing
the service.

Why shipment by water U cheaper than by rail—
This shows in a very clear way why transportation
by water is always cheaper than by rail. One '

these big boats carrying six or seven train loac
will run eleven or twelve miles an hour or about
as fast as the average speed of freight trains,
with a coal and labor cost only about one-quarter
as much as on the railroad. There has been no
investment in roadbed, rails, bridges, telegraph
lines and costly terminal yards. The ship itself
cost only as much as a very few miles of track.
There is thus only a small investment to consider
It is therefore evident that one of these enormous
ships can carry grain very cheaply and stiU make a
good profit.

Unlike raUway rates, water rates on the Great
ao



Lakes even between Canadian ports, fluctuate
with supply and demand. Gmin muat competewith other commodities and therefore ^
participate m those fluctuations. The autumn of
1915 saw the highest rates in history principaUy
because of the demand due to the war for iroHreand the resulting scramble for boats to carry itRates became so high that on the shorter hauls itwas just as cheap to ship aU-rail as by lake and rail.

Comparison of rates lake with mil—The fairest
companson of rates by lake with rail will be toexMame normal charges between the same pointssuch as Fort WiUiam and Montmd, betweenwS
direct shipments can be and are made both aU-water and all-rail. These charges must of coursebe reduced to a common denominator, which isthe ton-mile representing the charge for trans-
portmg one ton one mile. The Dominion Depart-ment of Railways and C anals published the rateon gram aU-water from Fort WiUiam to Montreal
as .193 cents per ton-mile for November, 1912
which was a comparatively high rate for the year.'This applied to the smaU boats which will passUirough the canals necessary to reach Montreal.When these are enlarged to permit passage of

nX undoubtedly be mate-naUy reduced. The Canadian Pacific Railway all-
rad rate the foUowing wmter between the same
pomts was .402 cents per ton-mile.

son costs wagon, rail and water—To

''^^LlrlT.''''''''u^'T
''^^ cheapness

of transportation both by rail and by water



one may very well compare the charges with the
cost of hauling fann produce by wagon. The
Department of Agriculture of the United States
made a comprehensive study of this in 1907. They
concluded that a close estimate of the average cost
of hauling by wagon is twenty-five cents per ton-
mile. This may be safely used as a low cost in
Western Canada. An average rate for transporting
grain by rail could be taken as from Moose Jaw
to Fort William—eighteen cents per hundred
pounds. The all-water rate from Fort William
to Montreal already referred to can be used as a
fair example of charge for water transportation.
Reducing all three systems to the common
denominator of $1.00 per ton gives the result that
$1.00 will haul one ton 4 miles by road, 229
miles by rail and 518 miles by water. Looked
at m this manner it is really surprising that our
systems of transportation give as cheap service
as they do.

Shipment through various j^o/te—Montreal is
the largest Canadian port. It, however, is only
a summer port, as when the St. Lawrence River
is frozen navigation ceases and traffic must be
carried by rail to the seaboard. There are two
principal Canadian winter ports, St. John, N.B.,
and Halifax, N.S. However, both summer and
winter a large part of our Canadian grain reaches
tide-water via Buffalo and New York City or other
American port simply because Montreal cannot
handle it. There are neither docks nor ships
enough. It is useless to enlarge the docks unless
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more ships will come. This requires more importg
by water. Trade figures show that for some time
Canada has shipped by water a great deal more
than she has received by water. It is obvious that
such a disparity handicaps exporting from all

Canadian ports, Montreal included. Although the
same disparity of imports and exports prevails at
the American ports, it is the heavier movement of
merchandise westward through the American ports
which attracts so mucli of our grain to them. Our
Canadian ports always handle all their facilities

will permit. It is only the excess that goes through
the United States, but sometimes this is much
greater than that moved through Canadian
channels.

Through rates via different rowtes—Although a
large amo .nt of our western grain is carried on
small steamers through the canals to Montreal,
a much greater ..mount is handled by the big bulk
freighters to Georgian Bay or Lake Ontario points,
where it is shipped by rail to Montreal. The larger
boats carry so much more gram per trip than the
smaller boats and hence at a lower rate, that
the combination lake and rail rate for this move-
ment is on a level with the all-water rate to
Montreal. The combination of all-lake or lake
and rail to seaboard and the ocean rate to England
or Europe is the same via Montreal or American
ports. While occasionally there may be slight
variations due to temporary conditions, compe-
tition keeps all of these rates at the same figure.

During recent years and before the outbreak
23



of the European war there was a general increase

in the through rate due to increased ocean charges.

There hag been little or no change in the rate to

seaboard. It is not clear just what factors caused
the heavy increase on the ocean. The result, how-
ever, was to heavily increase the cost of getting our
western grain to its ultimate destination, which of

course reacted upon the price received by the

farmer, as he must at all times sell his grain in

competition with that from all the rest of the world.

With the outbreak of the war ocean transportatioL

was upset the world over and ocean freights on
grain became ten times as great as the previously

high rate in force just prior to the outbreak.
However, the buyers absorbed this abnormal
increase and prices to the farmers have been
maintained at high levels.

Difficulties of shippim/ across Great Lakes and
ocean in same ships—Grain for export is never
shipped across the ocean in the same ships that

carry it on the Great Laki»s. Just now there is

a very good reason for this in that the canals
which constitute the only outlet for steamers from
Lake Erie to the St. Lawrence River, are so small

that boats whicli can pass through them would
not be profitable on the ocean. From time
to time there has been agitation to build a deep
water canal connecting Georgian Bay on Lake
Huron with the Ottawa River and thence to the
St. Lawrence River so that ocean steamers could
come into the Great Lakes. Totally apart from
the great cost of the work, it is doubtful if such &
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plan would be commercially practicable. The
bulk cargo boats, which have been described

for eanying grain on the Great Lakes and which
have no decks below the upper deck, obviously

offer the cheapest possible means of transporting

bulk commodities, including grain. To work
such boats efficiently there must be bulk cargoes

in both directions. Such return freight is now
secured on the Great Lakes by eanying Penn-
sylvania coal westward. There has not yet been
developed any bulk trade from England or Europe
to Canada and there is considerable question

whether there are sufficient possibilities along this

line to warrant putting large bulk cargo steamers
on the ocean to carry grain. Although our grain is

always carried in bulk, it is shipped across the ocean
on steamers built with many decks to carry package
goods back. Such boats would not be profitable

on the Great Lakes as there is not enough package
freight. Even if bulk cargoes could be obtained
for shipment from Europe and England to Canada
m paying quantities, it is very doubtful if the boats
could be economically run on the through trip.

So much space must be reserved for coal for

transatlantic journeys thus decr^using revenue-
bearing capacity that profitable tonnage would
have to be left behind as compared with the
greater tonnage which can be carried in boats
especially built for the Great Lakes. Grain can be
handled so cheaply with modern machinery that
it seems it would be always more economical
to utilize to the highest measure of efficiency

the full cargo capacity of the present Great
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Lakes steamers, and then to transfer the grain

to other ships espeeiahy adapted to the ocean trade.

This means that the saving through efficiency on

the shorter Great Lakes journeys more than

pays for the expense in transferring the cargo to

transatlantic ships.

Shipment to Ontario mills—When our grain is

destined to mills in Ontario, it is usually shipped

as far as possible by wat^r during open navigation.

It is distributed by rail inland from the Ontario

ports on the Great Lakes. Such grain enjoys

the same rates on the water as if it were shipped

for export. On the subsequent rail haul it is

carried at published tariff rates fixed by the

railways and applying from pomt of tranship-

ment to destination according to distance and

volume and direction of the traffic movement.

These rates vary with different destinations and

are sometimes altered from time to time to meet

changed traffic conditions.

All-rail shipment to seaboard—Daring the winter

all grain shipped east must go all-rail. In the

past the Canadian Pacific Railway has frequently

been over-taxed to haul all that was offered, and

some of it had to be hauled through the United

States, coming back into Canada at Sault Ste.

Marie or Windsor or Samia. However, since

the Canadian Pacific has double-tracked its line

along the north shore of Lake Superior, it alone

will probably be able to haul all that is offered

in any normal year for a long time to come. Thus

even with the Canadian Northern and the National
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Transcontinental in commission there will be

little or no change in the situation. The lowest

possible rates are too high to permit any extensive

movement under usual conditions. The winter

f 1915-10 was abnormal because water rates on

li e Great I kes had been practically as high as all-

:
'

i rates ai-d there was so little chance of effecting

any ssLViug by holding grain for the opening of

navigation that buyers ordered large quantities

shipped all-rail.

Weather conditions are a serious factor in

this movement, and a heavy snow storm will

completely upset plans which have been carefully

worked out for weeks ahead. Thus in the winter

of 1915-16, although there was business offered

to severely tax the capacity of all three railways

the excessive snow and cold permitted only the

smallest movement. However, in spite of all

its difficulties and its additional cost, a really

large amount of grain is moved all-rail during

the winter months, and this method of transporta-

tion forms a very valuable and important link in

getting our grain to its final market.

Lake Shippers' Clearance Association—In all

shipments east of Fort William and Port Arthur,

whether by lake or rail, the various shippers have

facilitated dispatch and amplified procedure by

the formation of a co-operative bureau called the

Lake Shippers' Clearance Association. It is a

voluntary organization formed solely to attend

to these shipments. There are now fourteen public

terminal elevators at these twin ports. A shipper
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may have delivered to him warehouse receipts

on each of these elevators in the purchase of a

single cargo. It would be slow and costly to send

a boat to receive a few thousand bushels from each.

There would also be a multiplicity of documents and

records as the small amount loaded by each elevator

would have to be treated as a separate cargo.

If, however, the shipper can exchange warehouse

receipts with other shippers similarly situated,

not only he but each of the others can concentrate

their cargoes in only one or two elevators, can

load the boats quickly, and can handle the ship-

ments with a minimum of trouble. The Clearance

Association does this very thing for its members.

Its work is so systematized that it handles immense

quantities quickly and easily. Practically all

shipments not only on boats but also on cars

are now made through it. Although it is a

private association organized to perform only

routine work for its members, its service has

resulted in economy and efficiency in a troublesome

and important detail in the movement of grain,

and to that extent its efforts have resulted in a

distinct benefit to the community.

Country roads—Transportation really begins on
the farm and notat the railway station . Because this

portion between the farm and the station is essen-

tially different from that portion beyond the station,

its discussion has been reserved until the last.

The service of railways and ships is ready-made

for the farmer and he simply pays somebody else

a fee to cover the chai^ra. But with country roads
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he has to make the transportation for himself.

Through the community or the province he pro-

vides his own roadway as a public investment, but

at all times he individually must furnish his own

e lipment and motive powder in the form of horses

and wagons. He is therefore in a position to give

himself cheap or expensive service as he makes

his roads good or bad.

We noticed that in 1907 the United States

Department of Agriculture figured the average cost

of hauling by wagon at twenty-five cents per ton-

mile. In 1915 this same department issued some

comprehensive reports in which they show the

results of many different studies of costs on

both unimproved and improved roads. The

service costs were briefly about twenty-nine or

thirty cents for the unimproved and about ten

cents for the improved. Our common country

roads would fall under their classification as

unimproved. Thus it is actually costing our

farmers about thirty cents per ton-mile to haul

their grain to the railway. For wheat this is

equivalent to ten-elevenths of a cent per bushel.

Think of it —nearly a whole cent a bushel for every

mile hauled. Since the cost for improved roads,

which are those with permanent foundations and

waterproof surfaces, may be reduced to about

ten cents per ton-mile the cost per bushel per mile

would then be a little less than one-third of a cent.

This means a saving of over one-half cent per

bushel of wheat for every mile hauled. Consider

this enormous value of good roads —tlircc cents

saved on every bushel hauled six miles, which may
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be used as an average haul. And yet the fanners

generally have done little or nothing to improve

present conditions so as to secure this economy.

This saving would not only appear in each

year's returns from farming, but would also be

directly reflected in the value of the land. Put a

saving of one-lialf cent per bushel on a twenty-

bushel yield of wheat and we have a total of ten

cents per acre. Capitalize this at only ten per

cent, and we have added one whole dollar to the

value of the land. And this represents the saving

on only one mile of hauling. For six miles the

value of the land would be raised $6.00 per acre.

Good roads require very careful forethought

and planning. It is a business for trained experts.

The cost of building, maintenance, and the plan for

financing must be given the most careful considera-

tion to select the best means of securing the greatest

net returns. Density of traffic movement, nature of

soil, proximity and cost of materials, price of

labor, and general financial conditions must all

be carefully weighed. And not the least considera-

tion is the social advantage to the community

in having clean roads usable in all weather, thus

enabling easy and convenient communication. This

is something which cannot be measured in dollars

and cents. It will be a happy day for our country

when our farmers attack this problem with

earnestness and intelligence, realizing that they

must build well and permanently, even if slowly,

and that only the best possible assistance and

advice is worthy of the task.
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CHAPTER III.

INSPECTION

Function of inspection—Inspection is for the

purpose of determining the quahty of the gram.

This is necessary to fix its value. Most grain-

producing countries sell on sample, thus fixing

quality and value by personal examination and

appraisal. In only two or three countries is the

quality determined by classification into defined

grades by which accepted standards are fixed for

both producer and consumer. In Canada this

is officially done by a Department working under

authority from the Dominion Government. This

gives high value to the certificates which are issued

on inspection, so much so that they are accepted

on foreign markets where it is customary to buy
on sample.

Apart from the desirability of establishing

standards of quahty for purchase and sale, inspec-

tion is really necessary because of our system of

handling grain in bulk. To obtun the full benefit

of bulk handling it is necessary to bin different

parcels together in order to economize elevator

space. Such bulk binning is only possible when
the grain has been graded according to quality.

In turn, uniform grades could not be maintained

without bulk binning, which gives close averages.

Thus the inspection system and bulk handling

are both necessary and b^eficial to each oihex.
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The service of the Inspection Department

includes not only the grading of grain but also the

examination of cars and the supervision of binning

in the public terminal elevators. Initial or primary

inspection is made during transit by rail and is

treated in this chapter. Secondary inspection is

made upon shipment from terminal elevators and

is described in connection with the terminals.

Theory of inspection system—The whole system

of inspection in Canada is based upon the classifica-

tion or grading of grain according to physical

qualities. A fair average of each particular grade

must be maintained throughout the year. This

is so well done in practice that there is little or no

complaint considering the vast amount handled.

Occasionally a shipper may complain about the

grade of a particular shipment, but as a rule

such complaint is not material. Also, in some

year when crop conditions are unusual, it may be

necessary to form new classifications which may

not at first be satisfactory to the trade because

they are not fully understood. An example of

this occurred in the fall of 1912, when about four

times as much flax was harvested and threshed as

in the preceding year, which in turn had produced

the largest flax crop on record. Notwithstanding

the supposedly ample preparations made by the

terminal elevators, this sudden multiplication of

quantities temporarily swamped their cleaning

facilities, thus stopping the unloading. Thi con-

gestion became so bad that the railways had to

. op flax loading in the country. This was causing
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serious loss and to relieve the situation the Grain
Commission ordcrod flax to be shipped from
the terminals without cleaning when cleaning

was impossible.

Sampling cars - Inspection starts with the

sampling of cars in transit. This is done at

railway centres, of which Winnipeg is the most
important. While cars are standing at inspection

points they are opened and examined and small
samples taken by employees of the Inspection

Department. These men work in gangs, each
member of which has a particular dutv to perform.

They are constantly checking each other's

work, so that chances for error are practically

eliminated. An average sample is taken from
several different positions in the car by means Of

long metal tubes inserted into the grain from the
top lo the floor. The condition of the load and car
is noted. If the car is too full or if for any other
reason a fair ssmple cannot be obtained, the
best possible sample is taken for provisional

inspection and official grade is determined when
the car is unloaded. After the samples are secured

the cars are carefully closed and sealed.

During the busy season about two thousand
cars are inspected every twenty-four hours in

Winnipeg. The work proceeds seven days of

the week and twenty-four hours of the day.
The samplers must always be ready to open cars

as soon as they arrive- so as not to delay the

movement. So expert do they become that they
can sample an entire train of forty or forty-five
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cars in about one hour. As it takes this ler^h

of time to change engines and crews, there is

no delay.

Rearrds for inspedor-k Government elcrk in

the railway yard office Itets the car numbers and

other information from gram way-bills. Ihe

number of the car, together with notations as to

Cding arc also written upon a ticket when he

rZle is secured and which is inserted m the

"mple bag. Everj. sample is then choked a»«r.

the list of way-bilk by ear ""-"^e .b«f'''-« ^«

cars leave the yards. It is fromf J'f^^

inspection records are completed and the certih-

catU written. If the way-bill is wrong or if the

Cremment clerk in the railway yard mate an

error in copying, of course the inspection cert.fi«te

is sent to the wrong address. Once m a wtate

a car and its way-bill become separated. This

ts clued a "no-biU" car, and the mspection

cer^ficSe must be held until the way-b.ll comes

om»S or until the car is unloaded and information

as to advice is obtained from destination, t on-

ridering the tens of thousands of cars inspected

evT^ycar it is wonderful how few delays or

errors of records occur.

Gradinq-The Usts i
/epared from the way-bills

are written in duplicate. One copy contains

points of shipment, names of shippers, names of

the persons or firms to whom the certific^ates

^ t^be sent, and the other copy shows nothing

S^tthecarnumbers. Both copie. and the samples



are taken every few hours to the main inspection

office. Here the two copies are separated. The
samples and the copies showing only the car
numbers go into the grading room where they
are then distributed among qualified inspectors,

each of whom has passed severe examinations
proving his ability to properly grade grain.

Every sample is then examined for grade and
dockage. The result of the inspection is marked
on the sheet opposite the corresponding car number.
Notations are also made on the card from the
sample bag. The sample and card are then put
in a tin box and kept for reference in case of

complaint or dispute.

Writing of impedion certijicates—When the
inspectors are through, their sheets show only the
car numbers and grades and dockages with
explanatory notations. These are sent back to
the office, where are attached the other copies
showing stations from which the cars were shipped,
na- es of the shippers and to whom the certificates

are to be sent. For the first time the information is

complete. Clerks then write inspection certificates,

which are checked against the records and distri-

buted by messenger to firms at the inspection
point and sent by mail to addresses outside. A
certificate is illustrated on page 218.

Inspection records go with the cars—The railways
naturally want to koop their cars moving as rapidly
as possible so as to avoid congestion. Immediately
after samples are taken in the yards at inspection
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points the cars arc riishod to destination. The

Inspection Department supplies its officials at

terminal points with copies of their inspection

sheets showing grades and notations on each car

as inspected in transit. The inspection service at

all terminal points is substantially the same. As

Fort William is our principal terminal, its service

may be taken as typical.

Arriuai cars at terminal point—During sorting in

the yards, Government officials check the cars

from the reports of grades received from Winnipeg.

Each car is then labelled with a card giving all

the details of the inspection. The cars proceed

prom[)tly to elevators for unloading, and if there

is any (luestion as to inspection, the grain is

placed in a special bin. This releases all railroad

equipment promptly. If the elevators are so full

that no special bins are available, then it becomes

necessary to leave the cars loaded until the

T regularities are disposed of.

Examination cars for leaks—When the cars

arrive in the yards. Government officials examine

them outside and underneath for leaks. Printed

forms are provided so that the exact location of

any damage can be quickly noted. Although

it is not always possible to find evidences of

leakage, as a rule an}' damage to the car is visible

and the records become useful in adjusting losses.

Employees of the railway also make similar

records.

Identity uf grades preserved—The identity of
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grades is preserved at the terminal poin< ^ in the
public terminal elevators by binning together all

grain of the same grade. Any mixing of different
grades in th^ q elevators is proliibited by the Grain
Act. On shipment grain is mspected out on exactly
the same basis as when received. The identity of
individual cargoes is preserved on shipments east
through C'anadian channels. Thus the grain
reaches Liverpool as it enters Fort William and
the Fort William inspection certificates on cargoes
are accepted on the Liverpool market.

Mixing permitted only before final inspection—
Mixing of diiferent grades to a limited extent is
sometimes done before grain is unloaded into
public terminal elevators. There are a few private
(hospital) elevators which actually buy all grain
they unload. Originally their service was that of
treating off-grade grain of poor quality. This was
put in good shape for milling. Hence they were
called hospital elevators. Evolution, however,
enlarged their operaaons because some crops pro-
duce little or no poor gram. To make commercial
profits it became necessary to purchase some good
grain when no poor grain was obtainable. This
led to a limited amount of mixing confined
principally to the lower grades. These elevators
have relieved the terminal elevators of the necessity
of caring for off-grade grain which would require
special treatment, and incidentally they have
created a substantial and steady demand for the
lower grades of grain. This has materially raised
the price to the fanner.
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The inspection outward from these small eleva-

tors is severe. The grain must be well up to the

average to receive the desired grade. Because of

this there has been little or no complaint upon
their shipments. In fact in the lower grades the

output of a properly run private elevator is even

more (Jesirahlc than the average from a public

terminal because the grain is so bright and
scrupulously clean.

Legal classijication of yrades—By law grain is

divided into five general classes, namely, statutory

grade, conmiercial grade, no grade, rejected and
condemned.

A statutory grade is that which is defined by
law and is constant from year to year. It does

not vary with the different crops. Thus one year's

crop of wheat may consist largely of 1 Northern,

simply because there is a large proportion which
quidifies under the legal definition. Another year
there may be little or no 1 Northern, simply
because crop conditions have been such that very
little of the wheat will measure up to the l^;al

standard for that grade.

Commercial grades are applied to wheat and
oats of quality which cannot be defined by law
because the characteristics vary from crop to crcp
but which should be standardized by type samples
re :nized in the trade. This is done by a
group of men known as the "Standards Board,"
appointed by the Grain Commission under the
Canada Grain Act, and which meets once a year
in Winnipeg, usually during October, to fix the
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commercial grades for the new crop. As far as
conditions will permit, these grades are made the
same as the corresponding gractes of the previous
year.

No grade meane grain which has excessive
moisture, being tough or damp.

Rojected grain is that which is unsound, musty,
dirty, smutty or sproufing, or which contains large
admixtures of other kinds of grain, seeds or wild
oats, or whicli from an\ other cause is unfit to be
classed under any of the recognized grades. In
practice grain is rejected \md^ three chasifications:

(1) smut, (2) seeds or otl»r gram, and (3) mixed
with heated. When . ted because of wnut,
the word smutty" is ust^ instead of ''nyected."
When rejected because of seeds or other grain,
the single word "rojected" is used. When rojected
because of the presence of heated grain the (lualifi-

cation becomes "rejected mixed with heated,"
which phrase is usually abbreviated in the trade
to the single word "heated."

Condemned means grain whidi is in a heating
condition or is badly bin-burnt.

Although the Grain Act makes each of the
foregoing classifications a separate grade, in the
trade the first two groups of statutory and
comm(>rcial grades really constitute the primary
classifications and the next two groups of no
grade and rejected are used as modifications of
the first two. Thus the term "no grade," and the
term "rejected" or its substitutes, either separately
or in combination, become qualifying or restrictive

terms writt^i with the ordinary statut(»y or
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commercial grade which the grain would otherwise

receive. Condemned grain is a separate and
single grade, but when applied to wheat which
would otherwise grade 1, 2 or 3 Northern it

becomes "condemned No. 1" and to wheat which
would otherwise grade No. 4, 5 or 6 it becomes
"condemned Xo. 2."

All grades are theoretically based on consumption
value. In practice, however, the grading has
drifted away from the theory because the tests

are not scientific and apply to the physical qualities

such as variety, purity, weight and appearance.
Condition and dockage are also considered. Then,
too, the system of averages for the different

grades destroys to some extent the value of

standards for consumption. Different crops may
produce tlifferent values in the same grades.

For instance, 2 Northern wheat will sometimes be
almost as valuable intrinsically as 1 Northern
and in other years of little more value than 3

Northern. A system based solely on milling

tests would correct this, but would probably be
very difficult in application.

Grade.s of wheat—Thv statutory grades of spring
wheat are 1 Hard, 1 Northern and 2 Northern.
Although 3 Northern is mentioned in the Grain
Act and is frequently spoken of as a statutory
grade, its composition is not defined and it is

somewhat clianged by the Chief Inspector from
year to year to meet varying crop conditions.

The Standarls Board generally sets three com-
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mercial grades, No. 4, Xo. 5 and Xo. 6, and
there rc y be a grade of Feed below Xo. 6.

No. 1 Hard is the only grade which never
has any modifications. Unless such wheat is

absolutely sound and good in every particular it

does not receive that grade. Also, Feed is nonnaUy
of such low value that except under unusual
conditions it does not take any of the modifications
which would change its value.

To illustrate the modifications of the various
grades, wheat of the proper weight and soundness
to grade 1 Northern may take any one of the
eighteen different classifications as listed under
this grade on page 42.

These modifications apply generally to all grades
of spring wheat. However, there is no rejection
for seeds in No. 5 and No. 6 as sufficient dockage
to cover all foreign matter is permissible.

The same modifications apply to the grades of
winter wheat from 1 A.R.W. to No. 4, inclusive,

but wmter wheat below No. 4 is included in spring
wheat classifications.

Total number all grades uf grain—In practice,
including the single grade 1 Hard, and two divisions
of condemned, we have 165 classifications of spring
and winter wheat. In the same manner there
are 28 classifications of oats, 20 of barley, 13 of
flax, 9 of rye and 11 of rejected mixed grain.

Each of these classifications is distinct and has its

own value in the trade. A complete list of the
principal grades appears on pages 42 to 45. The
total of 246 becomes almi^t iminreflsive and shows
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OATS (28) BARLEY (20)

EXTRA ONE C. W. OATS ONE C. W. BARLEY

ONE C. W. OATS
N.G. One C.W. Oats Tough.

N.G. One C.W. Oats Damp.

TWO C. W. OATS
N.G. Two C.W. Oats Tough.

N.G. Two C.W. OaU Damp.

THREE C. W. OATS
N.G. Three C.W. OaU Tough.

N.G. TbM C.W. Data Damp.

EXTRA ONE FEED OATS
N.G. Extra One Feed Data Tough.
N.G. Ex^ One Feed Oato Damp.

ONE FEED OATS
N.G. One Feed Oata Tough

N.G. Oat Feed Gate Jkaap.

TWO FEED OATS
N.G. Two Feed Oato Tough.

N.G. Two Feed Oato Damp.

REJECTED OATS
N.G. Rejected Oato Tough.

N.G. Rejected Oats Damp.

Rejected Oats mixed with heated.

N.G. Tough Rej. Oats mixed with
heated.

N.G. Damp ReJ. Oato mind with
heated.

CONDEMNED OATS
N.G. Condemned Oatt Tough.

N.G. Condemned Oato T imp.

TWO C. W. BARLEY

EXTRA THREE C.W. BARLEY
N.G. E.x. Three C.W. Bly. Tough.

N.G. Ex. Three C.W. Bly. Damp.

THREE C. W. BARLEY
N.G. Three C.W. Barley Tough.

N.G. Three C.W. Barley Damp.

FOUR C. W. BARLEY
N.G. Four C.W. Barley Tough.

N.G. Four C.W. Barley Damp.

FEED BARLEY
N.G. Feed Barley Tough.

N.G. Feed Barley Damp.

REJECTED BARLEY
N.G. Rejected Barley Tough.

N.G. Rejected Barley Damp.

CONDEMNED BARLEY
N.G. Condemned Barley Tough.

N.G. Condemned Barley Damp.
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FLAX (13) RYE (9)

ONE N.W.C. FLAX
N.G. One N.W.C. Flax Tough.

N.G. One N.W.C. Flax Damp.

Rejected One N.W.C. Flax mixed

with heated.

TWO C. VV. FLAX
N.G. Two C.W. Flax Tough.

N.G. Two C.W. Flax Damp.

Rejected Two C.W. Flax mixed
with heated.

THREE C. W. FLAX
N.G. Three C.W. Flax Tough.

N.G. Three C.W. Flax Damp.

Rejected Three C.W. Flax mixe<l

with heat«d.

CONDEMNED FLAX

REJECTED MIXED GRAIN (11)

Rejected Mi»d QnuB->Wheat and Oat*.

Ucjectod Mixed Grain—Oats and Wheat.

Rejected Mixed Grain—Barley and Oats.

Rejected Mixed Grain—Oats and Barley.

Rejected Mixed Grain—Wheat and Buiey.

Rejected Mixed Grain—Bariey and Wheat.

Rejected Mixed Grain—Wheat, Oate and Barley.

Rejected Mixed Grain—Wheat, Barley and Oats.

Rejected Mixed Grain—Barley , Wheat and Oato.

Rejected Mixed Grain—Oata, Wheat and Bariey.

Rejected Mixed Grain—Barky, OiA» and Wheat.
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ONE C. W. RYE
N.G. One C.W. Rye Tou^.
N.G. One C.W. Rye Damp.

TWO C. W. RYE
N.G. Two C.W. Rye Tough.

N.G. Two C.W. Rye Damp.

REJECTED RYE
Rejected Rye Heated.

CONDEMNED RYE



the difficulties encountered in handling so many
classifications from both an elevator and an
accounting standpoint. This list dors not include

many grades which sometimes are used. For
instance, many of the toughs and damps become
"dried" after treatment. This introduces a new-
series, each of whose items has a distinctive place
in the export business. The present list, however,
is a great simplification over the classifications used
up to the fall of 1912. Under the old system there

were between five and six hundred separate classi-

fications, there being about 360 of wheat alone.

Dockage—Grain as threshed on the farm contains
an admixture of weed seeds and other foreign

matter if tho seed sown was not clean or if other
seeds crept into tho fields during tillage or growth.
Fields become ({uickly contaminated. Grain grown
in the older farming districts therefore usually
contains a considerable percentage of foreign

matter. In fact it is only the newest territory

which produces naturally clean grain.

Threshing machines do their work too hastily

and crudely to remove much of this foreign
matter. In fact many of them leave a considerable
amount of straw and chaff where the grain would
be otherwise naturally clean.

Comparatively little grain is cleaned in country
elevators, as will be explained in a subsequent
chapter. The result is that by far the greater
portion of grain passing inspection contains foreign
matter such as weed seeds, chaff, dirt. etc. Since
the buyers pay only for clean grain it is necessary
to determine the amount of foreign matter
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to compute the net weight of the grain. This
is done at inspection. Dirty grain is sifted on
sieves of legal size mesh prescribed by the ('anada
Grain Act. It is first passed through a coarse
screen to remove the long straws and other sub-
stances which are larger than the kernels of grain.
These large particles plus small seeds and broken
and shrunken kernels which will pass through the
small statutory sieve constitute the dockage, or
what the law says must be removed to clean the
grain up to standard. This dockage ordinarily
is computed in percentage by weighing a pound
of the dirty grain on a small scale with a specially
marked beam. The dockage removed is then
weighed on the same scale and its proportion to the
original pound is determined at a glance on the
special beam markings. The test is practicaUy
mechanical and hence extremely simple. It is
easily and quickly performed.

Some place in transit it is desirable to actually
clean the grain and remove this dockage so as
to save freight in export shipments. This service
18 performed by the terminal elevators and will
be explained fuUy in a later chapter. The dockage
determined on inspection governs cleaning at the
terminal elevators.

If the dockage on wheat is not too large to be
ascertained by a test of the inspector's sample and
if It is reasonably free from other commercial
grains (barley, oats, flax or rye), it is determined
on test and noted by a straight percentage as al-r^y explained. If, however, the inspector feels
that the sample is excessively dirty or if he finds
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an appreciable proportion of other commercial

grains he will make a notation "C.C." in his

inspection records together with the percentages

of such other grains if they can be determined

for commercial separation. The notation means

"clean until clean" and means that the terminal

elevator must make a special separation of the

car and give warehouse receipts to the shipper

for the other commercial grain contained therein.

The certificate is marked "C.C." but no notation

is made thereon of the percentages. The record

is checked when the car is unloaded at the terminal

elevator and receipts are issued according to the

final tests.

Flax is also subject to the same conditions

concerning "C.C." dockage.

In the higher grades of wheat if the dockage

contains not more than 2^% of wild oats the

dockage is noted in straight percentage. If, how-

ever, it includes more than 2^% of wild oats, it

is (p*aded "rejected" and hence falls under a

different classification of grade. It is apparent

from this that the sinriple rejected grades may con-

tain wild oats in greatly varying percentages. This

would seriously affect the price as the buyer would

not know how much good wheat he would obtain.

To overcome this difficulty the terminal elevators

are required to clean such grain to a maximum
dockage for wild oats of 8 per cent, and if there

was an amount in excess of this con+ained in the

original shipment, a notation is made on inspection

showing the amount of this excess as dockage.

In this way the shipper is penahzed the minimum
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dockage to clean the grain to a recogniaed standard
and the price is maintained on a uniform basis
because the l)uyer knows that the grain will leave
the terminals with a fairly constant average of
dockage. Experience shows this to be about 5%.
The reason for this specifd treatment of wild oats
IS that no commercial cleaning machine has yet
been devised for removing them when present
m small proportions. The very lowest point to
which cleaning can be carried without wasting
good grain is the S% used as a maximum in the
terminals.

Moisture—Since the Grain Act specifies that
grain which has excessive moisture shall be
in^'pected "No grade" it is necessary to determme
the amount of moisture on inspection. This
is done very accurately by a simple process which
drives off all moisture by the application of heat.
The moisture from a carefully measured sample
is computed in percentage and the resulting
figure determines the classification of the grain.

When inspection is Jinal—The Grain Act states
that Wiiinipeg inspection shall be final. In only
three cases will the Inspection Department of
its own accord make this inspection provisional,
subject to final grading upon unloading of the
car—(1) when the car is too full to obtain a fair
sample, (2) when there is reason to believe that
the car is improperly loaded or "plugged" so that
a fair sample cannot be obtained, and (3) when
there is nothing to prevent fair and accurate
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grading but there is some question as to dockage

or condition. In each of these three cases if a

certificate is issued in Winnipeg it is stamped

conspicuously with words to the effect that the

grade is only provisional and that final inspection

will be issued when the car is unloaded. Usually

no provisional certificate is issued but a small

printed notice is delivered showing provisional

grading and stating that certificate will be issued

upon final inspection when unloaded.

Re-inspection and survey—If the shipper is

dissatisfied with either the provisional or final

grade issued at Winnip^, he may ask for a

re-inspection. If dissatisfied with the re-inspection,

the shipper may apply for a survey. If this

requires a fresh sample it can only be procured

if the identity of the car has been preserved.

The survey is made by a board appointed b; che

Grain Commission under the terms of the Grain

Act. There is a Survey Board at each Winnipeg

and Calgary for western grain. These Boards are

appointed from members of the grain trade who
have had long experience in judging grain com-
mercially. The applicant for a survey must

deposit a fee of $3.00 with the secretary oi the

proper Board. If the grade is changed the fee is

returned to him and is charged to the Inspection

Department. If, however, the Inspection Depart-

ment is sustained and the grade is not changed, then

the deposit becomes forfeited. The decision of the

Board is final. From it there is no apped.
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CHAPTER IV.

COUNTRY ELEVATORS

Economic w/mc—Country elevators are part of
the system necessary for handling grain in bulk
They, in common with aU other grain elevators,'
arc l)uilt to take advantage of the flowing property
of Krain acted upon by the force of gravity The
purpose of the elevator is to cheaply handle grain
in bulk by substituting simple machinery forhuman labor. One man with the aid of modern
machinery is able to quickly perform work which
would require many men at hand labor
A modern country elevator will load a thousand

bushel car m one to one and a half hours when thegram is already in store. When grain is received
rom wagons the process is necessarily slower
but even then five thousand bushels will be received
and shipped in a ten-hour day or at the rate of
five hundred bushels an hour. This includes
weighing, which in itself takes an appreciable
mterval of tmae for each load. Figuring the
average wagon load at sbcty bushels, the capacity
of the elevator is about seven loads per hour for
both rec, Mg and shipping, while the c.r -city
for receiving only is about ten loads per hour
Just compare this with the slow process of loading
cars by hand.

cliffy Western
Canada today if there were no country elevators
Supposmg on top of the serious labor shortage



for han'ost and tliroshing it wouhl be iiecrssary

to find enough men to load all cars ' y hand
l*roba.)h not more than a small portion of our

present shipments would be in the li;inds i% the

railways before the close of navigatioa. This
would be due not only to the rfow proce^is <rf loadii^

each p.r . b;!t also to the very important cumulative

effect of delay on each successive trip. RiJlway
rec( Is ?}i.)w that 25 to 30 per cent, of all cars

shipi cd ;
•(" loadc(l at the platf<> > Thus 70

to 7.") pei rent, are loaded at coi Ary elevators,

where the work is done so rapidl.s thai a car is

loaded and bilkd ^^itlun an hour or two after

spotting. Without the quick dispatch in loading

at ele\ators grain cars would ))e mable to com-
plete the fi\ e to seven trips which they now make
in the fall.

Saving in hulk h udlimj Tlu economy of bulk

handling begins rigl ? on the farm. The i-.in

will flow from the threshing machine into the

wagon by gravity and the man who drives the

horses can att^d to the loading. t ere

is the saving in sack- and labor in ig. T
cost of sacks is not less than three cents r

and where sacking is done in quaniit-

approved nieti (tds the 1:
' or cost is thi ciuan

of a cent per bushel. Ct rtaini . iuur s is a K

estimate of total cost of sacking on ti farm.

This econcMoy api^ies to every step in umdlin^

grain in bulk. Prdbi^ly a stn^ater .saving occur?=

after the firain reaches th* public terminal elevator;-

and is handled in so mweh lai^r unit- '^he igh n-
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ment in bulk by boat, both on the Great Lakes
on thp ocean, shows the greatest economy

of all Bur to secure this it rau. be remembered
that hf vstem. starting r.-ht back in the
eouutry n. .t b, on the bulk )>asis. Without
countn eiev.ior.- the crop would have to be
hMdled m sa -ks, as is done in ot or countries
Even m i^^ii^ h- « » difficulty with sacked

sran The (,n,m \ct provides that the charge
r nil, >• ui,{| one-third of onf cent per
undi., .vw ^ and fifty cents .c^r car in

rto; ' of wheat loday is

7- 'u
'^^^

^ ^ contains over
hu... Iwcighi uie cha ,'e for inspection in

-ks
. i at least $2.40 or abot. five times

^ nu M for bulk gram. Apart froin the cost
^c^i> juld undoubtedly destroy o. present
gradiii system by preventing imui fiance of
avera < obtained now through bini in bulk
in ^

' 1 ninai elevators.

ill result of economic saviny~-Thv .fononiic

^
ni the elevator system goes directly to the

far icr. This is apparent in the price received for
grain. The United States and Canada are the
nly two countries in the world where the elevator

IS m extensive use and grain is therefore
d in bulk. In both of these countries the

licrs receive a much higher price for their gram
based upon its ultimate value for consumption!
than they do in any other country because all of
the othere still use the antiquated methods of
handhng m sacks and by hand labor. Where no



other factors enter in price making, all of which
will be dealt with later, the standard price by
wagou-load of 1 Northern wheat is only three cents

per bushel under its full market value less freight,

which very small margin has to pay all risks and
expenses and leave a profit to the elevator. This
is the total cost of getting grain to market, except
the one item of hauling to the nearest elevator.

In other words the farmer can haul his 1 Northern
wheat from his threshing machine directly to the

elevator and sell it for just three cents under its

value in Winnipeg, less freight. When the true

value of the elevator system in our western
economic structure is realized, the small elevator

margin deducted become a very inadequate
measure of its great benefit and, considering the
inherent risks and expenses in getting farmers*

grain to market, it becomes a very cheap price to
pay for the service received.

To every farmer using a country elevator there

is a direct benefit in the great saving of time at

that period of the year when it is most valuable.

Immediately he is through harvesting he should
get right onto his land for his fall plowing. The
value of every day at this season when measured
in terms of plowing accomplished is much greater
than at any other season. Therefore every hour
that the farmer can utilize in preparation of the
soil for next year's crop is worth dollars to him.
Unfortunately, this great value is frequently over-
looked and men who think they are saving money in

loading cars by hand over the platform have yet to
learn that it is reidly costing them many times
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m. re than the elevator charges for the same service.

Benefit of having grain weighed—By using an
elevator the farmer also has the advantage of
definite weight certificates covering every bushel
delivered from his wagon. Even with great care
in loading cars there may be some loss of grain in
transit. In case of accident or damage to the car
the loss may be large. A railway company
cannot consider a claim for shortage unless the
exact quantity loaded into a car is supported by
very good evidence. Grain loaded over the
platform is seldom weighed except in threshing,
and such weights are not sufficiently reliable to
supnort a claim. Private scales not under Govern-
ment supervision may present the same diflSculty.

Even if the farmer is in position to furnish good
evidence, it becomes necessary for him to present
and collect his own claim for shortage from the
railway company, which is a slow process. By
utilizing the facilities offered by the elevator, the
farmer gets his exact marketable weights as he
delivers each load. He immediately receives credit
for every bushel delivered and at the same time
shifts upon the elevator all re^nsibility for
shipment.

Methods of handling grain through elevator—From
an elevator standpoint, there are only two ways
in which grain can be received and handled:

(1) as warenouseman, and (2) as merchant. It is

true that in practice many or most of our country
elevator operators handle carlots of grain on
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commission or consignment, but it is obvious
they do not need elevators to carry on such
business. It is therefore merely incidental to and
not pait of the elevator system.
Thus the fanner in drawing grain to a country

elevator may store it for sale at some future time,
or he may sell it outright as he delivers it. If he
elects the first method, he will receive for each
wagon load a storage ticket, which is a certificate

of weight and may or may not specify the grade
according to arrangement. If he elects the second
method, he will receive for each load a cash
ticket, which is an order for the pajrment of
money binding upon the elevator company and
which also contains information as to the grade
and weight, showing how the amount of money
is figured. The storage ticket is really nothing
but a warehouse receipt, and the cash ticket
is but a draft upon the company. These docu-
ments are used in ahnost every line of busmess.
Both storage ticket and cash ticket are legal
obligations upon the part of the company issuing
them to deliver a specific amount of grain or
money respectively. They are transferable by
endorsement. The prev; lent use of this con-
venience shows that it has distinct value to the
fanners.

Different methods of warehousing—The Grain Act
provides two general methods of storage-—graded
and special bin—each defined by its own form of
ticket.

On the graded storage ticket appears the grade as
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mutually agreed by the fanner and the elevator
operator. It is therefore absolute in its terms
deHning not only the weight of the grain delivered,
but also Its grade. This allows its market value
to be figured at any time. A graded storage
ticket is illustrated on page 210.
The special bin ticket does not provide for any

grade and is designed for use where there is a differ-
encv- of opinion as to the actual quality of the grain.
It IS based on preservation of identity of the gram
until shipment, when it can be loaded into a par-
ticular car and the grade thereof established upon
inspection in Winnipeg. It was originally used
entirely for this class of business but experience
developed many serious comphcations and objec-
tions. The primary difficulty lay in the construc-
tion of an ordmary country elevator. These
buildings are always as sunple as possible so
as to minimize the investment. The standard
plan consi' ts of nine bins, three on each of two
ends constituting six stock bins extending from the
roof to the ground. Between these two rows of
bins is an open space for machinery, called the
"work floor," above which are three smaller bins
constituting shipping bin on the track «de, cleaning
bin immediately behind it and small tranter
bin next to the driveway. The large stock bms
hold from three to four thousand bushels each,

' shipping bin a little more than a carload,'
I a the other two bins about a carioad each. As a

rule, the shippmg bin must be kept free so as to
provide woridng space for shipments. It is thus
apparwit there is Kttle or no oppwrfcunity to speeiaX



bin a car of grain for any length of time without

tying up one of the large stock bins of three or

tour times the capacity. The inevitable result

of endeavors to preserve the identity until shipment
was a great reduction in elevator capacity through-

out the country. The practice of special binning
became so prevalent that the system became
unworkable. The elevators could not afford to

carry the vacant space which could not be utilized

because every bin already was partially filled with

grain, the identity of which must be preserved.

The special bin system as devised in the original

Grain Act was for the purpose of giving the farmer
official inspection of his own grain in carlot units.

Its object was sound as it gave the farmer pro-

tection in case of dispute with the elevator as to

the grade of the grain. In practice, however,
try as hard as the elevators could to really live up
to their contracts and preserve the identity of

each parcel until shipment, it was found almost
impossible to eliminate errors. Then, too, there

were always complications whenever a farmer
had a little less or a little more than a full carload.

In the administration of details which were
not covered by the Act the elevator companies
were compelled to assume obligations which were
very unfair. So the commercial companies gener-

ally abandoned the system, although many
independent farmers' elevators continued its use
in spite of its faults. To accomplish the same
purpose in giving the farmer protection in case of

dispute the large companies adopted a modified

form of the graded storage system by utilizing
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other sections of the Grp.in Act providing for
the handling of grain where agreement as to
grade cannot be reached at the time. The new
method was named the "Subject to grade" system
by the companies. It has worked so satisfactorily

for both farmers and elevators that no operator
who has adopted it has reverted to the special
bin system.

This change w is made in the fall of 1906. No
more special binning was done on a commercial
scale until the Board of Grain Commissioners was
appointed under the Grain Act as revised in 1912.
About the same time the Saskatchewan Co-
operative Elevator Company began operations.
The management of this company preferred to
adopt the old special bin system. Rulings of the
Grain Commission from time to time materially
modified the conditions formerly applying to this
class of business. The Grain Growers Grain
Company also adopted the special bin system
when they took over the operation of country
elevators m Manitoba. When the Alberta Far-
mers Co-operative Elevator Company was estab-
lished it followed the lead of the Saskatchewan
Company, and we thus find that these three
companies are now practically the only exponents
of the special bin system on a large scale. The
Saskatchewan and Alberta Companies have built
elevators especially designed for this kind of
storage. They have been very successful in
the use of the special bin system and have never
used the subject to grade tickets. We thus
find two enturdy s^Murate systems of storage
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where grade is undetermined^the commercial
companies apparently giving complete satisfac-
tion and using only the subject to grade system,
and the large fanners' compwiies apparently
giving equally complete saMaetion and using
only the special bin system. An iiuatration
of the ticket used by the .SaskaieheA\ an Co-opera-
tive Elevator Company appears on page 214.

Storage subject to grade—Storage subject to grade
is coveted by an ordinary graded storage ticket
with the grade omitted. It is based on the fact
that it is not necessary to wait until grain is

shipped in a car to have it properly graded by
the Inspection Department. The grading is done
on a sample anyway, so all that is required to get
a correct grade is to secure a correct sample.
Such sample is obtained in this system on delivery
of the grain to the elevator. After the Inspector's
grade is accepted by the elevator, the fanner is not
concerned with the disposition of the grain. Under
the special bin ticket the identity of the grain
had to be preserved until it was loaded into a car.

Under the subject to grade ticket the grain can
be put into stock bins long before shipment. It
is apparent that this method accomplishes all

that the special bin system did and at the same
tinae allows the use of valuable elevator space
which was wasted under the old system. It also
has the added advantage of giving the farmer
official grade much sooner than he would receive
it if he had to wait for the grading on a car as he
must under the special bin system.
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Its practical operation is as follows ; From every
wagon load delivered at the elevator a small sample
is taken and put in a locked receptacle provided
especially for that purpose. A graded storage
ticket is issued for every load as delivered, shov-. «»

the weight, but no grade, and each tick 3

stamped across the face "Subject to Inspectc d

grade and dockage," or other words of similar
import. Sometimes a provisional grade is marked
on the ticket and a stamp is used stating that the
grade is subject to alteration by reference to the
Chief Inspector. As the grain is unloaded in
the elevator its identity is preserved until the
farmer is satisfied that the sample is correct. A
portion of this sample is then sent to the Chief
Inspector's office in Winnipeg with the request
that it be graded. The Inspector is always
prepared to do this, and upon receipt of the sample
he immediately gives it official grade and dockage
and sends back postcard notice. The farmer then
surrenders his tickets to the elevator agent who
issues ordinary graded storage tickets showing
both grade and net weight. The elevator im-
mediately becomes responsible for the grade
set by the Inspector. It, of course, follows
that the farmer is not interested in what becomes
of the grain itself as he has the elevator company's
warehouse receipts setting forth the correct grade
and dockage which constitute a definite basis
of settlement.

The objection to this system is that if the
sample is carelessly taken the resulting grade may
be inaccurate. But even with the possibiUties
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for error the system has apparently given excellent
satisfaction to the customers of those elevators
which use it.

Illustration of a subject to grade ticket appears
on page 212.

Shipment .stored grain -When a storage ticket,
ei tiler graded, subject to grade, or special bin, has
been issued for grain put into storage, the elevator
company has the right to ship that grain any time
it desires, upon proper notice to the owner, to a
public terminal elevator situated on the same
railway and which may be designated by the
owner of the grain. Such provision for shipment
IS absolutely necessary to the operation of the
system as the country elevator capacity is nowhere
near sufficient to accommodate all the grain offered
for storage. If the elevators were required to keep
in store in the country all of the grain for which
they had issued storage tickets, they would \ ery
quickly have to cease operation. Such congestion
would cause very serious loss to the community. If
the elevators had to depend for payment of
expenses and a fair profit upon what they could
hold in their buildings at any one time the cost
of handling the grain would be so enormous that
the system would be useless. Apart from this,
the commercial value of the grain depends upon
Its position in the public terminal and not upon
the fact that it is stored in a country elevator.
It is therefore to the advantage of the farmer that
grain be shipped out as rapidly as possible. He
holds the receipts issued by the elevator and is
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fuUy protected. His grain in store in a terminal
has a definite market value which it did not
possess as long as it was in store in the country.

Merchandising—Although a subsequent chapter
IS devoted to a description of factors of value
It IS necessary to briefly consider here the principle
governing prices paid by elevators in the exercise
of their function as merchants. The position
of grain relative to consumption always determines
Its value. Grain in store in a country elevator
has no commercial value except as it may be
shipped for consumption. Grain actually in store
in Fort William and ready for immediate ship-
ment for consumption is called "spot" grain
and always commands the highest commercial
value. This is the "cash" price quoted on the
Winnipeg Grain Exchange. Grain loaded in a
car at a country station wiU only command
the price obtainable for grain in store in FortW illiam at the time when the car can be expected to
arrive there for unloading. This, less commission
for selling, constitutes the "track" price quoted in
the country for grain loaded in cars, grade guaran-
teed by the seUer. Grain in store in a country
elevator can only command such price as it will be
worth ivhen it is ovontually loaded into cars
shipped to and delivered at terminal elevators in
Fort W ilham. This future value, less freight and a
smaU margin to cover expenses and profit, also riskm loss of grade on lower grades, constitutes the
street price quoted by elevators for grain by the

wagonload, the purchasers assuming risk of grades.
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pay for It both because allowance must always
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offered, the car supply for any elevator is moet

uncertain.

Effect of present methods of car distribution-

let naaee what effect the car supply has upon street

prices as compar-d to track prices. It there are

plenty of cars and the elevator can keep its own

grain shipped out promptly, there will be no

difference in the two prices ( .vpopt the very small

elevator margin. This .situation, however, very

seldom occurs. As a rule, the elevator cannot

get cars frecjuently enough to keep its purchased

grain shipped out. As this accumulates, the

prospect of shipment is pushed farther and farther

into the future. As the time of delivery in the

terminal at Fort William governs the price payable,

it is therefore obvious that the elevator must keep

adjusting its price to agree with the price \^ hich

the grain will command when it eventually reaches

the lake-front. If this price declines with delayed

delivery, as is generally the case in the fall wlien

most of our grain is sold, it is clear that the elevator

must accordingly reduce its street price. At the

same time a man with a carload may secure his

car, load it and get it to market immediately, thus

taking advantage of the relatively high prices

prevailing for early delivery. This obviously

is purely a question of transportation depending

upon car supply and is entirely beyond the control

of the elevator.

It frequently happens where grain is delivered

rapidly, thus causing a car shortage, a country
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elevator may be completely filled with purchased

grain in the first week of threshing. Since a

mcKiorn elevator holds 30,000 bushels or more and
since it must take its turn with every other

owner of grain for only one car at a time, it is

obvious that a farmer who has only a carload will

be able to ship his entire crop in one car, but the

elevator can shift only one-thirtieth of all it has
bought. At that rate the elevator knows perfectly

well that it cannot empty itself in time for the

close of navigation, and it must therefore im-

mediately base its \mce on value for December
delivf v, which is usuall> four to six cents and
sometimes six to ten cents under values for

September delivery. This me&Da a depreciation

of just that much per bushel on all street grain

simply because the elevator is not allowed a fair

proportion of empty ca-a to ship its own grain.

So netimes the elevutr' become completely
blocked and cannot rec* "% <i;rain whatsoever.

The situation then beco -o acute that thue
have been occasions when drastic action contrary

to law has been necessary to rdieve the consequ. at

sufifering.

Because ot unforeseen conditions at particular

points, every year several and sometimes many
elevators of a large line company will be carried

into the period of closed navigation with full

stocks of grain purchased at high j ru;es based on
early shipment and for which cars Ct ild not be
procured. This causes a heavy loss as purchase
price plus cost of carrying cannot be realised

upon final aa^.
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Where an elevator is serving a community it

seems only fair to give it cars in proportion to the

amount it purchases. The law says it must store

without discrimination and it is common business

prudence that it must also buy without discrimina-

tion. The only lin)it to either is the capacity

of the elevator according to grades offered. If

a mure equitable system of car distribution were

adopted, the movement of grain would be speeded

up materially and the value of the devator system

to the community would be greatly enhanced.

This would be immediately reflected in the in-

creased prices which would be paid for grain by

the wagon-load.

Car shortages on different railways compel

differences in prices—^The effect of car shortage

on street prices may not be the same on all railways.

Sometimes one railway v ill have plenty of cars

and get its grain to market very quickly while

another railway will experience a car shortage

and the movement of grain will be greatly delayed.

Where market prices are lower for the more distant

deliveries there must, of course, be a corresponding

difference in price paid in the country. Thus

the situation sometunes arises that stations very

close to each other but on different lines of railway

will have different street prices. Perhaps two

elevators operated by the same company, one at

each of two such places, will be paying different

prices. This sometimes leads to the assumption

that the elevator company is arbitrarily depressing

prices at the lower points. This, however, is not
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the case as every elevator always pays just as much
as it possibly can in order to attract the greatest
amount of business. Competition takes care of

this. No elevator ever reduces prices unless it

is forced to and a car shortage is a most potent
factor in compelling price reduction.

Weighing—Weighing is always given very careful

consideration by a well-run elevator company.
A modem country elevator contams the best scales

obtainable. These are carefully tested frequently
by travelling sup«intendents cf the company.
They are always inspected at least once a year by
the Department of Inland Weights and Revenue
of the Dominion Government. The officials of

this department are constantly travelling about
the country testing all scales used commercially.
Their routes are not known. They come and go
as they please. They have keys to all country
elevators. They keep the scales constantlj^ ad-
justed. The first information received by any
line elevator company that its scales have been
inspected is the bill for expenses of the inspector.

No properly managed elevator company can ever
a£Ford to give anything but correct weights. It

expects to do business year after year with the
same customera. It must therefore give satis-

factory service, and the first requirement of good
service is correct weighing.

In all businesses weights to the amount of a
wagon-load or more are usually taken at the nearest

ten pounds. The error on any one load can never
be more than five pounds and in the long run
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there is no error at all. This practice is followed

in weighing grain at country elevators, as the

additional time consumed in weighing closer would

be econv^mic waste and very annoying to customers.

No buyer is permitted to give false weights.

This also means he must correctly figure pounds

into bushels to give full credit for the entire weight.

If he is dishonest in any respect in the matter of

weighing he becomes liable for criminal prosecution

for common theft and he makes his company

criminally liable for fraud if it had knowledge

of and consented to his action.

There will almost always be a difference between

elevator and threshers' weights, due to the fact

that the thr^ers' scales are automatic and rest

upon uneven bearings because the threshing

machine itself is never quite level. Such scales

were never intended to give accurate weights.

Their only purpose is to give a close estimate to

determine threshing charges.

AUmvance for shrinkage—Every farmer who has

studied the handling of grain on his farm knows

that it cannot be handled or stored for even a few

weeks without loss by shrinkage. It is apparently

caused by partial loss of dust contained, also by the

evaporation of slight excess of moisture which was

not sufficient to affect condition. Experience in

the grain business has proved conclusively that

there is appreciable invisible loss particularly at

country devatws, and as there is no allowance

in price or tariff to cover it, deduction must be

made from the grtun. Thus on all grain received
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a small deduction is made, varying from nothing

to one-half of one per cent., depending upon the

cbaracteristics of the particular parcel. This

deduction has to be increased when the grain is in

bad condition. Expoience has shown that wlwn
weh grain comes from the thresher its shrinkage

is considerable. One per cent, has been fousd
to be a reasonable allowance on tough or damp
grain and deduction of this amount is made. The
Grain Commission has recognized the commercial

necessity for such allowances and approves of the

deductions made therefor.

Dockage—^The question of dockage has a direct

bearing upon weight. Only grain which is so

badly mixed that it cannot be cleaned is sold on
gross weight. Since there is very little of this,

it is safe to say that all grain is sold basis net

weight. This means that fair allowance has to

be made at a country elevator for dirt and weed
seeds conUuned in grain just the same as is made
at inspection for market. Although the test for

dockage is almost a mechanical act, the amount
to be deducted is usually a very troublesome feature

in delivering grain to a country elevator. There
should be no difficulty at all because the proper

percentage is so easily determined. In the

chapter on Inspection the process used by the

inspeeHcm department was fully explained. The
only appliances needed are a one-pound scale

with dockage beam and a set of legal sieves.

Regulations of the Board of Grain Commissioners
require that these facilities shall be provided at
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every country elevator. The inspector's test

can be readily duplicated by any one. Thus
every buyer and every farmer may easily and

quickly determine the correct dockage on every

load delivered. Reasonable application of such

a simple test should entirely eliminate all

difficulties.

Whenever there is any doubt as to the grade,

|the elevator agent may agree to give the higher

grade in consideration for a little extra dockage.

This is perfectly fair as it is part of the bargain

made when the grain is delivered,

DifficuUiea of accurate grading—Grading is an

act of judgment. There is no scientific and definite

The detennination of grade depends upon
the human senses backed up by knowledge of

the different qualities required. If senses or

knowledge are faulty, the grading will be wrong.

Grain in different districts has different charac-

teristics. A man may conscientiously think that

he is giving the correct grade when he says wheat

is 1 Nortiiem, but as a matter of fact, due to some
peculiarity whiefa is not deariy apparent, it is only

a go«d 2 N^rtbom.

Crops VMy from year to year. No two will

ever have exactly the same characteristics. An
intelligent buyer will grade wheat 1 Northern

because it seems to be a good 1 Northern as he

remembers that grade from the previous year.

Howevor, even with the guidance of type samples

secmned hmt tiie Inspector's Office, he may
eenseientkiuilsr commit a grave error by filling
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his elevator with grain which proves to be graded
too high. This causes serious loss to his company
in actual dollars and it puts the buyer in the
embarrassing position of having to materially
reduce his grades to put them on a correct level.

This causes dissatisfaction among his customers.
They cannot believe that he has been wrong and
they are convinced that he has arbitrarily lowmi
his grading to make more money at their

expense.

Then, too, grade is a question of bargain as it

determines price. The farmer will naturally desire

to get the highest grade he can. The buyer wants
to be perfectly fan* so as to give the farmer all his

grain is worth while at the same time he wants to
protect his company against loss, but no one is

present to counteract the pressure of the farmer.
Thus the natural tendency is for buyers to over-
grade on their receipts as a whole.

Loss of grades in practice—When grain is

inspected on shipment, there is almost invariably
found a loss in grades compared with receipts.

This may amount to as much as 10 or 15 per cent.,

or even a greater proportion, of the cars handled
by a large line company, and is considered one of
the ordinary hazards of the business. On contract
grades there are no allowances in price to cover
this risk because the differences in values are not
large. In wheat, for instance, 2 Northern cannot
be more than three cents cheaper than 1 Northern
because it is deliverable at that discount upon
1 Northern contracts under Hie rules of the
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Winnipeg Grain Exchange. As a matter of fact,

it usually runs about two cents under 1 Northern.

Also 3 Northern cannot be cheaper than eight

cents under 1 Northern because it is deliverable

upon 1 Northern contracts at that discount,

according to the rules of the Winnipeg Grain

Exchange. It usually runs about three cents

under 2 Northern. Grades below 3 Northern

are not contract grades, that is to say, they

are not deliverable at all upon contracts for

1 Northern. Therefore their prices may, and do,

show comparatively wider differences, depending

upon the ordinary market factors of value. A
mistake in judgment causing a loss in grade from

1 Northern to 2 Northern or from 2 Northern

to 3 Northern is not nearly as serious as it is in

grades below 3 Northern. There is, therefore,

an allowance made in street prices of the lower

grades to partially overcome such losses. The

allowance increases as the grade reduces in

somewhat the same proportion as the difference

between grades increases. That is to say, it is

very much more serious to lose, a grade from No.

5 to No. G than it is from 3 Northern to No. 4,

and therefore the allowance for risk of loss of the

lower grades must be proportionately higher than

the allowance for risk of the higher grades. This

loss of grades will sometimes necessitate a reduction

in price on the low grades equal to the reduction

caused by car shortage and the two of course

must be added together in determining prices.

However, even with all the money allowance

which can reasonably be made in price and with all
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the dockage allowance which can be bargained

for in setting grades, losses from wrongful grading

run into enormous figures. The minimum any

country elevator is expected to handle to show a

profit is 50,000 bushels. Some of them run to

200,000 bushels and even higher on a y^'s
business. On a grade loss therefore of only one
cent a bushel the total loss per elevator may be

from $500 to $2,000. Multiply this by anywhere
from thirty to one hundred and fifty elevators,

according to the size of the line, and an idea of the

enormous risks involved is obtained. This, of

course, is a maximum loss which would never be

reached in practice, but it illustrates the necessity

of providing all possible safeguards. The worst

of it is that the nature of the business does not
permit incorrect grading to become apparent

until actual loss has occurred. It takes so long

to ship grain from an elevator to an inspection

point and elevators fill up so rapidly in the busy
season, especially if there is a car shortage, that

these losses will sometimes run into very large

figures before they are discovered. One of the

ordinary profits of the business is derived from
carrying grain in store for May deUvery. If,

therefore, grain has been put into store in tho fall

for shipment in May, it may not be possible to

discover any material error until shipment is made
in the spring. As this is at an interval of several

months after the stocks begin to accumulate,

it is easy to see that a great deal of grain may be
bought on an incorrect basis entirdy unknoum to

the management. Of course, the situation is
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watched as closely as possible by travelling

supcrii.tendents and by having agents send samples

to their head offices with notations as to their

grades, but no method of operation or supervision

has yet been devised to prevent costly losses in

grades which benefit the farmers at the expense of

the elevators.

Overages—It is apparent that there are two

factors in determining surplus or shortage in

a country elevator—^weight and grade. The one

is incomplete without the other. Suppose an

devator receives 10,000 bushels of wheat and,

because the buyer has been a keen bargainer

for dockage, ships 10,050 bushels. Here is an

apparent overage of 50 bushels. But suppose

we find that the receipts were all graded in

as 1 Northern and that the buyer overgraded as

shown by his shipments, which inspected 7,000

bushels 1 Northern, 2,000 bushds 2 Northern,

and 1,050 bushels 3 Northern. Suppose average

values for the year were $1.00, 98 cents and

95 cents for 1, 2 and 3 Northern respectively.

Reducing; the different ^ems to the common
denominator of dollars at the prices named,

gives the following result:

RECEIPTS

10,000 bus. 1 Nor. at $1.00 $10,000.00

SHIPMENTS

7,000 bus. 1 Nor. at $1.00 $7,000.00
2,000 bus. 2 Nor. at .98 1,960.00

1 ,050 bus. 3 Nor. at .95 997.50

9,957.50

Loss $ 42.50
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The apparent overage thus becomes an actual

shortage. Exactly this situation is constantly

occurring in practice and the example well illus-

trates the fallacy of looking only at weights.

The method shown is used by the large line

companies in making annual statement for each

elevator. It is the only maimer in which the truth

can be ascertained. It shows how closely inter-

wovon are weights and grades, and thus how
carefully each must be watched to safeguard the

other. It is these statements that tell the story

and it is the perpetual fear of the ablest manage-
ment with the best of men and organization that

the final figures will show a loss.

Cleaners—Cleaners are not now used as much as

they were in the past and very few new elevators

have them. This is partly due to the fact that

elevator building has been confined in recent years

principally to the new territory in Saskatchewan,

where tho ground is clean and there is very little

dockage. But even in the older districts it is

common practice not to use them where they are

installed, because it is economy to pay freight

upon the screenings in the grain so as to fs^t the

weed seeds shipped out of the country. True,

there is a difference of opinion on this point.

Many farmers and some elevators object to paying
freight on dockage. Many farmers want their

screenmgs for feed, especially in those years when
feed prices are high. In such cases cleaning is done
in country elevators, but the fact remains that the

custom is not nearly as general as it used to be,
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conmdering the vast increase in crops. Also, the

Noxious Weed Seed Laws of the Western Provinces

make it very diflHeult to handle screenings cleaned

out at country elevators.

The presence of weeds in farming district

is very expensive. Weed seeds in the form of

screenings cannot be used for any purpose around

the farm >vithout spreading the growth of the

weeds in each suceeeding year unless all seeds have

been carefully and finely ground so as to destroy

the power of germination. Boiling will accomplish

the same result, but screenings cannot be treated

this way in vohmie. They must be so finely

ground that they become practically flour and

can be sifted through bolting cloth. Machinery

to accomplish this is very expensive and it would

be economic waste to make installations at country

points to grind the comparatively small amounts

available at the various stations. When cars

are once loaded it is impracticable and expensive

to stop them in transit. Thorofore it is economy

for the eoinmunity to ship out its screenings

with its grain, pay the freight on them and thus

get them to terminal points where they can be

disposed of without fear of contamination. As

to the freight, the farmers are directly interested

only in the screenings in stored grain because the

elevators assume all expense of shipping street

{train and no deduction in prices is made to cover

freight on dockage—the extra cost is considered

an expense of the business.

Moreover, the best of cleaners in country

elevators are rather small and cannot do thdr
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work efficiently under the conditions surrounding

th«n. Therefore it is generally considered fairer

to the fanner to take his gross weighto less dockage
as determined by test ratiier than to run his grain

over the cleaner and then take the net weight.

In fact, in the year 1908 Government officials then

connected with the work suggested that all

country elevators stop using cleaners and some
influential farmers even proposed that they be
rmnoved entirely from the buildings. However,
they had ah-eady fallen into such general disuse

that it was unnecessary to push the mattm'.

Investment in elevators —Fr&ctiG&Uy without ex-

ception, all country elevators are built upon
property leased from the railways. Therefore in

figuring the investment it is only necessary to

consider the cost of the buildings as the leaseholds

have no value. A modem 30,000 bushel elevator

without cleaner costs about $6,000. This is

equivalent to twenty cents per bushel. If cleaner
is installed it will cost $500 to $600 more. Since
comparatively few elevators have cleaners, in con-
sidering the investment in country elevators in

Western Canada it is fair to base the value upon
installations without cleaners. The figure of

twenty cents per bushel noted may be used as a
fair estimate because those buildings which are
more expensive per bushel will be offset by the
older houses which are not worth quite as much.
All of the country elevators of Western Canada
today have a capacity of about 93,000,000 bushels.

Taking this at twenty cents per bushel shows a
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total value of $18,600,000, which may be considered

a very fair estimate of the elevator building

investment. In addition to this there is a large

amount invested in necessary accessories such as
tools and gasoline drums. Furthermore, lar^
amounts must be provided in working capital

and investment in office space, etc. It is probably
safe to say that, including all of these various
items, $23,000,000 or $24,000,000 are today
invested in the country elevator business alone.

This is a very large sum for only one branch of

the grain trade.

Elemtor charges—The tariff of the country
elevator is very simple. It provides for only
two maximum charges—If cents per bushel for

receiving, cleaning (where cleaners are used) and
shipping grain, including fifteen days' free storage;

and for storage one-thirtieth of a cent per bushel
per day after the first fifteen days, both of which
include full insurance. These rates a.*e approved
by the Board of Grain Conmiissioners under the
Canada Grain Act and must be enforced without
discrimination among customers at any one station.

The rate of one-thirtieth of a cent for storage
depends entirely upon the capacity of the elevator,

the keeping qualities of the grain and the length
of time for which grain is normally in store. As
these factors are identical at all points, this rate is

generally uniform throughout the West. How-
ever, in some sections the storage rate is one-
fortieth of a cent per day.

The handling charge of cents per bushel
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depends principally upon the quantity of grain
received. This, therefore, may be affected by local

conditions at different stations. Where there is

severe competition, it may be sound business to
reduce this handling charge to the very minimum
necessary to cover expenses and sometimes even
below cost because it is frequently cheaper to oper-
ate any plant or factory at a small loss rather than
not operate at all. Furthermore, because of the
lesser value of oats the charge for handling is only
1 or IJ cents on the principle that the full charge
would bo too heavy a tax upon the oat crop.
Figures submitted to the Board of Grain Com-
missioners in 1915 by one of the largest and best
managed elevator companies, where every con-
dition was favorable to the lowest possible expenses,
showed that the actual cost of handling grain in one
of its best years was 2J cents per bushel. The
tariff rate therefore cannot be considered unfair
or too high since it does not cover the bare cost
of the service. The difference is made up by the
profit on grain which is purchased.

In practice we find different rates for handling
the same grain. For instance, the usual charge
for handling wheat in special bin is 1| cents per
bushel and the usual charge for handling wheat
subject to grade is li cents per bushel. Flax is

usually If cents by every method due to excessive
loss in weight through leakage.

Warehousing and merchandising—II country
elevators depended entirdy upon storage business
for revenue they would not make eonunercial
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profits. Practically all elevator companies are

grain merchants as well as warehousemen. There

is therefore another element of profit accruing

through the merchandising of the grain. Also,

if country elevators had to depend upon their

merchandising business for their totd revenue

they would undoubtedly be commercially un-

profitable. To be successful financially they must

do both kinds of business and as much as they

can attract to their doors. We have no example

of straight merchandising without warehousing,

so we have no definite knowledge as to how its

single operation would work in practice. We
have, however, examples of warehousing without

merchandising, and experience has shown con-

clusively that such cannot be successfully carried

on at a commercial profit. The outstanding

example is the experiment by the Province of

Manitoba of operating Government elevators for

storage purposes only. This operation was carried

on for two years, sufficiently long to give it a fair

trial. Each year there was a heavy loss. Their

elevators were then leased to the Grain Growers'

Grain Company, who now operate the same

buildings not only for warehousing but also for

the merchandising of grain. Although their

operation showed a loss at first, it is now on a

profitable basis, apparently showing that the

revenue from both sources will show a profit where

that from only one source will not.

There are other examples of warehousing without

merchandising by independent elevators in single

units, notably local farmers' elevators at various
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points in Manitoba and southern Saskatchewan.

As a rule these are conducted without loss, but it

is safe to say that they do not make commercial

profits. Probably the principal factor in securing

operation without loss is their management by
men living on the spot who give them very close

personal supervision without compensation. Such
operation, however, is not on a commercial basis

and could not possibly attract sufficient investment

to handle the entire crop of any one district, to

say nothing of the country as a whole.

Grain bought too late in the fall for shipment

by the- Great Lakes before the close of navigation,

is usually sold for delivery in May and is stored

during the winter in the country elevators, thus

taking advantage of the difference in the market
values. This is the period when shipment east

must be made all-rail. The difference in prices

between December and May is usually sufficient

to show a profit to the country elevators after

allowing for the cost of carrying the grain. The
buildings are designed to handle and store grain

during the shipping season. They would be
comparatively idle during the inactive winter

months unless other activities were developed.

Therefore the companies take advantage of this

market situation and whenever the difference in

prices is sufficient to cover the cost of operation,

insurance and interest on the value of the grain and
show a profit, they buy and store all they can so

as to augment their earnings. This operation
will be refenred to again in a later chapter on
Marketing.
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The elevator has no monopoly on this kind of

business. The farmer can make this profit for

himself by carrying his own grain. Instead of

selling in December on an all-rail basis, he can

carry i*^ in his own granary, the only commercial

expense being insurance and interest.

Sometimes, however, the grain will not keep

because of poor quality or bad condition, and

sometimes too there are counteracting influences

in the market which upset the natural differences in

prices so that there is no profit after paying

expenses. In such cases a country elevator will

ship its grain throughout the winter and this source

of profit then disappears.

Classification of elevators—Country elevators as

operated today in Western Canada may be

classified in two grand divisions: (1) those called

"line" elevators, operated in groups by large

companies known as "line" elevator companies,

and (2) those called "independent" elevators,

operated locally as individual units.

The first class may be subdivided into elevators

operated by miUing -companies as adjuncts of their

mills and those operated by merchandising com-

panies which deal in the grain itself withocct any

direct relation to the flour milling business.

The mill elevators are operated by our large

milling con.panies, such as Lake of the Woods,

Ogilvie, Western Canada Flour Mills, and Maple

Leaf Milling Company. Some of the smaller

mills in Western Canada have small groups

attached which are operated more or leas locally.
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Line elevators operated by grain merchants
include those of the large line companies operat-

ing from a central point, usually Winnipeg,
also those operated by the large farmers' companies,

such as the Grain Growers Grain Company,
Saskatchewan Co-operative Elevator Company,
and the Alberta Farmers Co-operative Elevator
Company. Although these latter organizations are
simply joint stock companies whose stock is held in

small amounts by a large number of farmars, and
although their service and methods of operation

are practically identical mth those of the commer-
cial line companies, they have created a strong

sense of co-operation in the communities served
and may well be considered on that basis. They are
doing valuable work, not the least of which is the
practical demonstration to their numerous share-

holders of the principles and problems of com-
mercially handling grain in volume. Their competi-
tion has undoubtedly been a strong factor in

improving the quality of service rendered by many
of the competmg elevators. In the erection of new
elevators unfortunately popular pressure has com-
pelled the management to over-build at some
stations. This is usually due to popular ignor-

ance or misunderstanding of local conditions.

A little reflection will show that too much com-
petition is just as bad as too little. The
conmiunity must have enough elevators, but it

should not be saddled with the burden of carrying
too many.

The other grand division, that consisting of
independent devators, includes the local farmers'
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co-operative elevators and those owned by local

dealers, all of which are operated in independent

units by the owners themselves, who usually live

at the stations where the elevators are situated.

This broad classification is based upon the

organizations necessary to operate. The large

line companies require central offices and traveling

superintendents to supervise the work and service

of the individual elevators whereas the indepen-

dent elevators are self-contained units. There are

economies of operation in the large hues which

cover the additional cost of the organization,

and their close connectioi^ with their head offices

gives their customers valuable benefits from daily

information of market conditions.

Difficulty of securing good men—It is the constant

aim of every elevator company to secure thoroughly

competent and reliable men for agents, or buyers,

at ail stations. At many stations the marketing is

sufficiently distributed throughout the year to

warrant practically permanent employment, while

at many other stations the season is so short that

only temporary employment can be given. In the

latter case it is the desire of every operating com-

pany to seen e for every such station the services of

somebody who has other business from which he

can be sr d during the active grain season. In

this way they try to secure good men and retain

them year after year, but it is extremely difficult to

find men whose businesses will permit this. There-

fore it is frequently necessary to take on new and

untried men. In every case their records are care-
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fully investigated aad, of course, no one is hired

who has not good recommendations. But the mere

fact that these men do not know the gram buaness

and do not understand the policies of their com-
panies may make it very embarrassing to the

managements. When they are courteous, intelli-

gent and active they quickly develop into good

agents and are given better positions. There

are always some, however, who do not measure up
to the required standard, and of course such men
are not kept under emplojrment any longer than

possible. Unfortunately, however, it is sometimes

impossible to replace them in the midst of a busy

set i and the companies are then faced with the

embarrassing necessity of having to work through

them even though it may be known they are not

giving good service.

At those stations where there is sufficient busuiess

to warrant permanent employment, the men
are always of very gO' tvT)e. They thoroughly

learn the policies of .! npanies and realize

the importance of giving j "Dest of service. They
become very valuable in cementing the good will

of their customers to their companies. It is

very rare indeed that there are complaints against

agents of this type. It is from these men that

traveling superintendents and eventually general

managers are developed. It is tiuly imfortunate

that the nature of the business will not permit all

elevators to be operated by this high class of men.

Co-operation among elevators -There are over

3,000 country elevators at 1,300 different stations.
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Many things which are necessary for all the

elevators can be more effectively done through

a common agency than by each company for each

devator.

For instance, gasoline and oil are used in every

elevator and it is convenient and cheap to distribute

it from a common depot.

Also it is desirable to collect crop statistics

from time to time through elevator buyers. This

can be best done through a central office where

the work is systematized.

We have seen that competition compels all

elevators to pay as much as possible for grain.

They must therefore work on the narrowest

possible margins. As competition requires these

margins to be the same for all, the street prices

are usually on a uniform basis. Such prices are

called "list prices" and are the same at all stations

hav'ng the same freight rates. It is therefore

economy to send only one telegram to each

station showing price changes and for all elevators

at each station to use the one message. This

is the practice followed, and any local condition

requiring prices different from list is covered by
standing instructions to pay so much over or

under list as the case may be.

All of these services are performed by a co-

operative company among the country elevators

called The Northwest Grain Dealers' Associa-

tion. Its only object is to save its members
unnecessary expense in trying to do separately

those things which can be better done throuj^
a central agency.
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Government bonds—To protect all storagt? tickets

issued by country elevators, the operators thereof

must file bonds with the Board of Grain Ck>m-
missioners for the benefit of their customers. The
holders of such tickets therefore have for security

not only the financial resources of the companies,

but also these surety bonds. No large and effi-

ciently operated company has ever yet defaulted

on any of its storage tickets or other obligations to

the farmers. Therefore no bond of any large and
well managed company has ever been needed to

protect its creditors. The only defaults have been
with the smaller and weaker companies who have
not been efficiently managed. Such results in the

aggregate have been really very small. It is safe

to say that the total loss has been negligible

considering the entire grain business of the country.

It is therefore apparent that the grain business of

Western Canada is very well looked i^ter and
the farmers have every possible protection that

commercial prudence and foresight can devise.

Not only is their grain quickly and well

handled in any manner that they please, either

by immediate or deferred purchase or for their

own accounts by the system of warehousing,

which enables the farmer to deal in receipts

instead of the commodity itself, but the entire

process is backed with strong guarantees.

Government licenses—Coupled with the system
of Government bonds is also a system of Grovem-
ment licenses. Every elevator must procure such

license from the Board of Grain Conunissioners
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before it is allowed to operate, and it cannot

oontinue operation if such licmse is cancdled

or revoked for any reason whatsoever. The first

requirement to secure and retain such license is

financial responsibility backed by a surety bond.

Immediately there is a single default the operating

company must close its elevators through re-

vocation of its licenses by the Grain Commission.

This puts a definite check upon irresponsibility

and constitutes in itself a very effective safeguard

over the interests of the farmers, thus making the

value of the country elevator to the community

just that much greater.
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CHAPTER V.

TERMINAL ELEVATORS

Function—The name "terminal elevator" in

Western Canada is commonly applied to the public

terminal elevator which does purely a warehousing

business for the public and is situated at a point

convenient)y located on a railroad desi^piated

as a "terminal point" by the Govemor>m'<^uneil

of the Dominion of Canada. It lecdves, weighs,

cleans, stores and ships grain which has been

inspected and which has been set on its tracks

by the railway. It must perform its services

entirely for others, as the law prohibits it from

owning or dealing in any grain for its own account.

The most important terminal elevators are situated

at Fort William and Port Arthur, and a description

of the operation of any one of them will be typical

of all the others.

Process of unloading—The railway switch engine

sets all loaded cars on the elevator tracks at one

side of the building. Individual cars are hauled

into the elevator by steel cable and winch, which

is part of the elevator machinery. When the

cars are empty they are hauled on through the

building, where tracks are provided for them.

In this way the elevator starts operation at each

switch with all the loaded cars on one side and it

finishes with all the empty cars on the other.
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The empties are hauled away by the switch engine

when it brings in the loaded cars.

When loaded cars are set on the siding a Govern-
ment inspector and an employee of the elevator

examine them to see that the seals are still intact

and the cars in good condition and without leaks.

The numbers on the seals are recorded and full

notations made of any apparent damage to

the car. This is really a duplicate record of

that made in the railway yards and is for the

purpose of confirming all other reports and to

provide a complete examination at each stage of

shipping.

A list is made in duplicate showing car number
and all the information contained on the inspection

cards, which were tacked on the cars in the railroad

yard. This list is checked against the inspection

report received from Winnipeg. The seals are

then broken and the cars are ready for unloading.

The cards are removed and sent to the top of the

elevator, where are situated the scales. The
Government weighmaster there receives the cards

and checks them against the duplicate of the list

of the cars on track which has been furnished him
by the first inspector. This shows the weighman
the exact order m which the cars are going to be
unloaded and gives him full notations as to grade

so that he will be able to do his work intelligently

and c a spout the grain to the proper bins.

Grain is unloaded into receiving pits which are

simply big steel tanks placed under the tracks

and covered with open gratings. There are usually

several pits under each unloading track. In this



way several cars can be unloaded at once. There

may be two or more unloading tracks, which are

used alternately. As soon as a car is spotted over

a pit, the grain door on one side is opened with

a crowbar. Two men, each with a power shovel,

then climb into the car. These shovels are simply

large boards about 2| feet square with two handles

at the top. They are dragged to opposite ends of

the car, pushed hard into the grain and then the

shovels with the grain in front are pulled to the

door automatically. In this way the cars are

very quickly unloaded. It takes on the average

about a half-hour for each car—to spot it, open

the door, shovel out the grain, sweep it and haul

it away.

Just before the grain door is opened a Govern-

ment inspector supervising the unloading of the

cars telephones to the Government weighmaster

at the top of the elevator the car number and the

number of the receiving pit where the car is being

unloaded. This is entered in both the elevator

and the Government records. As the grain is

running out of the car this Government inspector

takes samples for examination, thus checking the

grade reported on the inspection sheet and on the

card which was attached to the car. If the car

is to be re-inspected on orders, or if anything is

found wrong with the grade as reported, a

sample is taken and sent up to the inspection

office for grading. The grain is held in a special

bin until hnal disposition can be made.

Weighing—By opening a gate at the bottom of
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the receiving pit the grain runs into an elevator

leg and is elevated to the top of the building,

where are situated the scales. These scales are

of such large capacity that an entire carload is

weighed with only one draft. This helps to make
the weighing accurate, and eliminates clerical errors

which might occur through weighing in small

drafts. The pit is constructed of smooth steel and

the bottom io sufficiently steep that all grain

quickly nms out. Also the elevator leg is so con-

structed that there is no chance for grain to lodge

in it. Thus all of the grain from each car goes

into the scales.

There are no track scales at any public terminal

for weighing grain in the cars. It is far more

convenient and much more accurate to weigh only

the contents. As grain must be elevated from the

receiving pit to the top of the building in order

to put it into bins, it is therefore economical to

weigh it during this process, and to accomplish

this it is nc^cessary to put the scales higher than

the bins. Tae same condition applies to shipping,

so all scales both for receiving and shipping are

placed in the cupola of the elevator. Supports

for the foundations of the scales are carried down
through the building directly to concrete piers in

the foundation. The sills of the scale frames are

very heavy. They are constantly kept level

and in i^erfect adjustment. There is a special

(lovernment officer stationed in Fort William

whose sole lousiness is to supervise scales and

weighing. He has assistants who are performing

this work all the time. There is no chance for any
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scale in any elevator to go wrong. There are too

many skilled men looking after it. In addition

to the supervision of the Government officials

there is, of course, that of the elevator employees,

and this is further checked periodically by special

independent examination and adjustment by a

man sent by the scale makers. In this way ac-

curacy is constantly maintained.

The fall of grain directly from the elevator

buckets into the scales would be injurious to them.

The grain is therefore led into big hoppers, or

gamers as they are called, immediately over

the scales. Their use also facilitates speed. The
bottoms of the garners open directly into the

scale hoppers, but of course do not touch them.

While the garner is filling its outlet is closed and

its scale may be weighing or discharging. When
the scale is empty and the gamer valve is opened

the grain drops a very short distance and in a large

and steady stream into the scale.

There are separate scales for receiving and

shipping. Each scale has its own garner, which

is directly connected at the top with a separate

elevator leg. There a?e thus as many legs as

scales. Those for receiving are on one side of the

building and those for shipping are on the other

side. It is necessary to split the operation of the

plant in this manner so that unloading and shipping

can be carried on at the same time and without

interference. The fact that there are separate

sets of scales and legs and that each set forms a

direct connected unit eliminates errors through

confusion in process.
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Every draft of grain, on both receiving and

shipping, is weighed by two weighmasters, one

representing the elevator and the other representing

the Government. Although the scales are balanced

only once, every weight is checked by each weigh-

man independently of the other. Each makes a

separate record in writing at the moment. In

addition to this, a scale ticket is indelibly stamped

with the official weight by figures which set them-

selves automatically. The dies which make the

impression are not distinguishable to either

weighman. The ticket is simply inserted in a

slot, a lever is pressed and the proper impression

is stamped. Every ticket is compared with

every entry of each weighman to see that all agree.

There is not much chance for error with two men
continuously checking each other on thrc u separate

records. On each ticket are full notations showing

the car number or the name of the steamer for

which the weighing \\ as done. These tickets are

collected each day and taken to the inspection

office. Here they are filed away as part of the

permanent records for future reference.

These scales are very accurate, but for con-

venience the weights are taken in the near^t

even ten pounds. This might make any one draft

five pounds over or under weight. Such '^'•ror,

however, is commercially negligible and in the

long run is '•eally no error at all as the a\'erages

come out at the correct weight.

Official certificates are issued for all weights.

A certificate for a carload is illustrated on page 219.

Binning—The CIrain Act says that all grain shall



be binned only with grain of like grade and charges
the Inspection Department with supervision of
binning. This is looked after in practice by the
Govornment weighman. As soon as a carload is

weighed the weighman turns to his inspection

record on that particular car, which he has already
received from the inspector downstairs, and confers

with the elevator weighman as to its disposition.

The grain is not allowed to leave the scale until

the spouts have been properly set. They are
all in plain sight as the floor is cut away around
each scale.

Grain as unloaded may be all ready for storage

or it may require cleaning or other treatment.
If no treatment is necessary it may be put at once
into large stock bins in the storage annex where
it remains until drawn off for shipment. If

the grain requires to be cleaned or treated it is

put into bins in the workhouse which are provided
for temporary storage until the necessary treat-

ment is completed.

Cleaning — Not much treatment othe- than
cleaning has to be done to our grain. In order
to provide clean grain for shipmeni: east and thus
save the waste, both in space and expense, of

shipping dockage, all dirty grain is cleaned at
the terminal elevators. Fully two-thirds or three-

fourths of all wheat, and practically all flax has to
be cleaned. Oats are seldom, if ever, cleaned,
and there is not a great deal of cleaning to be done
to barley. Abor t sixty per cent, of all kinds of grain
must be cleaned. Cleaning is done on different

machines for the different grains. These machii es
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are all arranged on the ground floor of the work-

house of the elevator. All of the bins in this portion

of the building are elevated so that there is a clear

open space for the cleaning machinery. The

machines are of the very best design and con-

struction and of very large capacity. These are

constantly attended by elevator employees who

do nothing else. In addition to this a Government

inspector supervises the work. The machines are

constantly adjusted for fast or slow work according

as the grain is comparatively clean or dirty. This

insures that the grain when it leaves the machines

is commorcially clean. The cleaned grain is then

re-elevated and put into proper stock bins where

it is ^eady for shipment. To maintain speed on

the cleaners it is customary to clean harder than

necessary. This drives some of the good grain

into the screenings. The screenings must then

be recleaned to recover the good grain, and to do

this they are elevated to screenings separators at

the top of tb*^ building. The grain is then run

into the stock bins according to grade and the

screenings are run into screenings bins. The

dust from the cleaning machines and screenings

separators is collected mechanically and burned

in the boiler furnaces.

Drying—It is sometimes necessary to dry grain,

especially so in those years when our crop generally

has excessive moisture. This is done in what

is called a diicr, which is nothing but a great big

steam radiator which heats the grain at an even

temperature and slowly drives off the excess



moisture. While this is being done warm air is

blown through it to assist in the evaporation.

When dried to the required degree, it is then

put into another compartment of the drier where

it is cooled to outdoor temperature. This is

necessary to prevent sweating when it is put back

into- the stock bins.

Drjring, like every other process in a terminal

elevator, is performed under Government super-

vision. An official of the Inspection Department
checks the work and determines whether or not

the grain has been sufficiently dried and properly

cooled.

Shipping—When grain is to be shipped orders

from the office of the elevator company are sent

to the foreman and to the inspector at the elevator,

specifying the amount and grade, and whether
shipment is to be by boat or by car, and if the

former, the name of the boat. Usually these

orders are telephoned, but are always confirmed

immediately in writing. Each man who has any
part in the shipment gets a copy of the written

order. The foreman and the inspector decide

from what bin the grain is to be dirawn. If the

shipment is a cargo, the elevator may start at once
to weigh up the grain into its shipping bins. These
are large bins on the dock side of the workhouse.
They discharge through long spouts directly into

the holds of the steamer. To see that they

are entirely empty before any grain is weighed,

they are examined by lowering electric lights

into them, lx)th by an employee of the elevator
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and by a Government inspector. The outlets

are also examined to see that they are shut. There

may be eight or more of these bins. As they hold

several thousand bushels each a large quantity

can be weighed up before the boat arrives.

As grain is drawn for elevation to the scales for

shipment by boat, a Government inspector is

stationed at the outlet of the stock bin to watch

the grain "'bile it is running. He takes samples

which he examines then and there and which he

also preserves for reference. If there is anything

wrong with the quality or condition he immediately

shuts off the stream and investigates to remove

the trouble. At some other place on the elevation

of the grain and before it runs into the shipping

bins, is stationed another inspector who takes

samples from the stream and checks the inspection

of the Government official at the stock bin.

The shipping scales are the same size as those

used for receiving so a full large carload is weighed

with each hopperful. With wheat there are about

as many drafts as there are 1600 bushel units

in the shipment. The weighing is performed

exactly the same as for receiving and has already

been fully described.

If the ship takes all the grain which has gone into

the shipping bins, they are examined by an elevator

employee and a Government inspector to see that

they arc empty. This insures that the ship has

received all that has been weighed out for it.

If, as sometimes happens, the ship cannot take

her ull load, that which is left is re-elevated

and weighed back into the house. The bins are
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then examined to see that they are empty. The
amount weighed baclc is deducted from the total

amount which was weighed into the shipping bins

and the resulting weight of the cargo thus deter-

mined.

Trimming and inspecting cargoes—When the

steamer ties up to the dock its holds have already

been cleaned with scalding hot water by the crew.

The water is so hot that it dries itself almost
immediately. Trimmers, who are special steve-

dores hired by the boat to load the cargo, then

set the elevator spouts ready to properly dis-

charge grain. Before a single bushel is allowed

to run, a Government inspector stations himself

where he can watch the running of the grain and
can take an average sample of the shipment. This
he does continuously during the loading, examining
his sample as he takes it to check the work of

the other two inspectors on the same stream,

and preserving a large sample for future reference.

It is this sample taken on board the boat on which
the official grade certificate is issued. Before

giving the grade, however, the Chief Deputy
Inspector carefully compares this sample with the
other two taken by the men within the building.

You will notice that there are three inspectors

working on this one stream of grain—one at the
outlet of the storage bin, another some place on
the elevation within the building and another at

the ends of the spouts on the deck of the steamer.

There may be a continuous stream for many hours
if the boat is taking a large cargo. No one of them
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stops work until the cargo is finished. It is thus

obvious that the final inspection must be as nearly

accurate as human ingenuity can make it. No

wonder it is accepted by foreign buyers, who

usually insist upon samples.

Loading into cars—Practically the same pro-

cedure takes place in loading cars, except that the

unit is so small that the use of the shipping bins

is eUminated. Grain is drawn from the storage

bins and weighed in the shipping scales just

as for cargo shipment. After weighing, instead of

putting the grain into a shipping bin, it is spouted

directly into the car which has been prepared

and is standing on the track within the car shed.

The force of the grain falling from the top of the

building is sufficient to shoot it clear to the ends of

the car. The process is therefore very rapid as

little hand work is reqmred. The grain is inspected

with the same care as for cargo shipment to insure

the accuracy of the final certificate.

Accuracy insured by Government supervision —
Every step in the b ndling of grain by a public

terminal elevator is supervised by Government

officials. An inspector meets the cars as they

c<ne ou to the elevator side track. An inspector

watches the unloadmg of the cars. A Government

weighmac.^r supervises the weighing and dis-

tribution into proper bins according to grade.

Another inspector watches and checks all cleaning,

or other treatment , An inspector watches the grain

as it is being drawn from stock bins for shipment.
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Another inspector watches the same stream of

grain during its elevation. A Government otiicial

again weighs the grain. If it is loaded into ships

it passes through shipping bins previously examined

by a Government inspector. the grain goes

into the hold of the boat or into a car it is again

sampled and inspected by a Government official.

Finally if the grain has been loaded from a

shipping bin a Government inspector examines

the bins to see that they are empty, and if the ship

is unable to take its full cargo, the Government

weighmaster weighs back into the elevator the

grain which is left behind. It is difficult to

conceive any closer or more accurate supervision

than that which is given. It is even better

than Government operation because the elevator

has to take the responsibility of results, while

at the same time the Government has full

control over the process. With such comprehensive

team work, it requires a most unusual combination

of circumstances to permit any resulting error.

If occasionally someone does slip up in his particu-

lar duty, it is almost invariably caught right on

the spot. This system of Government control

is what gives the high value to Government

certificates of inspection and weight and Govern-

ment registration of terminal warehouse receipts.

No wonder these documents have practically the

same standing in commercial channels as Grovem-

ment notes of the Dominion of Canada.

Advices of unZoading—When cars of grain are

ready for switching from the railway yards to a
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tenuiiial elevator for unloading, the railway

company prepares a list of the cars. This

shows the car number, station of origin, kind of

grain in the car, name and address of the person

or firm to be notified of the unloading, also the

rate of freight to be charged. This sheet goes to

the office of the elevator company and does not go

to the foreman in charge of the elevator. The

only list appearing at the elevator is that received

from the Inspection Department showing nothing

but iihe grades and other inspection notations on

each car. As the cars are unloaded elevator

reports are made up showing car number, grade,

gross weight, dockage in both percentage and

bushels, and net weight, all entered and figured

according to the official weights and grades.

These reports are sent to the elevator office which

completes the records with the information r'.ceived

from the railway company. Freight is then figured

on the weight of thr lin at the rate advised by

the railway compai This is the first time

that the record on auj one car becomes complete.

An outturn is then written. This is an individual

statement for each car, showing its number,

date unloaded, station of origin, name of the

firm to be advised in accordance with instruc-

tions received from the railway company,

inspector's grade and dockage, gross weigh in

pounds, net weight and dockage in bushels, and

charges against the car consisting of freight,

inspection, weighing, and any other charge which

the railway company reports. Fully itemized

expense bills are received from the railway
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company, which has meantime obtained through

the Inspection Department a report of the official

weight of each car. These railway expense bills

are checked against the elevator outturns. The
Inspection Department has meantime written

official weight certificates from its weighmaster's

reports. These are delivered to the elevator

office about the same time as it receives the railway

expense bi'!:. The proper weight certificate is

then attached to its outturn and these documents
ajre ready for the trade.

Practically all advices on cars read "Winnipeg"
because the grain business is centralized in that

city. All of the terminal elevators have offices

there and to facilitate delivery the outturns are

sent to them daily. Here they are sorted according

to the names of the firms and are distributed by
messenger. All outturns ordered sent to outside

addresses are of course posted in the mails.

An outturn constitutes a mere notice to the

advisee that the car has been unloaded, showing

weight and charges. The same firm has already

received its inspection certificate when the car

was graded in Winnipeg. It will then compare

the inspection v/ith the outturn to see that grade

and dockage agree. It will then gather together

the signed bill of lading, the outturn and the

inspection and weiglit certificates. The documents

on this car are now for the first time complete

and the grain will command market value as it

is ready for immediate shipment for export or

milling consumption.
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Wareh&uae receipts—You. will notice there are

four documents representing one car: (1) the

bill of lading, (2) the inspection certificate issued

in Winnipeg, (3) the elevator outturn, and (4)

the official weight certificate issued in Fort William.

It would be rather cumbersome to have to use

all of these documents in trading. It is therefore

customary under provisions of the Canada Grain

Act to obtain for each car a warehouse receipt,

which substitutes for all of the documents just

enumerated. The receipts are lithographed on

sensitive paper which immediate];' shows any

erasure. They are a little larger in size than a

bank cheque. Tliey are written for full carload

units and contain information showing kind of

grain, grade, net bushels, car number, date of

unloading and name of the person or firm to

whose order the grain is held. This person or firm

is almost invariably the same one who received

the inspection c -rtificate and outturn. The receipts

recite that the grain will be stored with other grain

of like kind and quality, that it will be kept insured

against fire at all times, that it will be held to the

order of the person whose name appears thereupon

or his assignee, and that it is deliverable upon

the return of the warehouse receipt properly

endorsed, and tender of all charges accruing upon

the grain represented thereby. An illustration

appears on page 223. These receipts are trans-

ferable by endorsement. They pass from hand to

hand, frequently many times before they are

eventually surrendered for shipment. They con-

stitute a direct liability upon the elevator company
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issuing them and as further evidence that they

have been properly issued, thus giving them

additional value, each receipt is officially registered

by a Government official.

The registrar holds office under the Board of

Grain Commissioners and works in conjunction

with the Inspection Department. He receives

from this department copies of their official unload

reports, giving full notations of each car unloaded

at each elevator every day. Each elevator office

writes its warehouse receipts from its own records.

It then lists the receipts according :o serial

numbers, showing grades and quantities, and

submits the lists to the registrar with the receipts

attached. The registrar verifies each receipt

from his official report of the unload. He then

stamps each one across its face and certifies the

stamp with his signature with pen and ink. This

certification shows the holder of the receipt that

the Government has officially charged the elevator

with its issuance and the unloading of the grain

covered thereby. It further means that the

terminal elevator cannot load out any part of such

grain without surrendering the warehouse receipt

therefor. As warehouse receipts must be officially

register^ for every bushel received and must

then be cancelled for every bushel shipped, the

certification of registration becomes a Government

surety that each receipt truly represents the

stored grain covered thereby.

A bill of iadirg is a transferable document. It

passes readily from hand to hand by simple

endorsement. A warehouse receipt is likewise
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a transferable document. There is a bill of lading

and a warehouse receipt for the same grain. The
former is written by the railway company when

the car is loaded and the latter by the terminal

elevator when the car is unloaded. It is obvious

that there should be only one of these documents

outstanding in the trade at the same time. There-

fore before anybody can secure the warehouse

receipt he must first surrender the bill of lading

properly endorsed. As the warehouse receipt

carries with it only elevation and storage ch, .' ges

in the elevator, and as there are owing cleaning

and railroad charges, which latter are in turn paid

to the railway company, the bill of lading must

be accompanied by payment of these advance

charges. The terminal elevator company then

issues the warehouse receipt. This is the document

used in delivering grain on sales. It is the only

document which can be used officially through

the machinery of the Winnipeg Grain Exchange.

When grain is ordered shipped, tha elevator

natural^ insists that tl warehouse reoeij)ts

therefor shall be surrendered properly endorsocl.

Elevator charges are paid as soon as they are

determined and invoiced by the elevator. They
cannot be collected in advance as storage does

not cease until the exact day of loading. The
terminal elevator lists the receipts surrendered and
sends them to the Government registrar for

cancellation. This official passes them through

his records, giving the elevator credit for them. He
then conspicuously perforates them "cancelled"

and returns them to the terminal elevator office.
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The company then completes its records by writing

off these warehouse receipts against the shipment,

cancels the documents on its own account and
files them away for future reference.

Investment in terminals—Every bushel of eapacit>

of public terminal elevators in Fort William and
Port Arthur represents an investment of about

fifty cents. This figure includes sites which are

expensive as they have not only railway but deep
water connection as well ar J are limited in available

area. The buildings themselves are large and
strong and the equipment and machinery is quite

elaborate. There is now about forty-one and a half

million bushels capacit}'. The investment is there-

fore substantially $21,000,000. Adding to this a

necessary amount for tools, supplies, office space

and working capital, brings the investment up to

$22,000,000 or $23,000,000. It is upon this large

amount that fair commercial profits must be made,
othorwiso the business would not attract sufficient

capital to handle the immense volume of grain

passing through.

Charges—As no public terminal elevator can own
any grain, it cannot do a merchandising business.

Its activities are restricted to public warehousing.

To notify all shippers exactly what chai^ they
may expect to pay, and to notify warehouse receipt

holders what charges will accrue on shipment of

grain represented by these receipts, all terminal

elevator operators publish a complete tariff of

charges, which lists everjrthing necessary for the
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receiving, storage or treatment of grain and charges

applicable thereto. The Grain Act requires that

this tariff shall be filed with the Board of Grain

Commissioners every year. It is considered by

the Board about September 1st, just before the new

crop begins to move. The Board always holds a

public session to hear any criticism of the various

items. After full discussion the Board then

approves the tariff with such changes as may be

considered advisable and the rates become effective

for that crop year.

It is apparent that with all the terminal elevators

competing for business under the same conditions

there can be no difference in rates. Therefore to

simplify information and eliminate errors or

misunderstandings a uniform tariff is adopted.

There are two principal charges: (1) three-

quarters of one cent per bushel for receiving,

cleaning, and shipping, including storage for the

first fifteen days; and (2) the charge for storage

of one-thirtieth of one cent per bushel per day

aft^r the first fifteer These two charges of

necessity cover the grain from the day it is unloaded

until the day it is shipped. They both include

insurance against fire. All other charges are for

special or unusual service in addition to the fore-

going and apply only to grain which requires

the special treatment or service provided for.

The charges for handling and storage compare

very favoral)ly with those in force at Duluth.

The relation of terminals at Duluth to the north-

western part of the United States is very similar

to that of Fort William to Western Canada.
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At Duluth the charge for receiving, cleaning and

shipping, including the first fifteen days' storage,

is one cent per bushel, and the charge for storage

for each day after the first fifteen is one-fortieth

of one cent per bushel. As neither one of these

rates includes insurance, the premium cost thereof

plus the cost of attention and plus the value of the

resulting security to the receipt holders must be

added to these rates to make a fair comparison.

It is impossible to figure this accurately, but it

amounts to an appreciable sum for every bushel.

As the Duluth handling charge is already a quarter

of a cent h>i:;her than ours, any increase to include

insurance v.ould obviously make the difference

that much greater. The Duluth rate for storage

is only l-120th of one cent per day less than our

rate. This would amount to only 3 cents for a

bushel in store for one year. Insurance for one

year for one bushel of wheat worth $1.00 would

cost in premiums .15 cents to 2 cents, depending

upon the insurance rate for the particular elevator

where the grain is stored. Adding to this the

cost of attending to the insurance by the terminal

elevators and the value of the security of always

having full insurance, the very small difference

in storage rate becomes absorbed. It is thus

apparent that both of our rates are favorable to

the Canadian business. There are also minor

points of difference favorable to the ( 'anadian

trade, such as return of screenings. No screenings

whatsoever are returned to shippers in Duluth,

whereas large quantities of considerable value are

returned to the shir Canada.
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In both places the tariffs of charges have been
repeatedly investigated and approved by the

public commissions having jurisdiction.

Reverting to consideration of Canadian charges,

where grain carries only straight dockage for dirt

all necessary cleaning is covered by the elevation

charge plus retention of the screenings, except

in case of wheat with dockage of five per cent,

or more, when an additional charge of one-half

cent per bushel is made and warehouse receipts

are given for the balance of the screenings after

deducting one ai»a one-half per cent, of the gross

weight for waste. That is, where there is sufficient

dockage, and upon payment of a cleaning charge,

screenings from wheat will be returned at a

minimum of three and one-half per cent, of the

gross weight and at a maximum of the entire

dock'ige less only one and one-half per cent. No
additional charge is made for cleaning flax and no
screenings are returned. With the same per-

centages of dockage, the cleaning of flax is much
slower than wheat. But flax dockage is invariably

of 1 .^her percentage than wheat dockage, and this

delays the cleaning that much more. Even with

the retention of all flax screenings it is very

doubtful if the compensation is sufficient to cover

expenses.

On grain contair'ng other grain of commercial

value where a separation is made to extract sucli

other grain, there is an additional charge of one

cent for the first separation, and another cent for

each subsequent separation computed on the

remaining mixture in each case. This extra
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charge is made because the work has to be

especially done and the process is slow. Of course

in return for the extra expense the shipper gets a

warehouse receipt for the commercial grain which

was cleaned out.

Sometimes various grains are so mixed together

that it is impossible to make a commercial

separation. In this case the mixture is handled

as it is received. The charges, both for handling

and storage, are based upon the hundredweight

instead of the bushel. They are one and one-half

cents and two-thirtieths of a cent per hundred

pounds respectively. They will be seen to be

exactly the same as the average rate for similar

service per bushel for wheat, oats, barley and

flax, each figured at the legal weight, therefore

the charge is merely the result of a different

method of computation.

For drying tough grain the charge is one and

one-half cents per bushol, and for drying damp or

wet grain the charge is four cents per bushel.

These charges may seem high as the actual service

could probably be performed for less money.

But when ^r-^v mce is made for all of the years

whcT' > r;»ps ir- i i good condition and no drying

is necessary o charge is really very small. A
commercial drying plant costs $20,000 to $25,000.

It is expensive to maintain. It must be kept in

condition regardless of the fact that for long

periods it does no busmess whatsoever. Experience

has shown that only about one year in five is there

any appreciable portion of our crop tough or damp.

This means, therefore, that to secure the establish-
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ment of drying plants to take care of the occasional

bad crop, the rate must be high enough to produce
a reasonable return on the investment for the

five years when operating only one.

There is a charge for elevating and storing

screenings of two cents and one-tenth of a cent

respectively per hundred pounds which is slightly

higher than the similar charge for grain because
of their greater bulk and their liability of

heating which necessitates constant attention and
turning.

There is a charge for removing bulkheads
from partitioned cars of $3.00 for each bulkhead.

This is a straight elevator charge and has nothing

to do with the additional freight assessed by the

railways. If merely removal of the boards con-

stituting the bulkhead were the only expense
involved, this charge would undoubtedly be too
high. But a bulkhead breaks the carload unit.

Each part of the car must be unloaded separately,

elevated separately and weighed separately, con-

suming substantially the same time as if they were
full carloads instead of only parts of the same car.

This delays to exactly the same extent all or the

other cars being unloaded at the same time.

An elevator is so designed that it will unload all

of the cars spotted at once in about the same
interval. The next cars cannot be started until

all of these cars are empty. Thus the entire

string can be completed no faster than the

tiowest car. Accordingly, the delay on any one
car is automatically and necessarily multiplied

by the total number of cars which are being
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unloaded at that time. This penalizes efficient

and modem construction. It is self-evident that

the more cars an elevator can unload at once,

the cheap<^r is its operation. Therefore the best

equipped and most modern elevator is penalized

the heaviest whenever a bulkhead car turns up.

This is bad enough when the car contains only

one partition. It is of course just that much
worse if there is more than one bulkhead, as

sometimes happens.

There is a charge for preparing cars for flax

shipment. This is paid by the exporter or the
buyer of grain for shipment east of the terminals.

Flax is almost as elusive as water. It will run
through cracks which cannot be discovered by
reasonable examination. To make a car flax-tight

it is good business completely line its interior

with cloth or papei 'lat every crack and crevice

is completely sea^v ^ over. This service was
instituted several years ago at the request of the
exporters. A fair charge of $2.00 was struck,

which they were very willing to pay. Under this

practice loss of flax in all-rail shipments has
practical'^' disappeared. Since the net result

is a saving to the buyer of flax, it indirectly reacts

in favor of the farmer.

Grain must be in good condition—^Under the

provisions of the Canada Grain Act a public

terminal elevator is required to receive without
discrimination onlj'- grain which is in good con-
dition and fit for warehousing. This is only
fair as it would cieate an impossible situation
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if a terminal elevator were compelled to take in

all grain which might be presented regardless of

its condition or keeping qualities and at rates

based upon dry grain thoroughly fit for ware-

housing. There is therefore a clause in the tariffs

stipulating that all tough, damp, condemned,

heating, heated, or fire-burnt grain may always

be refused. If received and stored it will only

be under special contract and will always be at

owner's risk of deterioration. This is really but

a condensed statement of the terms of the Grain

Act and is only published to call the attention

of shippers to conditions which might be easily

overlooked.

Allowance invisible waste—There has always been

a custom in the trade that any elevator or mill

receiving grain from point of initial shipment is

entitled to a small allowance per car for invisible

waste. To anyone who has seen grain handled

in bulk and the clouds of dust arising therefrom,

it is quite evident that everywhere in the process

there must be appreciable loss in weight. Ac-

cordingly there is printed in the tariff a clause

that on all grain received deduction to cover

invisible loss will be made per car as follows:

wheat, 30 pounds; flax, 2S pounds; oats, 50 pounds;

and barley, 50 pounds. This has been decided

by the Grain Conmiission to be a fair allowance

and this deduction is made by the Government

before writing the oflBcial weight certificate.

Moisture shrinkage—In considering the matter
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of weights in and out, if grain were merely shipped

in the same state as rcc^ved, inevitable dis-

crepancies due to handling such large quantities

in bulk might be greatly minimized after making

a small deduction for waste. In the case of our

large public terminal elevators, however, grain

is never simply received and shipped. Most

of it ro(iuires cleaning or treatment, and frequently

there is the question of condition or excessive

moisture to be considered. In 1912-13 we
had a wet crop. Much of the grain had to

be received, stored and shipped in its tough or

damp condition to use it at all, as the capacity

of all available driers was totally inadequate to

meet the situation. Conditions surroundirq; the

handling of this grain were so new and the iesults

thereof were so unknown that some reasonabl

protection was considered necessary. Tests showed

that the actual shrinkage amounted to from

one-half per cent, to as much as three per cent.,

depending upon the amount of moisture contained

and the length of time in store. A conservative

average of one per cent, was therefore struck

as a fair estimate of shrinkage. Deduction on

this basis wa.. made for two years and clauses to

that effect were published m the tariffs. It was

subsequently found, however, that apparently

the shrinkage was not as much as tests had shown

could reasonably be expected. Accordingly the

terminal elevators withdrew this deduction for

shrinkage in the tariff fil i for the year commencing

September 1, 1914. This is in favor of the country

shippers as it insures them the full unload weight
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of their cars, regardless of what the shipping

weight of the same grain may be when export is

made.

Disposition of dockage—Dockage is set by the

inspector as all foreign matter which is cleaned

out of the grain by passing it through and over

sieves of legal sized mesh as prescribed by the

Canada Grain Act. The same process is followed

in cleaning the grain in terminal elevators; that

is, the dockage taken out is that obtained after

passing the grain through and over sieves of the

same mesh as used by the inspector in setting the

dockage. Other intermediate sieves may be used

to assist in the process, but the screens which finally

determine the dockage removed are those sieves

of standard mesh.

All kernels of grain are not full size. Some are

naturally undersized and others are broken during

threshing. If there is not too large a percentage

of small or broken grain and if there is no dirt

to require cleaning the small kernels are passed

by the inspector and go into the straight grade

grain. If, however, there is too Viiuch small grain,

or cleaning is otherwise necessary, then these small

kernels become part of the dockage and are

lost because they will pass through the standard

mesh sieves. In wheat if there is enough of the

small grain, most of it is accounted to the owner

by giving him a warehouse receipt therefor

under the provisions for return of screenings.

If not enough for this, the small grain goes to the

benefit of the elevator.
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It is usually imp)ossible to preserve the identity

of the dockage of any particular car because all

grain is handled in bulk and in such large volume.

It is thus impossible to ascertain in commercial

cleaning either the quantity or quality of any pur-

ticular dockage. Therefore whenever returns are

made they are always based on the inspection and if

no appreciable quantity of good grain is determined

on grading no return can be made.

Where no other grain of commercial value is

contained grain may be well cleaned with only

one passage over the machines if the cleaning is

heavily done. This removes much good grain

with the screenings. As this is the practice of

all terminal elevators it becomes necrasary to

re-clean the dockage to remove the good grain

which is then officially graded and put into stock

hill? Of course much of this belongs to the

original grain, but since there is always a little small

grain in the dockage which is not accounted for

and which is good enough to go uito the straight

grades, there will be a steady accumulation to the

benefit of the elevator.

The higher grades must be cleaner for the trade

than the lower grades so they are inspected

and cleaned more severely. Because of the

rigid inspection and cleaning in the higher grades

larger qu ntities of good grain appear in their

screenings than in the lower grades. Therefore

the greater proportion of grain eventually cleaned

from the dockage and accruing to the beneKt of

the ele\ator is in the higher grades. This

accumulation varies in amount and grade, de-
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pending upon the nature and grade of the crop.

A high grade crop requiring lots of cleaning and

containing a large percentage of small or broken

kernels will invariably cause a considerable accumu-

lation in the higher grades.

Then, too, foreign matter may contam a trace

of perfectly good commercial grain of another kind.

In fact this is very common and whenever such

grain is not present in determinable quantity, it

cannot be returned to the owner and must accrue

to the benefit of the elevator.

Overages—E\eTy year actual stocks are compared

with outstanding warehouse receipts. This is

done for each grade separately. There wUl be an

overage or shortage in every grade. The terminal

must make good all shortages and as it has issued

no warehouse receipts for any overages it may

keep the net excess. Sometimes there is a net

shortage and the year's operation may prove

very costly.
.

It is the process of recovering good grain m very

minute quantities from the screenings that makes

the overage. By the time grain is shipped there

is nothing left of the smaU allowance per car for

invisible waste. Of course during the time it was

in force there was the contributing factor of

one per cent, deduction on tough and damp grain.

This, however, was voluntarily withdrawn by

the terminals and has no further effect. It

must be borne in mind that the Government

grades in and out, weighs in and out, supervises

the cleaning, drying, binning and all other opera-



tions of a terminal elevator and that at no time

in the process does any terminal have the chance,

even if it so desired, to do anything irregular

which could add to its overage. The fin? 1
1
showing

is but the inevitable result of handling :uch large

quantities of grain in bulk ^nd it is onl, f i-r that

all incidental benefit accruing from differences

in weight due to such operation shall be for the *

benefit of the elevator as it must assume all

responsibility for shortages. If it were argued

that such overage does not belong to the elevator

it would have to be admitted that the elevator

should be relieved from responsibility in case of

shortage.

Screeninys oaipuf—Screenings shipments from

the terminal elevators at Fort William and Port

Arthur vary greatly with different crops—from

40,000 to perhaps 100,000 tons. A large part of

these have been bought from the farmers or

country shippers who have received warehouse re-

ceipts against dockage in wheat shipped by them.

Practically all go into the United States, where

they are used for chicken feed and prepared stock

food.

Screenings will vary in quality accordmg to crop.

When the dockage contains a considerable propor-

tion of broken or shrunken grain then the screenings

will be correspondingly rich. As a rule their bulk

consists of noxious weed seeds, chaff and refuse,

with only a very small percentage of finely broken

grain.

MuUiplicity of grades reduces capaciiy—There are
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more separate grades of grain than there are bins

in a large terminal elevator. As the identity of

each grade is carefullj'^ preserved under our

inspection system, it is apparent that even if a

terminal receives only a comparatively few of

the many grades its woricing space may be greatly

reduced as the different bins may not be completely

filled. In practice an elevator is frequently blocked

when it still has available space. This is due to

the fact that the bins for the grades offered are

completely filled and no grades are offered for

those bins partially filled. This condition normally

results in a waste of from twenty to twenty-five

per cent, of capacity. This materially reduces the

revenue to the elevator.

Depreciation of investment rapid—Depreciatioii

on terminals is high, not only because of physical

deterioration, but also because of changes in the

methods of handling grain, thus rendering plants

which are today up to date and thoroughly modern

obsolete and unprofitable in a few years. From
an operating standpoint, elevators built ten years

ago in Fort William are not as profitable as those

just completed, and yet they were perfect models

of construction according to the best knowledge

and advice obtainable when they were built.

In the United States where the trade is older,

elevators have never been abandoned because

they become physically unworkable, but they

have been abandoned, and many hundreds of

thousands of dollars' worth of investment wasted,

because improvements in construction or process
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have made them unprofituole. In f ct, experience

seems to indicate that probably twenty-five years

is the commercial life of a large elevator. During

this time of course many expenditures must be

made to keep the plant and machinery 1.1 first

class working order, and probably at the end of

that time the plant will be as good mechanically

as when it was built. The factor of depreciation

cannot be overlooked in considering a fair measure

of profit.

Hospilal elevators—Mention was made in chapter

on Inspection of some small private elevators in

which mixing is permitted. These are designated

"hospital" elevators in the Grain Act. They buy

all the grain they receive so they are not pubUc

terminal elevators in any sense and they are

therefore not permitted to do business for others.

Because the grain is their own they are permitted

to mix, but their product must be well up to the

average to receive the deured grade.

They are profitable because of the right of

selection. They are nominally buying on the

basis of grades, but actually as far as possible they

examine the samples of cars as they pass Winnipeg

and select only those which will best suit their

purpose. This somewhat approaches the elements

of a sample market. As practically no grain is

bought for shipment direct to their elevators, their

cars are not billed to them. This necessitates

the surrender of the bills of lading to the railway

companies to secure diversion of the cars from

elevators of original destination. To make the
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sales attractive under hese conditions, it has

become customary u ,>ay premiums. This, of

course, sets the price for all as competition compels

those who buy for direct shipment to pay the

same as those who buy for diversion in triiusit.

The ordinary price in store has already been stiffened

by the competition of these hospital elevators.

The premium mentioned is therefore an additional

increase. Their competition is now quite a factor

in the market. Although they do not handle

any great portion of the entire crop, at the

same time they are taking a substantial amount

every day and the demaiid from them is thus very

steady.

Every hospital elevator has a Government

weighmaster and inspector, and all receipts and

shipments are officially weighed and inspected.

Shippers to or from these elevators therefore have

the same protection as when dealing with public

terminals.

Investment in hospitals—It costs at least fifty

cents a bushel to build these hospital elevators.

They have to i)urchase their property and are built

in somewhat the same manner as large public

terminals except of course they are on a smaller

scale. They vary in size from 10,000 to 500,000

bushels capacity. The capacity of all such elevators

at Fort William and Port Arthur is about 1,725,000

bushels. There are also two others in Winnipeg.

The total capacity, both at the lake-front and

Winnipeg, is about 2,270,000 bushels, which,

valued at fifty cents a bushel, represents an invest-
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niont of $1,135,000. It ro(iuii('s considcM-able capital

to run this business as all of the grain must be

purchased outright. Probably working capital

and other investment equals fifty per cent, of the

value of the plant and property. Therefore the

total amount invested in the business is about

$1,500,000. This is a sufficiently large figure to

show that the business is well grounded.

(ioverninenl interior terminals -The word
"terminal" elevator as used by the Grain Act

applies to an olevator in the Western Inspection

Division, which need not necessarily be at the

end of a railway. The point where it is located

is constituted a terminal by an order-in-council of

the Dominion of Canada. It may be any place,

either at the lake-front, the seaboard or inland.

It may be at the end or in the middle of any rail-

way. It is purely an arbitrary distinction for the

purpose of establishing the legal status of the

elevators which may be used at that place for the

transferring of grain. We have public terminal

elevators in the interior. They are public elevators

l)ecause they handle grain only for others under

the terms and conditions prescribed by the Grain

Act, and they are terminals because the Governor-

in-C'ouncil has declared them such. We now

have three of them, one each at Moose Jaw

and Saskatoon, Sask., and Calgary, Alta., with

a total capacity of 9,500,000 bushels. They belong

to the Dominion Government and are operated

directly by the Board of Cirain Commissioners.

The Government also owns and operates through
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the Grain Commission a terminal elevator in

Port Arthur, which is no different from the type

already described. The interior terminals, how-

ever, present some considerations totally different

from the elevators at Fort William and Port

Arthur.

How well the> will meet the expectations of

those who asked for their erection will depend

largely ui)on the object sought. The popular

demand several years ago was apparently based

upon the desire that they replace, to a large extent

at least, the terminal elevators at Fort William and

Port Arthur, which were believed to have a

monopoly of their particular service.

Fort William a real terminal—A public terminal

elevator situated at any convenient place where

lines of commerce converge, where bulk is broken

and commodities are transferred in quantity

is really in every sense a terminal elevator and has

a high economic and commercial value because of

its great usefulness. Just now the only place where

this is found in Western Canada is at the twin

port, Fort William and Port Arthur, where all of

our principal lines of railway converge to meet

the water transportation and to take advantt.ge of

the geographical contour of our country. Here,

therefore, practically all of our grain and other

commodities are transferred from cars to boats or

from boats to cars. Ample grain storage must be

provided as a reservoir to compensate for iixequality

of shipment by railway and by boat Also the

location of the port is convenient foi the purchase
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and sale of grain stored in its elevators. It offers

a natural transfer point for delivery of grain

from local to foreign merchants. Its prominence

is not due to any work of man except as natural

location and advantages have been utilized and

developed in our national commerce. We have

now only this one trade route across Canada.

Other places of similar economic importance may
develop in the future as trade channels change or

new ones appear. Possibly in time Vancouver

will attain somewhat the same or perhaps equal

importance as a grain handling port, due to the

Panama Canal.

Doubtful value interior terminals—It has been

pointed out that grain has no commercial value

except as it is in position to be consumed or to

be forwarded immediately for consumption. Grain

in any considerable quantity west of Fort William

has no commercial value because there is no

local demand for consumption except in very

limited amounts. Thus there can be no interior

market of any importance. The very largest of

these must be relatively insignificant compared

to the broad market for gram in store Fort William

or Port Arthur and its economic value must be

practically nothing considering our grain crop as a

whole. When a farmer puts his grain in a car at a

country station for shipment to market, it is

obvious that the most valuable market should be

made the destination of that car. Such destination

is now Fort William or Port Arthur, and will

be until other trade centres are developed at
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some future time. The huildinpT of elevators

does not mako markets. p]levators in tho

interior, although they arc called terminal, can

never have the value that elevators have in

Fort William because they have not the same
usefulness. There is no magic in the elevators

at Fort William and grain does not derive its

value from the simple fact that it goes into store

therein. They are merely an incidentiil necessity

in tho transportation and handling of grain. The
fact that the grain has value when it gets to one of

those elevators is because it is then for the first

time in commercial position for consumption or

immediate forwarding to final consuming market.

These qualities cannot be transferred from Fort

William by merely building elevators elsewhere.

Considerable weight has been attached to the

value of interior terminals in relieving car shortages

but this is extremely doubtful as their capacity is so

small that they would all be filled in one week
(luring the busy season. They may give relief

to a few stations but such results can be of small

general value in a big crop when there is a serious

car shortage. Their only commercial outlet is to

re-load the grain into cars. When a car is loaded

the first time it is far better to ship it immediately

to its ultimate destination rather than relay its

contents through an elevator and a second car.

^ >'hen a shipper has once waited for his car on the

car order book why should he again go through the

long delay to secure another car for completion

of the journey already started, and inci4entally

pay the Government for the privily?
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It is also argued that they afford the farmer

the means of financing his grain, pending sale,

by the issuance of warehouse receipts of official

grade and weight on grain he may store in them.

This is quite correct but the same results are al-

ready afforded by the graded storage tickets

issued by country elevators. Although the coun-

try elevator grades and weights are not determined

by Government officials, they are equally effective

and the tickets form just as good security for finan-

cing. The value of the grain in store in a Govern-

ment interior terminal is no greater than that in

store in a country elevator at the same station.

Because the Government elevators are of very large

capacity their storage rates are lower than that

chargeable by a country elevator. In fact, in the

endeavor to attract enough business to reasonably

utilize their large capacity rates have been made
even lower than those for ^^erminal elevators at Fort

William and Port Arthur. Therefore grain stored

in the Government \nt ri- )r terminals will save its

owner storage dependf.ig upon length time in

store, but this saving involves so many uncertainties

as to ultimate sale or disposition at prices to main-

tain the saving that this service is not extensively

used and the elevators have not done a commercial

business anywhere near justifying the investment.

The interior terminals will have some value as

storage for interior mills and as transfer points for

future divergence to other trade routes if anything

comes of the Hudson's Bay route and when the

Panama Canal becomes a factor commercially.

They provide valuaUe facilities for huidling seed
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grain. They also provide additional drying

capacity which will be useful in damp crop seasons.

Although they cannot be considered a successful

commercial enterprise because they will probably

never pay their own way, they will undoubtedly

prove to be of material benefit to the farming

community.

Licenses and bonds—All termmal elevators,

both public and hospital, are licensed by the

Board of Grain Commissioners. They cannot

operate without such licenses and cannot obtain

them without first filing large surety bonds

guaranteeing their financial responsibilities. As

the licenses are revocable upon violation of the

law or regulations of the Commi n or can-

cellation of or default under the bond, the public

is well protected agamst irregular or urresponsible

operation. This adds to the value of these

devators in the trade.
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CHAFTIB YI.

MARKETING AND PRICES

Conditions necessary to give grain commercial

value—^An economic market for grun can occur

only where there is su£Bcient volume to attract

a large number of buyers and sc'lers. There must

be storehouses in a conmiercial centre and facilities

for making deliveries on contracts. There must

be standards of quality and weight so that price

and total value may be determined. Not until

these conditions are fulfilled can grain have

conmiercial value. In our Western Canadian

practice this point is reached only when grain

has gone into store in the public terminal elevators

at Fort William and Port Arthur. It then becomes

a commercial commodity and is extensively dealt

in on the market afforded by the Winnipeg Grain

Exchange. This is the only large market in

Canada. There are some small consumers in

the West but the prices they pay are always based

on Fort ^^lliam. Although country elevators buy
for cash in the country, their purcluuedng constitutes

only a secondary market. They are governed by

the conditions of the Grain Exchange as they

there re-sell all that they buy.

The factors of marketing and values are basically

independent of the Grain Exchange. Only inci-

dental reference to the Bxchange will be made in
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this chapter. Its organization and function will

be fully explained in another chapter.

Where grain is transported in (luantity long

distances from its fieldis of i)rodiiction to the

ultimate consumer, it may be handled through

more than one market or exchange. This is due

to considerations of transportation and finance.

These exchanges are classified into primary and

secondary, according as they receive the grain from

the farmer or from another exchange. Thus in the

commerce of our Western Canadian grain the

exchange at Winnipeg is the only primary one.

All other exchanges through which it may pass,

such as New York and Liverpool, or other Europ-

ean exchange, are secondary markets. In every

case, however, the factors affecting prices are

typical for all markets.

Prices vary with delivery requirements — The

present cash value of spot grain (ready for im-

mediate delivery) of standard grade on the ultimate

consuming market is the basis of all prices. Based

on this price are other spot prices for different

grades.

Based also on the cash value for spot grain of

standard grade are prices for the same grade

deliverable in stipulated future months. These

future prices for the standard grade in turn fix

prices of inferior grades for delivery i i the sf>me

future months. For convenience, future prices are

usually quoted for delivery at quarterly intervals

during the year, thus establishing four "active"

trading months. The other eight months are
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called "inactive." As a rule, trades for inactive

months are based upon the prices of the active

months nearest in the future, although special

contracts are sometimes mado upon prices fixed

for tho inactive months. The designation of the

active months may not l)e for those of regular

quarterly intervals and may vary slightly with

conditions governing different markets, as, for

instance, the period of inland navigation on this

continent. Then, too, in Canada the lateness

of harvest as compared with the United States

has a determining influence upon the designation

of the first active trading month of the . .v crop

upon the Winnipeg (Jrain Exchange. Thus, in

Chicago ;ind Minneapolis we find September,

December, May and July the active trading

months. In Winnipeg we find them to be Oe^eher,

December, May and July.

Theory of trading in futures—A transaction in

grain, or any other commodity, actually in hand

for immediate delivery is easily understood. It

is no different from buying an article over the

counter cf a store. When, however, the trading

is projected into the future and involves grwn

which may not exist at the time the transaction

is made, an entirely ne-. conception is ne^ssary.

A concrete example wih be useful to present tl»

different features involved.

Let us consider an institution which consumes

flour in quantity and must estimate its require-

ments for some time ahead. For instance,

take the Manitoba Agricultural College. It
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boards its students throughout their collegiate

year. Bread, of course, is one of their principal

articles of diet, and flour to make it must be

provided in quantity. Like all other Govern-

mental institutions, it must estimate its require-

ments a year in advance so as to secure the

necessary appropriation from the Legislature.

When the steward has figured the number of barrels

required he will approach one or more of the milling

companies to obtain a price. He could not buy it

for immediate dehvery because he would have

no place to put it and no money to pay for it.

He must therefore arrange with a milling company

to fix the price now but to deliver the flour as

required during the next college year.

The milling company could buy wheat at once

and grind it into flour to fill this order. To the

current value of this flour it could then add a

reasonable charge to carry it until delivery is made,

and thus fix a price for the future delivery. But

this is only one inquiry of many received by the

milling company for exactly the same service.

Therefore, even if it were disposed to grind the

wheat at once it would have to provide enormous

warehouses and very large sums of working capital

to carry the flour until delivery and payment.

Perhaps also the inquiry comes at a time of the

year when stocks of wheat are depleted and it

would be unpossible therefore to procure suitable

wheat to grind the flour at that time. It would

be very much simpler if the miller could find

somebody who would provide the wheat when

required at a price to be fixed now. In this way
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not only could large economies be effected throuf^

the saving in warehouse space and working capital,

but also the company would be able to regulate its

business in advance according to market conditions

and the capacity of its plants.

Suppose, therefore, the milling company goes

to a farmer and asks him if he is willing to take

a named price for a specified amount, say 1,000

bushels, of his 1 Northern Wheat to be deUvered

to the milling company on such and such a date

in the future, deUvery absolutely guaranteed under

penalty. Perhaps the farmer has the threshed

grain on hand, perhaps the wheat is still growing

and has not yet been harvested, or perhaps the

crop has not yet even been planted. If, however,

the farmer feels that the price offered is fair and

he is willmg to guarantee delivery of the requured

amount at the specified time, there is no reason in

the world why he should not make a contract

then and there at a fixed price for such future

delivery. This is very simple for everybody.

It permits the college to base its requirements upon

a definite price named by the milling company.

The company can easily name this price because

it knows what it will have to pay for wheat for

delivery at the required time to make flour to fill

the order. It permits the miller to make a lower

price than would be necessary if he bought the

wheat now and had to carry the flour tor dehvery

because of the saving in space and capital as

already mentioned. It helps the farmer because

it assures him of a fair price for his crop.

Stripped of all complications and outdde m-



fluences which will be fully discussed later, this

simple illustration is exactly what is happening

constantly in the marketing of grain, especially

wheat. It involves nothing but what is actually

being done all the time in our organized grain

markets. The only difference is that of method,

because in our big markets this business is done

continuously and in large volume due to the huge

requirements of commerce. Instead of individual

farmers dealing with individual millers, the units

of grain are greatly increased to economise expense

in their handling and the transactions are made

between merchants or agents whose business is

of sufficient magnitude to require all of their time

and attention.

This example shows the advantage to the buyer

through the opportunity of making purchases

for future delivery. It shov/s one advantage to

the farmer in being assured of an outlet for his

crop at the pre-determined price. Grain, however,

is a seasonal crop. The entire country will harvest

at about the same time. If all grain were to be

put on the market at once the prices would be

very badly depressed. Therefore it is far better

for the seller or the grower of the grain to be able

to spread his marketing and deliveries over as long

a period as possible. This will greatly assist m
maintaining prices. It is only through a system

of marketing for future delivery that this result

can be commercially accomplished. This spreads

the supply and demand much more evenly and

permits both buyers and sellers to regulate their

purchases and sales according to values.
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It also enables more efficient use of transporta-

tion facilities. It is more economical to store the

grain in small units near the fields of production and

then ship it gradually. Physical handling and mar-

keting are closely linked, as will be discussed later.

Practically none of our grain is consumed where

it is grown. Some of it is transported only short

distances, but the great bulk of it is shipped a

long way, even across the Atlantic Ocean. It is

obvious, therefore, that transportation to the large

consmning markets must require a considerable

length of time. Suppose there were no opportunity

for the sale of wheat to be delivered in the future

on these ultimate markets. Suppose the price

for wheat for immediate delivery on the Liverpool

market was very attractive and our Canadian

farmers shipped there to take advantage of it.

So much grain would probably arrive at the same
time that the price would be greatly depressed and

the farmers would not realize the price they

expected. Perhaps some other market would not

receive as much as it required and therefore prices

elsewhere would become very high. Thus, through

no fault of his own, the fanner would be deprived

of obtaining the most remunerative outlet for his

grain. This is exactly the complaint today in the

marketing of other farm produce and is the cause

of the present demand for better organization

so that prices therefor on different markets may be

maintained according to the natural laws of supply

and demand normally fed through inteUigent

methods of shipment and distribution.

Where, however, there are opportumties on the
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consuming markets for the purchase of grain for

future delivery, the farmer then is in a portion to

sell his grain at a pre-detennined price for delivery

at the time it may reasonably be expected to arrive.

Thus he may compare prices offered at different

markets for such deliveries and may select the

most advantageous. He will be assured that

when his grain reaches the market of his choice

he will receive the full price he expected when he

shipped it. Through competition to attract grain

not y€t shipped, prices on various consuming

markets will be equalized and maintained. This

is very beneficial to owners and sellers. Thus

we see that from the farmer's standpoint a market

for future delivery is not only desirable but is

really necessary in order that he may market his

crop intelligently so as to receive the highest going

values for his grain.

The whole system is thus both a convenience

and a necessity to both producers and consumers.

Through it the entire trade is simplified, prices

are stabilized, economy of capital (both fixed and

liquid) is secured, and the necessary assistance

by financial agencies is made effective and cheap.

What is a ''future''?—When a cash trade is made

it involves the transfer of &ud payment for some

particular grain as shown by warehouse receipts

delivered. When a future trade is made no

particular parcel of grain is covered. The trade

only involves an obligation deliver and to

receive a definite amount of an agreed grade at a

specified time and at a fixed price. Any parcel of
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grain of that grade may be delivered. Because

only an obligation or contract and not the actual

grain itself is traded in, it is unnecessary to have

the grain in hand when selling it.

By referring to the example given in the pre-

ceding section this point and its results are well

illustrated. There was no legal objection to the

farmer's selling wheat which was not yet in exist-

ence. He simply undertook to deliver to the

milling company 1,000 bushels of 1 Northern wheat.

Now observe that the miller did not specify any

particular parcel of grain. He simply wanted the

required amount of a stipulated grade to make his

flour. He therefore is not concerned whether this

grain comes from the farmer's own land or some-

where else. One Northern wheat is all alike for

commercial purposes, and the miUer would have

no objection to receiving this from somdbody dse

and applying it upcm this contract.

Suppose, upon the approach of delivery time,

the farmer found that his wheat graded 1 Northern

but he did not get the yield he expected and

therefore could not supply the 1,000 bushels, or

perhaps he threshed the full amount but because

of bad weather did not get the grade he agreed to

deliver. It is therefore clear that he must d^ault

on his contract or else find some oth^ means of

fulfilling it.

Suppose t'le farmer goes to his neighbor and

buys 1,000 bushels of 1 Northern wheat to deliver

to his purch iser. He then fulfils his contract.

1 he nrice he will have to pay for this wheat will

depend entirely upon current values. If it happens
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to be higher than his selling price he will lose

money; if lower, he will make money.

On the other hand, suppose the farmer goes to

the milling company and arranges that his

neighbor take over his obligation. The milling

company will have no objection to this since it is

only interested in obtaining the required amount

of wheat of the specified grade at the specified time.

The matter of suitable adjustment as to price must

be between the original seller and his neighbor

who is going to assume the obligation. Since the

original contract price was fixed and defines clearly

the amount to be received upon delivery of the

grain, if the present value is higher the original

seller must make up the difference. If the

present value is lower he will insist that the new

seller give him the difference.

Suppose, again, the farmer goes to the milling

company and asks for complete cancellation of

the contract. The milling company must still

have this wheat to fulfil its flour contract. It will

have no objection to the cancellation of this

particular contract provided it can make another

contract for the delivery of the same amount of

wheat of the same grade at the same time. This

can be easily arranged, but perhaps at a different

price. The difference in prices will then be

adjusted between the original seller and the

milling company in the cancellation of the original

contract. If the new price is higher than the

original price, the milling company will have to

pay that much more for its wheat on the new

contract and will therefore expect the original
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seilei to reimburse it for the difference. If the

new price is lower and the milling company can

obtain this wheat on the new contract for less

money, the original seller will demand payment

of the difference.

Suppose the farmer actually permits his contract

to go into default and does not furnish any grain

at all. Since he has guaranteed delivery, he will

be liable for damages. The miller must have his

wheat because he has sold the flour and he,

therefore, must go out and buy other wheat to

fill the defaulted contract. It is obvious the

price he must pay will be that ruUng for similar

grain at that time. If it happens to be higher

than the contract price, he will have an action

against the seller for the extra cost, which will be

the measure of the damage incurred.

These situations illustrate the simple conmiercial

elements occurring in the dealing in contracts of

wheat or other grain for future delivery. Every

one of them is absolutely proper and legal. Modern

methods of marketing involves no other considera-

tions than those outUned. These fundamentals

may be lost sight of in viewing the machinery

and methods used in commercial transactions.

Sometimes, too, the situations appear complex

due to variations or combinations of the simple

elements. The fact remains, however, that these

considerations and none other form the basis of all

marketing in futures.

Tht system of trading in futures is the result

of the necessity of the millers to buy wheat to fill

flour contracts sold ahead, of foreign importers
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to allow for time consumed in transit, and of

domestic exporters to permit engaging of frdghts

for future shipments. Producers or sellers use

it to sell at the various prices for corresponding

deliveries to obtain better prices or to suit the

convenience of deliveries. Its purpose is therefore

sound as it is founded on the requirements of

commerce. Its advantages are so beneficial that

commerce has built up great organized grain

markets, such as the Winnipeg Grain Exchange,

to facilitate trading.

Because the future trading involves only obliga-

tions, the rules of the various organized markets

do not usually require any cash payments between

buyers and sellers at the time the contracts are

made. Instead of this, the rules require daily cash

settlements according to market fluctuations.

Thus, when a buyer purchases future wheat and the

price goes down, the buyer loses and the seller

profits, and the buyer pays the seller every day

the full amount of the fluctuation. On the other

hand, if the price goes up, then the buyer gains

and the seller loses, and the seller pays the buyer.

Thus the money representing fluctuations is paid

back and forth every day and the differences are

always reduced to zero.

Although these future trades involve only

contracts or obligations, they are definite in their

terms and may be freely dealt in. One may

buy or sell and then sell or buy again before

delivery time, thus cancelling the obligation.

Futures may be "switched" from one delivery
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time to another by simply selling or buying the

one future and then buying or sellmg the other.

Fadora determiningfuture prices—The diffomujes

between prices for spot and the various future

deliveries of the same grade are due to several

factors. Grain, particularly wheat, is not perish-

able. If it is in good condition it can be kept

indefinitely. Present value is the cash price

quoted for spot delivery and is determined by

the fundamental law of supply and demand.

An owner of spot grain may carry it for future

delivery at a cost covering interest on the money

invested in the grain, storage charges in the

elevator and insurance. This shows the three

principal factors, namely, storage, insurance and

interest, all of which involve duration of time.

Transportation facilities also have a material

bearing on future prices. £}ach of these will be

discussed in turn.

Supply and demand—In its simplest form the

question of difference between cash and any

future price is only who will pay the cost of

carrying grain then in store at ddiv^ point until

it is required for consumption or i^pinent. It

will cost the seller just as much as it will cost the

buyer, and no more. With only one buyer,

one seller and one parcel of grain there can be only

one difference between prices—it will always be

just the cost of carrying. In the trade this is

known as "full carrying charge." But there are

always many buyers, many sellers uid Uurge

quantiti^ of grain scattered all over the country.
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Thus two buyers for one parcel of grain must

compete against each other on its purchase for

immediate or future delivery. Likewise, two

sellers with two parcels must compete against

each other if there is only one buyer. But in

every case it is obvious that the basis of the

bidding will be on a full carrying charge difference

between cash and future prices.

Very seldom indeed does the difference between

cash and any future price equal the full cost of

carrying. Usually it is a great deal less. As a

rule the cash demand is greater than the future

demand, but sometimes the cash supply is less

than the future supply. Either set of conditions

narrows the difference between prices.

Again, a flood of grain offered at any one tune

will depr^ its price. This is characteristic of our

market conditions every fall and seriously affects

our prices at that time. This will be fiUly dealt

with later in this chapter.

When grain is offered for delivery at some future

time it need not be, and in fact it seldom is, already

in store at the agreed delivery point. In such case

if the cost of carrying at the other point is less

than that at the agreed delivery point, grain may
be offered at a price below full carrying charge

and still show a profit. This is frequently the

case in commerce. Of course such offerings

narrow the difference and tend to keep it below

full carrying charge.

Exactly the same conditions apply in the

differences between prices for the different

futures.
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Elevator ttorage roiea^Tlie major portion <rf

a full carrying charge oonsiBts of the storage;

therefore the rate in force in the elevators con-

nected with any grain market will be directly

reflected in the differences in prices for different

deliveries on such market. Under the rules of the

Winnipeg Grain Exchange grain is deliverable

upon contracts only when it is in store in the

public terminal elevatoi-s at Fort William or

Port Arthur; therefore the tariff storage rates

of these elevators have a direct bearii^ upon
the pricM of the Winnip^ Exchange.

Insurance—Since commercial prudence dictates

that all grain shall be insured against fire, the rate

chaiged therefor will be reflected m the dififerences

between prices. If the buyer carried the grain

himsdf he would keep it insured for his own
account, and he must therefore be prepared to

reimburse the seller for keeping it insured for

him when he buys it f*"r future delivery. In

most markets this insurance is carried by the

man who owns the grain. Our practice in Western

Canada is that fire insurance is carried by all

public terminals and the cost thereof is included

in their charge for storage. Therefore in trans-

action', on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange tLu, item

is not separately figured in computmg carrying

charges.

financial sitvntion—One of the Dost serious

factors in setting prices is the ease or difficulty

in obtaining credit to finance the businen.
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Normally, there is sufficient credu in Westom
Canada to move our crop without effect upon
prices other than allowance at ordinary interest

rates. When interest rates merely represent the

expense of obtaining credit, variations in the late

will make slight variations in differences ''Ctween

prices. If, however, variations in the rato indicate

ease or difficulty in obtaining sufficient credit to

carry on the business, tlicn the resulting \ uri;!f ions

in the differences will be marked. Under this

condition the influence of high rates really becomes

one of supply and demand for the grain because

the sellers sacrifice their holdings to turn them
into money and buyers must reduce their purcluises

because of the difficulty in ohitaining funds.

This will cause a sharp decline in prices.

During the financial stress in the fall of 1907

credit generally was sharply curtailed regardless

of rate. This had a disastroi]» effect upon prices

not only for cash grain but also for futures because

credit was not available to finance daily cash

settlements. This was exceptional, for as a rule

financial stringency dac not materially affect

future prices until delivery time approaches.

This is due to the fact that comparatively little

credit is necessary to finance daily settlements and
credit facilities thus do not ordinarily become an
important factor until ddivery is tencte^d and
payment demanded.

Transportation and dosed navigation- We have
seen that water transportation is the cheapest

and is used as much as possible in the gi : i trade.
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The great ' ulk of our busineh-- is therefore based
on lake freights. Xaugation i the Gn^at f>ak«>8

is closed for tiic winter fron early i?^ Dc<

to late in April. Therefore, after ih. olo r xm
in store at Fort WilHam or Port Arthur must lie

unta spring to be shipped by boat This tends
to make the D< .;ember-Ma.\ ditTerence somewher*
near full carrying charge. We have Sf ' hon the
coun- elevators I'M' ."-ain ; n -ounu du v

the w Iter for shipraei at thr .|. 'mg t/ aav,.

tion. As ii .s purchased it is Pwid f( May u ^'

This selling of May futures ih eidom .ai

the December-May differ^ce i > r^ i full \ang
charge. The railways &h ent?r nth -s ,j

the east reduced to such el ia; it i little

cheaper to ship lU-r.iil than > ai . r the
opening of uavigation. This arts ca buying
for immediat'^ shipmen ' - sends further
narrow the diff< " ncf M and ' will

usually continue as loi a Uie ma . ricf will

allow profitable hi{mient ^-rail n times a
keen dcms d wi iMve cash pnt - #ay out <rf

line as con i md t >riCtiS for lay H iivCTy.

But the los or er ct oi closed navi-
gation IS .rit pr. ling in the fall.

All trail- tauoi vat ""acilities are

t:i.vt'd to • utmo.- h. K( ,vor to get
out as muci grain as jssi ie by j cheap water
rates before dater f?ets in. This throws a great

quantity on the market in a very diort time,
^he consumers liatirally take advantage of the
situatioi ? wing that the sellers can afford to
rf oe p ice ^ . st to the basis of all rail abip-
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ment. This, coupled with the natural depression

arising from the immense supply of grain o£Fered,

constantly operates to reduce the prices, both

cash and future, until December. This frequently

results in driving the price for each succeeding

month below that for cash grain. This causes an

inverted economic structure—grain which should

be worth a higher price is actually worth a lower

price. Thus the effect of closed navigation shows

not only during that period when it is actually

closed, but also tor some time in the fall when

navigation is open and our grain is moving in large

volume. Its influence is even felt on the May
price, since this will never, under normal con-

ditions, be more than full carrying charge over

December price.

Delivery 7nust be made within specified period—
When grain is bought or sold for any future

delivery, delivery must be made and accepted

within a stipulated period. The rules of the

various exchanges specify that the delivery shall

be in the month named and on any day thereof

at the option of the seller. Thus if grain is sold

for May delivery the buyer has to be prepared to

accept delivery and pay for it on the first day of

the month, but the seller need not make delivery

until the last day of the month. This seems to be

the only justification for the name "option" as

sometimes applied to a trado for future delivery.

If on any day during the month the seller tenders

delivery of the grain and the buyer is not prepared

to accept and pay for it, there has been a breach of
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contract. If the seller has not tendered delivery

at the close of business hours on the last day of

the month there has also been a breach of contract.

In either case the aggrieved party has an action

for damages. Thus the ability of the seller to make
delivery is an important factor in dealing in futures.

As a rule the problem is simpler for the buyer. He
has merely to arrange the financing, whereas the

seller has to arrange for the physical transportation

of all grain he may have sold and which was not
in s^ore at delivery point when the sale was made.

Substitution of other grades—In the consumption
of many grains, and especially of wh at, a lower

grade may be frequently substituted for a higher

grade. The question is that of cost. The in-

trinsic values are well known to the consumers.
Of course, prices are fundamentally based upon
these values and as a rule follow them closely.

Sometimes, however, prices will be driven out of

line, and in such case when the price for the

higher grade exceeds the proper difference in value
as compared to the next lower grade, such lower
grade will be substituted for the higher and a
saving will be effected. This but follows the

well-known economic law of substitution. This
action decreases the demand for the higher grade
and increases the demand for the lower. This is

reflected in the prices and tends to bring them
back into line according to intrinsic values. This
natural law is working all the time and exerts

a strong influence in keeping these differences

within reasonable and fairly steady limits.
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Sometimes when a new crop begins to move and
the true values of the different grades have not

been tried out there may be comparatively wide and
sudden fluntup tions in the different prices for differ-

ent grade* '. is, however, is only temporary and

as soo. the trade has learned the different

q-) lities prices settle down to a proper basis.

Sometiir too, a crop may produce so much of

one grade that it dominates all other grades in

volmne and its price is depressed bdow its fair

value. This is unusual and must not be considered

a failure of the law of substitution.

In many organized markets there are rules

permitting more than one grade to be delivered

upon contracts for future delivery, but at stipu-

lated differences. Thus, in the Liverpool Exchange

there are several different kinds of wheat from

various parts of the world deliverable upon future

contracts but at different prices. On the Winnipeg

Grain Exchange there are also similar rules. For

instance, in wheat although 1 Northern is the

standard contract grade for future transactions,

both 2 Northern and 3 Northern are ddiverable

thereon at arbitrary discounts of three cents and

eight cents respectively. This is a fair rule to

protect sellers. The discounts are intentionally

a little bit greater than average differences in the

prices as a concession to the buyer who naturally

expects delivery of the standard contr.««.ct grade.

Even so these disoounts are quite fair and some-

times are not as great as the apparent normal

differences in value. At such times the ruling
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prices are those obtained by delivery upon sales

for the higher grades. Because of this provision

for delivery on contracts 1 Northern, 2 Northern
and 3 Northern are called "contract" grades.

In those markets where there is no rule per-

mitting substitution on contracts the differences

between prices for different grades are sometimes
excessive. Suppose on the Winnipeg Exchange no
substitution were allowed and only 1 Northern
wheat were deliverable upon future contracts.

Because of this almost every year the price for

1 Northern would be driven away out of line

because it would be the only grade deliverable on
all contracts and there would not be nearly enough
of it to go around. This would place an undue
premium upon this particular grade and would not
effect as good stability or uniformity in prices as
is now obtained on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange,
through reasonable substitution of other grades.

Position relative to market determines price—
We have seen how future values are used to find

values of grain which has to be shipped to market.
It is the value for the time of expected deUvery
which determines present value. Thus when
the time consumed in shipment to market is

estimated it is only necessary to select the quota-
tion for the corresponding * ure to find the
current value of grain alread ransit or not yet
shipped. Since different pa^jels may require

different lengths oi' time to arrive their present

values may depend upon different prices repre-

senting different future ddiveries. Thus it is
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clear that the present podtifu of grain has a

vital effect upon its price.

In our Western practice ther<' are four different

positions: (1) actually in store in Fort William or

Port Arthur and ready for spot delivery on a cash

sale; (2) past Winnipeg inspection and thus near

the terminal; (3) loaded into a car and standing

on track at a country station thus ready for

movement and depending only upon the action

of the railway to get it to the terminal; (4) in a
country elevator, where there is considerable risk

as to when a car can be procured for shipment.

Deliveiies from all of these different positions are

separated by an appreciable difference in time,

so much so that there is a separate price for each

of the different deliveries. Therefore grain in any
one of these positions can only be worth the price

for expected time of delivery. If there is un-
certainty as to transportation facilities, grain not

yet loaded must be given generous time for arrival

at terminal. Thus a car shortage will have a
very disturbing effect upon prices in the country.

Almost every year the following situation arises

about the end of September: Prices at any one
time are in a descending scale according to futurity

of delivery until the close of navigation, the highest

being present cash value and the lowest that for

delivery in December. Grain in store at the

terKiinals of course commands the highest cash

price. October is the next calendar month and
also the next active trading month, therefore

quotation for October delivery is a little lower
than cash value. Gnun ahready past inspection
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which would reach Fort William in two or three
days may command a premium over the October
price because of the probability of early delivery,

but grain on track at a country point or not yet
past inspection could not be expected to reach
Fort William before the end of the month and
would only command October price. If there is

a serious car shortage, shipments of grain still in

store m country elevators could not be counted
upon with any certainty and commercial prudence
would dictate that ample time allowance for

transit would have to be made. Since grain
on track could not be counted upon for delivery

before the end of October, grain not yet loaded
could not be counted safely to arrive at Fort
Wilham much before the close of navigation, the
first week in December. Therefore at those places
which are badly congested and where there is no
prospect of relief the street price would M once
go out to a December basis, which is the value
for closed navigation, and is low enough to allow
all-rail transportation east of Fort Wilham. This
explains why there may sometimes be such wide
spreads between the street prices offered by
elevators at that time of the year for grain in

wagon load and prices sometimes realized by
farmers who are fortunate enough to secure
cars for immediate shipment. There have been
occasions at the end of September when the
differences in street prices and cash prices in

Fort William have been ten to fifteen cents for

medium or lower grades of wheat. It is clear

after examining the factors relating thereto that



the elevator companies cannot help themselves,

as to pay any higher prices would mean that they

would lose money. The same situation applies

throughout the fall but not at such marked
differences in prices.

Grain past inspection seldom has any higher

value than grain loaded on track, and hence

separate price for it is seldom s^t into the country.

As a rule, therefore, there are three prices to the

country: (1) the cash price sent out by commission

men quoting the net value less commission for

spot grain in store Fort William or Port Arthur;

(2) the track price sent out by track buyers and

elevator companies which is the net price less

commisdon for grain actually loaded into cars

and all ready to be hauled to Fort William; and

(3) the street price, which is the highest net price

payable for grain delivered to elevators by the

wagon load and which must take its chance for

shipment, depending upon cars available. Each
price represents the fair value as fixed by the

factors of the trade prevailing for estimated time

of arrival at market and determined in actual

transactions for such delivery. That the prices

are uniform all over the country is but an indication

of the sharp competition and that every man is

paying just as much as he possibly can under the

conditions of the market at that time.

Trading in futures provides method of eliminating

speculationr—It does not very often occur to people

that it is <»ily when commodities may be reacUly

bought and sold for future delivery that specula-
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tion may be eliminated. A merchant dealing in dry
goods or groceries who must buy today for sale a
few weeks or months in the future is speculating.
He must estimate the probable future selling value
of his present purchases. If he estimates correctly,

will make a profit, but if he uses bad judgment,
(^r unuMial conditions occur which depreciate the
value of his goods, he will suffer loss. As this

risk is always present he must allow an ample
margin to protect himself. On the other hand,
where there is an active market for buying and
sellmg for future delivery, such as there is in

grain, coffee, cotton and sugar, and to some
extent in metals and hay in the United States,

this risk of loss will practically disappear under
proper handling. Then present purchases may
not only be based on known future values but the

purchaser may immediately sell for future deUvery
at the same value used in determining the purchase
price. Such procedure is called "hedging." This
is the soundest business and instead of putting
the grain trade in a speculative class it does
exactly the reverse. Of course, one may speculate
if he wishes, but a legitimate grain merchant need
not and does not. Although it is impossible to

entirely eliminate all risk in practice because
of the different grades and because of varying
differences between different futures, nev^rthelesB

the basic principle is sound and it aU reacts to
the benefit of the farmer by affording dealers the op-
portunity of safely minimizing or even eliminating

all allowances for market fluctuations, thus insuring
the sellers the highest possible prices at all times.



Hedging by country elevators— Through the

organised market of the Winnipeg Grain Exchange

the country elevator companies of Western Canada
always know the highest prices they can afford

to pay for grain in various positions according to

its expected delivery in Fort William or Port

Arthur. They put out their bids accordingly at

the close ot the market each day. As fast as

purchases are made in the country the amounts

thereof are reported to the head offices in Winnipeg.

The companies then sell immediately the same
amounts for different dehveries, according to the

position ^-^ the grain when purchased. This selling

of future , against cash purchases constitutes hedg-

ing. In taking such action the companies really per-

form two separate actions although they are both

part of the same transaction—^they have bought

some grain which they have in their possession and
they have sold a contract to deliver a like amount
of the same grain at a future time. If the price

advances their cash grain becomes that much
more valuable but at the same time they lose

an equal amount on their sale for future delivery

since they have already sold at a price that much
below its new value. On the other hand, if the

price declines, their cash grain becomes less

valuable but at the same time they gain an equal

amount on their sale for future delivery since

they have already sold at a price that much above

its new value. Thus they are not at all concerned

in market fluctuations as each day's losses balance

each day's gains and adjustments are always made
daily in cash. The only thing that interests
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them in putting out their hedges is the original

difference between the price they paid on
the purchase and the price at which they
sold the future. Since the prices to the country
are always based on the corresponding values

for future deliveries and since the hedges are actual

sales of the very futures on which these prices

were based, it is obvious that the original difference

which allows for expenses and profit becomes
clinched immediately the hedge is completed.

Thus the companies are protected and are not

interested in any market movements either up
or down because thej' neither gain nor lose, no
matter what may happen to prices.

Hedging is only possible under the highly

organized markot. It was impossible years ago

because the macninery for trading in futures was
not perfected. In the old days it was necessajy

to speculate on purchases and therefore the prices

in the country had to be made sufficiently wide
to overcome this element of risk. The modem
method eliminates speculation as far as possible

and enables the elevator companies to buy on a

very narrow margin. In fact the margin is so

narrow that profit or loss is determined simply

by good management in the operation of the

elevators at minimum expense and by the highest

ability and judgmoit in handling sales.

Since every contract grade is deliverable on
futures, hedging of such grades may consist of

simply selling the required amount for contract

delivery. As no grade other than contract grades

can be deUvered on a future, the hedging of such
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other grades presents some difficulties. Whenever
possible, a sale of the specific grade is made for

future delivery at the draired time. Not much
of this can be done as buyers are seldom ready

to contract very far ahead for inferior grades.

Elevator companies must therefore do the best

they can by selling futures calling for contract

grades and taking their chances on cancelling

such sales and substituting others for the lower

grades when delivery time comes. Although this

gives incomplete protection as it will not cover

variations in the differences between lower and
contract grades, it does absolutely minimize the

risks. Thus although it is necessary to buy low
grades in the country at slightly wider margins

than contract grades so as to make some reason-

able allowance to cover changes in prices as related

to the contract grades, the system of hedging

enables the elevators to limit this allowance to a
very small figure.

Cash transactions basis futures—Although a large

amoimt of grain is delivered in the performance

of future contracts, a much greater amount is

d-'lvered direct to purchasers before delivery may
be required by the terms of the future contract.

Thus a seller may sell a thousand bushels of

grain to a buyer for delivery three months hence.

He actually desires to make delivery only one
month hence. When that time comes he arranges

with the buyer to take delivery immediately at an
agreed discount under the future and to oancei

the original contract lor future delivery. This
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is but an application of hedging to secure constant

protection against market fluctuations. It utilises

all of the advantages of dealing in futures and
does not in any way prejudice the fur cash value

of the grain. In fact, this is the generally accepted

method now used in handling all cash sales.

In this system, where grain intended for early

delivery by cash sale has been hedged by salo for

future delivery, the cash sale must be accompanied

by a cancellation of the future contract, of course

at an agreed difference. If this is not done the price

for the future might go away out of line and serious

loss occur. The result of such incompleted trans-

action would be purely a speculation in the price

for the future. Since the future was originally sold

for the very purpose of avoiding speculation in the

cash grain, it is obvious that the desired protection

would be completely thrown away unless the

transaction, both as to cash grain uid corre»>

ponding future contract, is completed at the same
moment. It was failure to observe this very

important feature of the grain business which

caused so much trouble when the Canadian

Government commandeered 15,000,000 bushels

of wheat in store in public elevators in November,

1915. By far the grater part of tMs grain was
hedged by contracts of sale for future delivery.

The Government simply took Uie cash grun and
paid no attention to these contract sales. The
owners who had hedged were at the mercy of the

buyers of the future contracts. To avoid serious

losses and perhaps a panic the Winnipeg Grain Ex-

change was closed for one day and it was only
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through a high sense of patriotism at no small sacri-

fice that the buyers and sellers got together and

arranged for the cancellation of their uncompleted

contracts. One of the most serious complications

was the fact that most of tlic buyers had contracted

for cargo space on the Great Lakes for shipment

east aeco^liug to the delivery dates fur the wheat

they had contracted to buy. Thus it was not

merely a matter of sentiment and opportunity

as to whether or not they caned the contracts

with the sellers, but in so doing they faced actual

loss tliemselves through inability to provide gnun

to fill their cargo space.

Future trades exceed cash trades—The records of

any organized grain exchange invariably show a

much greater volume of transactions for future

delivery than there is cash grain ctdivered upon

such contracts. The popular a88umpti<m is that

speculation accounts for all of the excess, a brief

examination, however, of the practice used in

handling future sales against cash grain actually

in hand will show the material error in such belief.

We have already set forth fully the advantages in

keeping grain constantly hedged by sales for future

delivery. The system bemg necessary and ben^
cial, let us see for a moment how it is applied.

Suppose a country elevator company buys a

thousand bushels of wheat in the country. This

constitutes the cash grain against which a future

is sold in order to eliminate speculation. For its

hedge the elevator company will sell a thousand

builds of wheat for future delivery. Assume tiiat



the buyer is an exporter who liirnself is hedging
one of his sales and who eventually will take
delivery of the cash grain when it is shipped for-
ward and will transport it aoross the oeean.
Notice that the elevator company has sold a
thousand bushels and the exporter has bought
a thousand bushels. According to the custom of
all exchanges this transaction will appear i two
thousand bushels, each side of the trade being
reported separately, although the same grain is

involved. Now let us suppose that the giain is

delivered before maturity of the contraet for
future delivery. It has already been explained
that this is a very common practice. When this
delivery is made the exporter will sell back to the
elevator company the thousand bushels of wheat
which it originally purchased on its contrar for
future deliv^y, the elevato company of course
buying a thousand bushels from the exporter.
This again will appear upon the records of the
market as trades of two thousand bushels. Notice
that we have only now actually got the thnifimtl
bushels of cash grain into the hands of the exporter
and that in doing it there have appeared upon the
market records transactions in futures to the
extent of four thousand bushels. It is therefore
clear that by tihe v(yry simplest of methods there
ought to appear about four times as much trading
upon any organized exchange as there is actual
grain involved.

But futures are frequently sold by one exporter
to another in the ordinary course of business.
Then, too, sometimes a speculator buys futures
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from an elevator company and then sells to
an exporter. Either transaction introduces two
more trades and increases the minimum number
from four to six. Therefore it is probably safe to

say that an average number of customary and
proper transactions in futures covering the sale and
delivery of the actual grain itself is at the ratio of

substantially five to one. This shows clearly that
apparently excessive trading to that amount only
indicates the necessary transactions to make effec-

tive the workings of our very advantageous system
of selling and hedging all grain by means of our
organized markets for future delivery, and that
speculation has comparatively little effect upon
the volume of trading.

Clearing house—V'e have seen that trading m
cortracts which mature some time in the future
quite properly involves further trading or can-
cellation any time before delivery is required.

As the original trade does not involve the present
payment of any money by either buyer or seller,

there should be established a method of guarantee-
ing the eventual completion of the contract by
delivery of the goods and full payment therefor
for the protection of both buyer and seller. It

is natural that if anyone buys grain and then
the market goes down so that when he has to
take delivery it is not worth as much as when he
bought it, he might try to evade his contract.

On the other hand if anyone has sold grain for

future delivery and when delivery time comes it

is worth more than when he sold it, he might
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naturally desire to escape making delivery. It
is to guard against these possibilities that there
have been worked out on all organized markets
systems of daily settlement of differences between
buyers and seUers according to market fluctuations.
This is done on the Winnipeg Exchange through
a separate organization which is subsidiary to the
Exchange proper and to which belong practically
all members of the Exchange who trade extensively
in futures. It is The Winnipeg Grain and
Produce Exchange Clearing AsBOciation, com-
monly called the "Clearing House." All members
of the Clearing House report to it daily their
standing upon the market, both as buyers and as
sellers, and the profit or loss resulting to them
due to the market fluctuations. Payments are
made and received every day '.vith the statements
so that everybody's standing at the close of

busmess hours is adjusted to »ero. The Clearing
House itself not only acts as intermediary receiving
and making all adjusting payments, but also
actually assumes all purchases and sales and is

liable for delivery thereof and payment therefor.

It makes a small charge for its services, the
profits of which have betn built up into a large

fund which gives the organization substantial

backing and financial responsibility. Since its

liabiliti«^ are reduced each day to zero, it can
only be responsible for the fluctuations (rf one
day and only on the trades of defaulting members.
It is very rare indeed that the Clearing House
has to assume the liabilities of any of its members.

When delivery time comes, if future trades
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have not been cancelled by the parties thereto,

arrangement is made through the Clearing House

tor delivery of the grain itself as between members.

This enables the sellers to qui.kly place grain

where it should go and thus to make mormous

deliveries in a single day.

Econo7mc benefit of organized markets—We have

seen the advantages and economies of handling

grain in volume and under the system of contracts

for future delivery. This needs no further

conmient. Such services can only be performed

through the highly developed machinery of

organized markets. Wherever there is sufficient

commerce in grain there will always be found

such markets or exchanges in every progressive

country. It is a well-known fact commented

upon by all observers that in those countries

where there is no organized grain exchange the

farmers do not receive fair prices for their grain.

In all commerce it is the price paid by the

ultimate consumer which fixes the price payable

by all merchants and received by the producer.

The margin between ultimate sale price and

original purchase price will be costs of traiM-

portation and handling, insurance, interest and

expenses and profits of dealers or merchants.

Thus, in our grain trade the prices paid in England

and Europe govern those paid for grain in store

at Fort Williai i and Port Arthur, which are the

prices quoted on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange.

Again, prices payable in the country are simply

these Exchange ciuotations less ne^^u^ cxMrts



of tranqoortatioB and handling the gnun at a

reasonaUe profit.

The transpcMTtation charge, including elevator

service, is inevitable as grain must be shipped

to market, and the methods now used have

been found by experience to be the cheapest.

Sometimes it is said that the dealers' expenses

•ad profits ediould be eliminated. 1^ has been

tried i^un asud agun, but until somebody cbvises

a i»w eronomic structure it will be impossible

to commercially handle the business without

their assistance. These men perform a service of

distinct economic value to the community. Grain

is produced in comparatively small units. The
standard in Canada is a carload, but a large

portion of our crops is produced in units of ev&a

smaller mse. The service rendered conasts in

building and operating a system for the collection

of these small units of production, thus utiUzing for

the economic benefit of the community the

properties inherent in grain which enable it to

be handled cheaply in bulk and by mechanical

appliances. These merchants also assume the risk

oi owrorship which is material in itadf and is

bmeficial to the sdler. The orgawsed maricet

provides facilities for the commercial purchase and
sale of grain, the efficiency of whose services in-

crease to a large extent with the size of the units

dealt in. It is the economy resulting from

centralization and concentration of these small

and widely distributed units which justifies and
necessitates the nuddlemen. Tmagiae thB WDr
fusion and costlinesB if evory bdiviihial fansflr
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tried to find an ultimate consumer to whom he

could sell and ship his grain. No fanner would

have either the time or the experience. It is far

cheaper for him to pay somebody else to do this

for him. The small charge is more than made

up in the increased price received through efficient

market organization and the saving effected by

handling grain in quantity.

Speculation ouMe the trade—The institution of

trading for the various futures ami^y multipUcs

the chances for fluctuations over extended periods

due to laws of supply and demand and other

contributing factors of value. If the market

provided only for dealing in cash grain, all factors

of value would be focused and concentrated therein.

When the market provides for dealing in futures

the influence of all the factors of value is spread

over all the dealmgs, both for present and

future deliveries. The elements of value are so

much talked about and the machinery of the ex-

changes is so convenient that a very attractive

field is opened to speculation. Speculators,

both professional and amateur, are found on every

grain market. They try to forecast and thus

take advantage of the fluctuatioiiB m the various

prices for different deUveries.

It is a well known fact that t^e l»oader the

market, meaning the more sellers and buyers, the

better and fairer are the prices. Therefore specula-

tors who constitute both buyers and sellers

probably are no disadvantage and may be of

considerable advantage, i»ovided their trans-
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ac^DB do not reach unreasonable proportions.

It is immaterial that they do not expect to consume

any grain. They must always depend upon the

miller to eventually purchase all they may buy.

They obviou?>j cannot offer to pay less than the

miller and obtain any grain. If they bid up

prices the producer gets the benefit. As a rule

th^ tete buyers in the expectation of higbor prices

and tiius thear usual influence is to stiffen priees.

E^a if they join the selling and help depress prices

when the grain is rushing out in the fall they will

sometime have to buy a bushel for every one they

have sold, and this buying will then help stiffen the

prices. Being both buyers and sellers, or sellers

and buyers, the one influence offsets the other.

They are like a reservoir filling and emptying in

the regulating of an irregular stream. They seem

to exercise an unnecessary function, which never-

theless tends to broaden marketing facilities and

to act as a stabilizer of prices.

Undoubtedly too much speculation is bad.

When it outweighs legitimate trading, its influence

is detrimental. Then commercial factors of value

become subordmate to artificial factors of specula-

tion. This cannot help but work hardships upon

both producers and consumers. Where it is

practised such a situation will react upon the

organized market and will destroy its usefulness.

But when speculation is restricted in volume its

influence seems to be beneficial rather than

detrimental.

Comers—It is upon the obligation and some-
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times consequent difficulty of the seller to make
delivery within the specified time on future
contracts that all comers are based. A daring
speculator with sufficient financial backing will
estimate the supply deliverable in some one future
month. If he thinks he can pay for all that may
be delivered to him he goes into the open market
and buys all that is offered for that month, which
will usually be more than the sellers can deliver,
owing to some speculative sales and to unfore-
seen difficulties of delivery on legitimate sales.

He accepts and pays for all that is tendered to hun
and then he has cases for damages against the
sellers who cannot deliver all the grain that they
may have sold him. The measure of damages will

be the additional cost to the buyer of procuring
his grain from others upon the same market.
When the sellers find they cannot make delivery
they try to buy it from other people. This at
once puts up the price on themselves so that
the measure of their default is determined by the
enhanced current price which has been raised by
their own bidding.

Attempted corners are usually unsuccessful
because the high prices bring out a great deal
more grain than is counted on. This makes the
burden too heavy for the buyer as he has created
an artificial condition and has no outlet except
at a loss for any of the grain which he may have
accepted at abnormal prices. Occasionally, how-
ever, a corner is operated by somebody farsighted
enough to anticipate an actual rise in values.
This happened in Chicago in the spring of 1911.
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In this case the buyer started buying months
in advance. When deliverj^ time came the export
value was higher than the price which he paid on
his purchases, but he had bought so much that
there was no more for sale. He was then in
position to take delivery of all that was offered
him and to renseU the same gram for export at a
handsome profit. The difference in the two
situations is that under the artificial conditions
which are usually created in the operation of a
corner, the entire profit is looked for through the
defaults of the seUers. In the other situation,
where actual consumption conditions have been
accurately forecasted, the profit is looked for in
the merchandising of the grain itself at an increased
value and any profit derived from defaults of sellers
is but incidental to the transaction.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE GRAIN EXCHANGE

Function of Grain Exchange—We have seen that
Canada's ultimate consumers for grain are England
and Europe. We have also seen the benefit of
disposing of grain through a well organized market.
It would be expensive and tedious for our farmers
tc have to deal at long range with the European
buyers. It is far cheaper and much more secure
to turn the grain into money close at home. It
is the Winnipeg Grain Exchange which provides
the means to do this. All foreign consumers are
represented there, either directly or indirectly,

making it a very broad market. Commercial
enterprise has made it one of the most efficient

markets in the world. The immense crops of
Western Canada have made it one of the largest.

It offers all the necessary machinery to cheaply
and quickly handle the farmers' grain in every
way the conditions of the country will permit.

Fori WiUiam natural market—We have seen that
because of the geography of our country and the
resulting location of our principal trade routes
the natural point of delivery tor the purchasing
and selling of grain in quantity is Fort William
or Port Arthur. It would be logically expected
therefore to find in either or both of those twin
cities a large exchange which would deal in grain
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stored there. However, it is impracticable to
operate the grain business as a whole from there.
This is due to the fact that the country is unproduc-
tive for 400 miles immediately west of those two
cities and that the grain fields lie entirely west of
this 400 mile strip. Because of the time consumed
m transit of mail it would be impossible to operate
the entire trade as efifectively from there as from
a point nearer the grain fields.

Why Exchange is located at Winnipeg—Winnipeg
is a large metropolis and railway centre
convenientiy located between the grain fields

and the lake-front. It is easier to bring the
concentrated portion of the business from Fort
William and Port Arthur to Winnipeg than it is

to take the divergent and extended portion of
the business from the grain fields in the west to
Fort William. The farmers or producers are of
course the primary sellers and appear in large
numbers, while the buyers are comparatively
few. It is therefore more convenient to be in
the vicinity of the sellers especially as the buyers
can operate with relatively slight inconvenience
at a distance from the terminal elevators. We
therefore find the peculiar situation and the only
one in the world where a very large public market
for dealing in grain is situated 400 miles away from
the warehouses or elevators where the grain itself

is stored for delivery on sales.

Nature of Exchange organization—Any grain
exchange is merely an association of grain dealers
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whoee objects are to secure inforn.ation, provide
a suitable meeting place, and to establish and
maintrfun reasonable and proper rules and regula-
tions for the prompt and efficient making and
performance of contracts. The exchange itself

never buys or sells any grain. It is not concerned
in values. It is nothing more or less than a
farmers' produce market on a large scale and
with more elaborate machinery.

The best coneeption of the true work of any
grun exchangemay be obtained from the organisa-
tion of an imaginary exchange. Let us go back
to the time when there was a very small amount
of grain grown in this country and before there
was any grain exchange in Winnipeg. The farmers
had been content to grow their grain in less than
carload lots. What little shipping there was was
'm the hands of a few private dealers who paid
i^t prices they pleased and the farmers could
ns4 tell whether or not they represented the fair

value of the grain. Soon some of the farmers put
their grain together and made up carlots. ' Other
farmers increased their acreage and raised crops

amounting to full carloads. These men tried to

fiatf aa outlet for their grain other than the local

priva^ dealers. Since )^nnipeg was the commer-
cial centie for the West, they sent their bills oi

lading to friends there to see if they could find

buyers. These men solicited the different milling

companies and shipping agencies. They then sold
the firain to the highest bidders.

This business gradually grew and after while
these men in Winnipeg found they hud enough
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consignments to occupy their entire time. Some
of them srcurod connections with Eastern millers

or exporters and thus were sometimes in position

to buy from other selling agents. Both buying
and sdling thus became general. These men
had offices scattered around the city and to
transact business they had to go from office to
office for personal conferences. After while they
saw that they could save a great deal of time if

they took offices in the same building. Even
after this was done a lot of effort was wasted
in going around to the different offices. They
soon fdl into the liabit of congregating in the
common hallway so as to save steps. They then
found that they were blocking the entrances
to tlieir own offices so that it interfered with
customers who called to see them. This was very
objectionable so they decided to hire a large vacant
room in the same building where they had their

offices. The expense was split up among all of

those who were using it. Henceforth all gathering
for tradmg purposes was confined to this room.
Some of the members were noisy and boisterous,

and it was decided that reasonable rules for conduct
within the room were advisable. Such rules were
formed and agreed to by everybody. This made
it very much easier to transact business.

As the business grew the traders found that it

took some little time to open the morning's mail
and arrange the business for the day. They also

found that it required considerable time aft«r the
trading was completed to write customers concern-
ing commissions transacted and to make proper
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records of the trades made earlier in the day. In
fact it required practically all of the afternoon to do
this, so little or no t ading was done after lunch
time. Then, by common consent, they all agreed
not to trade before 9.30 nor after 1.15.

The origmal transactions on behalf of the farmers
were performed without any charge and as a matter
of friendship. Perhaps they were incidental to
other lines of business and were simply favora to
customers. As the business grew and required
more and more time, these Winnipeg agents
found it necessary to charge something for their
services. There was also considerable expense and
responsibility involved. Thus, one man would
charge a small fraction of a cent a bushel and
another man would charge several cents a bushel,
depending upon the degree of friendship and the
amount of effort involved in the particulw trans-
action. After while these different charges caused
dissatisfaction in the country and competition com-
menced to give business to those who charged the
lowest commission. This led to reduction of higher
rates in an effort to retain the business, with the
result that finally rates became so low that it was
impossible to carry on business and make expenses,
to say nothing of any profit. Then it was discovered
that some of the less honorable agents were secretly
holding out customers' funds in order to make a
living profit. Since this was nothing less than theft,

it brought the entire group of agents into disrepute.

To stop this evil practice and put the business on
a commercial basis, they then detennined upon
a fair commission charge and everybody agreed
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to adopt this uniform rate. This was very satis-
factory to their customers as then everybody
knew what it would cost him to sell his grain,
that there was no discrimination whatsoever, and
that competition would have to take the form of
better service. This was to the direct benefit of
the customers as it enforced a keen desire on the
part of the agents to work extra hard for the
highest possible prices.

Then it was found that some of these agents
were using uncommercial methods in procuring
or executing their commissions. Some sharp
practices were used to the detriment of their
customers. This again brought all of the agents
mto disrepute and from feelings of common self-

respect they got together and decided that members
offendmg in such manner should be disciplined by
refusing to trade with them. This would have the
effect of forcing them out of business. Rather than
lose their trade, such members would conform to
reasonable rules for the commercial performance of
their transactions. At the same time the group of
agents decided to take time by the forelock and not
to trade with any persons who might wish to enter
the bufflness unless they felt sure such persons were
honorable and reliable.

The agents discovered that their transactions
were more or less repetitions. They therefore
adopted the convenience and expediency of making
simple rules defining trades and methods, and of
then simply referring to them as part of their
contracts. This saved lots of time and trouble.

Sellers were keen to procure the best prices for
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their customers. They were not always sure that
the buying agents were paying all they could, based
upon ultimate consuming values. SeUers would
therefore wire their friends in ultimate consuming
markets to find out the current values for the day
They would then secure information concerning
freight rates and other factors of values so as to
check prices offered by local agents. Many agents
might seek this same information on the same day
Buying agents also would want to know how
much gram might be expected to come on the
market. There was thus considerable common
mformation desired by aU of the traders. Hence it
became quite natural that this should be system-
atized and posted every day for the benefit of them
all. ihe expense for this was simply split UD
among them.

^

Then, as trading became more or less continuous
for different grains and different deliveries it
became difficult to remember the prices of the
last transactions. Therefore a system was evolved
to post quotations for the benefit of all the agents
Every trade was thus noted and the prices became
accepted values under the conditions at the
moment. These quotations were sent freely to
customers to confirm transactions performed on
their behalf or to give them information concerning
contemplated transactions.

The only thing necessary now is to formally
organize this informal group and name it the
Wmnipeg Grain Exchange. It already embraces
all of the fundamentals. Its imaginary fonpation
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pictures substantially and accurately all of the
functions performed by the present Exchange.
You will notice that there is absolutely nothing

in the system which can influence the values of
grain and that the only function is the providing
of conveniences to facilitate, and thus to cheapen
and improve the process of marketing.

Elaborate machinery necessary—A system com-
plete in every minute detail is necessitated by
the large volume of business and the speed with
which it has to be handled. Trades involving
millions of bushels are made verbally and evidenced
at the time by the very briefest memoranda upon
cards. There is no time for written contracts at
the moment. Subsequently these notations are
written out and confirmations are exchanged
between buyer and seller. The problem would
not be difficult if all of the trades were for spot
or immediate delivery. The introduction of the
various futures for each of the different grains
requires much closer attention to details and
more elaborate machinery for their properhandling.

Exchange is an open market—^Every exchange
or market is but the meeting place of buyer and
seller. The prices at which they make contracts
are the established quotations on that market.
They fluctuate from hour to hour, from day to
day, and from week to wi^ek, according to the
supply and demand of the commodity itself and
the factors of transportation and finance. All of

these are part and parcel of the business and are

constantly operating to make fair values, as has
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been explained in the preceding chapter on
Marketing. The sellers on the Winnipeg Exchange
include the elevator companies, farmers' associa-

tions and commission men, all of whom are acting

on behalf of the producer. The buyers include

Canadian millers and exporters selling to the

English or European mills, either direct or through
other grain exchanges, all of whom represent the

consumer. It is difficult to conceive any situation

where true competitive prices could be more
fairly established. All of this is done under the

auspices of the Exchange organization which
furnishes comprehensive information to its mem-
bers and then posts as the fair value at the moment

. the prices agreed upon between seller and buyer.

There is absolutely nothing secret. The trading

room is open to the public. Quotations are

publicly posted, the only restriction being the
very reasonable one prohibiting their unauthorized
use to the detriment of the Exchange members or

the public.

Regulation of members—The entire system would
fail if there were not the highest mtegrity among
the members. Because so much of the trade is

based upon verbal contracts made with astonishing

rapidity and frequency, situations constantly arise

which could be taken advantage of by unscrupulous
traders. To guard against this, applications tor

membership are very carefully scrutinized and
where there is any reasonable doubt of the high
character of the applicant he is not admitted.
When any member fails to carry out his contracts
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for any reason whatsoever, he is barred from
dealing on the Exchange. If any member violates
any of the established rules or regulations, he
is disciplined even to the extent of expulsion.
Most exchanges contain a rule that any member
practicing what may be considered uncommercial
conduct and which may not be definitely covered
by any specific rule or regulation, may be disci-

plined even to the extent of expulsion. In other
words, every exchange exercises absolute control
over the actions of its members in dealings upon
the exchange, and if any member does anything
which discredits other members or the exchange
as a body, the offending member is brought into
line or disciplined by suspension or expulsion.
This all acts as a protection to customers of the
exchange members because they have the assur-
ance that their trades are being properly carried
out along Imes which have been established for
the protection of their interests. The membership
of the Winnipeg Exchange includes not only the
grain dealers but many farmers and farmers'
organizations, bankers, railroad officials and other
men in different lines of business. It is therefore
a very representative body and its rules and
government may be said to reflect ideas which
have been thoroughly established by broad Unes
of general commerce.

Commission rule —All exchanges for every com-
modity have rules defining the rates to be charged
for the sale of the commodity dealt in. On the
Winnipeg Grain Exchange the present charge for
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selling consigned grain is one cent per bushel for all
grains, except oats, the charge for which is five-
eighths of a cent per bushel. A uniform rule
such as this has been attacked hc.-e and elsewhere
on the grounds that the specihed charges are
excessive and that the enforcement of the rule
constitutes combination in restraint of trade.
The rule has been generally upheld. It was held
by the courts of Canada that the old charges of one
cent for all gr- - were not excessive and that en-
forcement .he rule was not unreasonable
restraint of trade. Experience has demonstrated
thai an average amount of business ( annot be
done profitably at less commission. The fact
that the same fixed rate is . rged every customer
simply removes all chance for discrimination and
enables the seller to figure in advance just what
his selling charge will be, both features being
highly desirable to the selling community. Another
important advantage of a uniform rate is that it
compels keen competition in service, thus insur^ r

customers the best possible results.
If members were permitted to charge commibd.

less than a fairly remunerative rate there would be
a temptation to dishonestly take something more to
make the business profitable. When, however, the
rate is sufficient to return a fair profit for the service
rendered, the temptation of dishonesty is removed
Of course where an unusually large volume of
business is done the commission could undoubtedly
be reduced and stiU show a profit. However
there are only a few members of any exchang^
who handle grain in suflicient quantities to warrant
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such reduction. Basing the general charge upon
the business of these few would not be fair to
other members of the exchange. Any reduction
might drive them out of busmess which at once
would introduce monopoly in that tne few big
firms would be the only ones left and would
therefore handle all of the business. But
this IS highly obnoxious and contrary to the
principles of competition upon which all exchanges
are based. It is therefore necessary to make the
commission rate sufficiently large so that a fair
number of traders doing an average business can
afford to operate. The greater the competition
of both sellers and buyers the more fair and
just become the prit >s and the more efficient
becomes the service.

Nevertheless many members of the Exchange
beUeve that present rates should be reduced con-
sidering the large volume of grain handled in total
There is a sharp difference of opinion, but the
minority must abide by the decision of the major-
ity, which is that the present rates are fair and
equitable, considering the service rendered and
the responsibilities of the traders under the
conditions surrounding the business.

Value of Winnipeg Exchange to our farmers—
Apart from the more or less mdirect benefit
of the Exchange to the farmers through the
efficient machinery for trading, thus aUowmg
the business to be more cheapl performed
the Winnipeg Grain Exchange gives valuable aid
directly to the farming community. The most
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important is the opportunity to grain merchants
to hedge purchases through its highly developed
machinery for contracts for future delivery, thus
eliminating allowances otherwise necessary to
cover fluctuations in prices.

Then it exercises the closest supervision over
the actions of its members with whom the farmers
deal. If any one feels he has not received
proper service or price, a letter to the Secretary
of the Exchange will at once cause a thorough
investigation. If the complaint is found to be
justified the offending member \vill be disciplined
to prevent any further irregularities, and the
customer wiU be assisted in every legitimate
manner to secure redress of any damage or loss
Fortunately the high integrity of the members
has made such occurrences very rare indeed, but
the protection is always there just the same.
Then, too, the current market quotations are

freely given to the general public. They may be
compared with values on other markets, and the
fanners is thus enabled to ship his grain where it
will net him the most. This benefit will become
more valuable as the business grows and other
markets develop.
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CHAPTBR Till.

FINANCING THE CROP MOVEMENT
Neees9iiy for easy fimncing—A farmer's grain

crop represents the greater part of the revenue i om
his farm. He must utilize the proeeeda to obtain
all of his necessities and comforts. Instead of
actuaMy exchanging the grain itself for machineiy
clothing, food and everything else he requires!
he exchanges his grain for money which hem turn, exchanges for these other things. The
problem of getting this money to him as he
requires it is a very large one and the eare and
facility with which it is accomplished has a very
important bearing upon the price he receives.
If It were difficult for him to obtain the funds
necessary for his financing, in the necessity of

have to sacrifice
his gram. Any impediment in the movement of
the money itself would probably be more costly
than any other difficulty in the entire system of
handling the crop. This is because money is
our universal medium of exchange and is thus
a universal necessity of life in our modem economic
structure.

Necessity of funds for carrying crops—The ulti-
mate consumer of grain does not buy at once a
whole year's supply, not only because he probably
has no place to put it, but also because he probably
has not sufficient money to pay for it. Aa a rule,
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however, the farmers cannot conveniently wait for
deferred payments. Therefore somebody between
the producer and the consumf r must be prepared
to advance the farmer money as he requires it,

and carry the grain until it is consumed and paid for.

Grain trade cannot finance crop—It costs about
$6,000 to build a country elevator, which will
hold 30,000 bushels of wheat. With wheat worth
seventy-five cents in the country, it would require
$22,500 to pay for enough to fill one of these
elevators. As such an elevato- would be filled
only for a short period in the year, the maintenance
of a sufficient fund to buy the wheat would entail
loss to the elevator company, as this money would
be idle the greater part of the time. It is therefore
manifestly impossible to expect the elevators to
finance the crop movement.
The same situation applies to every other branch

of the trade—it would require a great deal more
working capital than investment to fully finance
its grain and this enormous working capital would
be idle a large part of the year.
Grain is handled in great volume. Its value

reaches very large figures. It is at best a seasonal
business. Even with ample faciUties for distri-
buting the marketing over as long a period as
possible, in the nature of the case there must always
be irregular requirements for money to finance
its movement.

Function of the banks infinancing crap movements
—The business of our banks is to collect deposits
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in small units from a large number of people
and utilise the funds as a basip of credit for trade
and commerce. This money is thus made to work
first for those who deposited it with the bank,
and secondly for the people engaged in commerce!
The latter pay for its use by interest, and after
deducting expenses and profits the banks in turn
pay the de positors. As banks are in a position
to lend money to all branches of t nd com-
merce, they are prepared to tak , ce of the
requirements of the grain trade, and thus the
burden of providing credit for the financing of
our crops naturally falls upon their shoulders.
The elevator companies or other grain merchants
will have in their business such working capital
as prudence will dictate. This is usually a
substantial amount which they can keep working
most of the year. They wiU call upon the banks
to lend them what they need for seasonal reqmre-
ments. TTpon repai -ent of this money it is
then the business of . i banks to use it dsewhere
in other seasoLal businesses so that it is kept
working all of \ he time. This effects an economy
in the of crcrlit which wou.d be impossible to
accomplish by any grain company.

Velocity of credit—It requires from $50,000,000
to $100,000,000 of credit to move our grain crop
of Western Canada. This money is loaned to
elevator companies, commission merchants and
track buyers, each of which does its own share
in moving the crop. Even with the immense
amount of money provided by the banks, it
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would not be nearly enough if the grain were
allowed to accumulate. When the movement
has once begun and the use of credit becomes
extensive, the problem becomes that of keeping
the grain moving as rapidly as possible so as to
keep the credit turning over. To this end every
agency, both grain dealers and transportation
companies, must use their best efforts.

This is called velocity of credit and is a highly
important factor. If our wheat went all the way
to Liverpool before it was paid for it would take
several weeks or months to get the money back.
This would make very slow financial returns.
If we can keep a dollar at home and use it twice,
it will do the same work as if we had two dollars
and used them only once. Therefore the faster
we can turn over our dollars ! he more work will
they perform. We can do this much easier if

we do not let our grain get east of Fort William
before we get the money it represents.

Cmmerdal grouping of credit facilitiea—Ex&ctHy
the same reasoning applies to other sections of
the grain trade beyond Western Canada. Each
one in turn is seasonal, although the period
comes later in the year as the grain is transported
farther from the fields of production. In getting
our wheat to the miller the business is split \tvto
sections; (1) from the farm to Fort William,
(2) from Fort William to the seaboard or domestic
miller, (3) from the seaboard to foreign grain
exchange, (4) from the foreign exchange to the
miller.
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This division of the business has been largely
brought about by the necessities of convenient
financing. The system lends itself admirably
to the established methods of banking. Credit
conditions are different in diflferent localities, and
It IS very undesirable to allow their businesses
to overlap where it is convenient to keep them
separate. By limiting our financing to the
conditions of Western Canada we are able to
do far better than if we had to conform to the
accepted methods of Liverpool. With us money
is comparatively scarce and the entire business is
on a cash basis. Whenever grain is deUvered it
IS paid for at once. In Liverpool, where surplus
money is much more plentiful and credits are much
easier, time payments are frequent and even
customary. It is nothing unusual to grant terms
of three to six months after delivery for payment.
It is therefore far better for the Western Canadian
banker to handle his financing under the accepted
conditions of our locality, and leave the burden
of long credits to the Eng^ banker, who is weU
prepared to take care of them.

'

The financial districts as outlined for the
grain business are not peculiar to that trade.
They are found in all lines of commerce. They
are due to geographical and economic factora
which experience has found to be somewhat the
same in each district and somewhat different in the
various districts. The financing of all businesses
within any one district is therefore somewhat the
same while the financmg of the same businessm the different districts may be differ^t. This
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tends to establish the same interest rate for
various businesses in any one district and perhaps
different rates for the same business in the different
districts.

Factors governing amount of credit available
for Western Canada—In any business it is good
pohcy to spread the risks as far as possible so
as to avoid general loss by failure at any one point.
The easier the business can be spread according
to its nature, the more widely will the risk be
distributed. Credit, which is the commodity
handled in the banking business, flows more
freely than any other article of commerce. Because
of international banking connections, it is easily
transferred from one country to another. Through
the system of interior banks it is easily transft red
from one district to another. In any one district
because of its universal demand credit is readily
transferred from locality to locality or from
business to budn^ss.

Our Canadian banks will apportion to Western
Canada generally just that part of theh- available
credit which they think is prudent, considering
ordmary commercial risks involved and ;he
necessities of general business. They thus balance
Eastern against Western Canada so as to take
care of commercial requirements and to distribute
their risk of loss. They will then apportion to
the grain business what they consider to be its
proper share. They always allow a fair proportion
because they realize that aU the other businesses
of Canada depend to a large extent upon ihB
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marketing of our crops. If they haven't enough
to go around, they may borrow some to help
out the grain movement.

Factors of interest rates—The interest rate
charged in any business for the use of credit will
vary with (1) the market price of money due to
general demand, (2) steadmess of demand within
that business, and (3) nature of security offered.
A mercantile house wiU carry considerable stocks
the year round and will use its credit largely
throughout the twelve months. It might thus
expect to receive its credit at a slightly lower rate
than the grain business, which uses its money
only part of the year. This, however, is somewhat
counteracted by the units of time for which credits
are extended. GeneraUy in the United States
units are from three to six months and the rates
for these periods are practically uniform regardless
of the nature of the business. Just now in Canada
the units of time are largely for a whole year,
but there seems to be a tendency to reduce them
to the same basis as in the United States. Probably,
therefore, if there is now any disposition to make
a difference in rates between the gniin business
and mercantile houses because of the seasonal
nature of the former this tendency will shortly
disappear because of the re-arrangement of the
methods of extending credit. Credit is never
loaned except upon good security. The higher the
quick cash value of such security, the more readily
obtainable and the cheaper will credit become.
Grain is one of the necessaries of Ufe and because
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of the highly organized grain exchanges it is very
easily and quickly turned into money. Therefore
the grain merchant is in a position to offer
collateral security of the highest value. This
has a marked influence in attracting credit at
interest rates as low or lower than any other
business.

Service of the elevaio>\s -Country elevators not
only assist in the financing of ^he crop movement
by buying grain, but they also provide warehouse
receipts on its delivery for the owner's account
which constitute excellent collateral security for
loans. Any banker will readily loan money against
such security. Where no bank is convenient, the
elevator will itself loan money on its own storage
tickets at current rates of interest. As there is an
elevator at almost every railway siding, the farmers
are afforded easy opportunity of securing funds
either by outright sale or by way of loan. Although
the storage tickets provide exceJent collateral
they are only evidence of grain put into store in
the country and cannot have any more value than
the grain itself in such position. When, however,
the grain goes into store in a terminal elevator,'
at Fort William or Port Arthur, then its value
as security is greatly enhanced. Country storage
tickets may then be exchanged for termmal
^' ^rehouse ieceipts which are received by all
the banks as the best possible security. They
constitute a convenience without which the
financing of our crop would be more costly.

Interest always charg&Me to grain—"So matter
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whether the working capital to finance crop move-
ment is Bupplied by the banks, grain dealers
or farmers themselves, it is always worth current
interest which must be considered a legitunate
charge against the grain. Its cost is therefore an
Item of expense the business. Under the
law of supply and demand any surplus commodity
18 worth what somebody will pay for it. Money
or credit is a commodity. It is al- .ys in universal
demand. Its value m the foim of interest rate
IS quoted everywhere. As th grain business
must compete with other busmesses in procuring
this credit, it is only common sense to allow its
market value in computing expenses of the
busmess. Whether or not the money is alreadym the business or is borrowed for the purpose is
not material as its current value is present in
either case.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE CANADA GRAIN ACT AND
BOARD OF GRAIN COMxMISSIONERS

Historij of Grain ^d—Many years ago, during
the early period of the elevator and grain business
in Western Canada, there was a great deal of com-
plaint from the farmers of abuses and low prices, all

of which were presumed to be intentional to give
excessive profits. This led to the appointment of a
Royal Commission by the Dominion of Canada,
which investigated the situation and recommended
that the business should be under Government
control. In accordance with this recommendation,
the Parliament of Canada enacted in 1900 the first

law intended to regulate the trade, more especially
in those branches directly relating to the farmers.
It was called the "Manitoba Grain Act." This
title was selected probably because at that time
most of the gram production was confined to the
Province of Manitoba. The original Act was
very crude and incomplete. Its administration was
provided through the appointment of a Warehouse
Commissioner whose powers were rather indefinite
and somewhat limited. This Conmiissioner from
time to time recommended alterations and
additions to the Act. Although these changes
were necessary or advisable, each one was
apparently constructed separately and without
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any special reference to the rest of the Act. The
result was that as they were embodied, the Act
became that much more disjointed and ambiguous
On two or three different occasions the Act was
revised, but m no case did its revision take the
form of complete re-writing, so little or no progress
was made toward unification and clarity. The
last revision took place in 1912. At that time
Its name was changed to "Canada Grain Act 1912."
A fundamental change yvas made in the abolish-
ment of the office oi Warehouse Commissioner
and the appointment of a Board of Grain Com-
missioners with wider powers.

History of Inspection i4c<—Inspection of grain
was first provided for by Dominion legislation in
the earl}' eighties. The Act was general, applying
to other farm produce as well as grain. It did not
define any grade

, but merely provided for type
samples as set from year to year by the inspector.
These varied according to crops and deliveries
and thus were not conducive to stable values
Shortly after the passage of the Grain Act the
Dominion Parliament enacted a law called the
"Inspection and Sales Act," which referred only
to grain and defined the statutory grades. Thia
Act was revised from time to time and eventually
incorporated with the Grain Act, so that now
the Canada Grain Act covers fully the handling
of grain, including its inspection and weighing.

Early condiHona f^trrounding trade—In con«der-
ing the causes whioh led to the enactment of
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the Grain Act, it must be remembered that the
conditions of the business at that time were very
crude and incomplete. There was no modern
grain exchange in the country. There was not
much volume of business and supply and demand
were therefore very irregular. It was necessary to
change prices materially and suddenly because
of the violent fluctuations in the export values.

Because there was no method of dealing in futures,

it was necessary to maintain wide margins between
buying and selling prices so as to allow for un-
foreseen fluctuations. There were no established
grades and it was impossible to fix any uniform
standards of quality, the absence of which caused
big risks of value. In short, the whole business
was on a highly speculative basis and could not
be otherwise considering the crude and imperfect
conditions then existing.

Present conditions surrounding trade—Within
the last few years there has been a wonderful
change in the business. Grades are well estab-
lished. The Winnipeg Grain Exchange provides
a well organized market for both cash and future
sales. Price fluctuations are gradual. The
enormous increase in volume allows small margins
of profit. The elevator system is working smoothly
and prices in the country are very much
higher. This, of course, must lead to better satis-

faction on the part of the farmers. It is debatable,
however, how much of this betterment, except
as to grading, is due to the Grain Act, and how
much of it is due to natural evolution within
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the business itself. It is quite probable that
the situation today would be practicaUy the same
without the regulative features of the Act.

Three methods of doing business-The theoiy

1.1 three
methods by which anybody can handle grain, each

wir^K-il^
from the others by well established

legal habihties-d) as merchant, (2) as warehouse-man and (3) as factor or agent. The first includes
track buyer and country elevator where the dealer
exercises his function in buying grain outright.The second includes the terminal elevator and
the country elevator in the exercise of its function
by doing a storage business only, and the third
includes aU commission merchants. In theorv
each of these three has its own methods and well
defined responsibilities. In practice, however
they are constantly overlapping one another'A commission merchant almost always operates
as tracK buyer and the country elevator frequently
operates as merchant, warehouseman and com-
mission merchant. A terminal elevator alone is
stnctly hmited to just one class, namely, that of
warehouseman. This is because the law specifically
provides that it cannot perform any other function
Because of the frequent overlapping it is sometimes
quite difficult to determine in fact under which
of the three classifications many common trans-
actions are performed. The question of the exact
nature of ary transaction seldom arises unless
there is trouble and the bond is attacked. As this
sometimes happens, however, it is necessary that
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the vanous responsibilities be carefully defined
and fully covered. In this feature both the Act
and the bonds are unperfect, but the Grain
Commission is now workmg to correct these
defects and probably m the near fut-ire the
faults will be remedied.

Loading platforms—The Act has many compre-
hensive sections relating to loading platforms.
It recognizes the right of the community to load
its own grain durect from wagons into cars if it so
desures. It specifies under what conditions the
railways shall build platforms at stations. The
Grain Commission is clothed with ample power
to enforce the various provisions.

Discrimination—The Grain Act is very clear on
the question of discrimination by elevators. All
customers must be treated exactly aUke. This is
also good business for the grain companies as
nothing would cause dissatisfaction among cus-
tomr 1 as quickly as discrimination. Dissatisfaction
is something no company can afford to encounter.
Thus the stringent provisions against discrimina-
tion are not only protection to the farmers at large,
but they also safeguard every company from
such mismanagement.

Fraud—M in ordinary law, the penalties for
fraud are very severe. There, of course, must be
common honesty in this as in every other business.
Here again arises the question of ordinary com-
mercial prudence as surely no person or firm
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could expect to stay in business very long if U
practiced anything but the highest honesty and
mtegnty. Unfortunately, there is an occasional
UMcnipulous dealer who works his way into the
gram trade. Almost invariably he is a man of no
capital and is simply out to make as much money
as he can by dishonest methods and then stop
before he gets caught. The provisions as to fraudmay therefore be very valuable in such cases,
but It IS difficult to conceive any strong and well
run company ever violating ordinary principles
of honesty and integrity and thus breaking these
provisions of the Act. Of course where a company
has to operate almost entirely through agents
as IS the case with line elevator companies, it is
difficult to always select men of known int^rity
Every reasonable precaution is taken, even to the
extent of private fidelity bonds insuring honesty
but even then the chances are good that almost
every large company is unknowingly carrying
some dishonest men. As no reputable company
countenances irregular actions of any kind on the
part of its employees, it cannot be held to violate
the law if one of these men disobeys instructions
and commits a dishonest act although, by so
doing the employee of course makes himsdf
uable for criminal prosecution.

Eastern and Western Inspection Divisions—For
the purposes of the Grain Act, Canada is divided
into two parts. The district lying east of Port
Arthur IS caUed the Eastern Inspection Division
and the district, including Port Arthur and to the
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west thereof, is laUed the Western Inspection
Division. This is because the charaoteristics
of grain and methods of handling are essentially
different in each division. In the east practically
all of the grain is consumed locally so that there
are short hauls by rail. What little eastern grain
is exported is shipped in sacks and there is not
sufficient volume to warrant any elaborate system
of supervision. Also western grain for export
passes through the Eastern Divisinn intact. Thus
there is little or no supervision provided in that
Division.

In the west production is much larger and
very little grain is consumed locally. Practically
all of it is shipped long distances by rail or water
or both. It is therefore convenient and proper
that comparatively elaborate machinery should
be provided for the Western Inspection Division.

Control vesied in Board of Grain Commissioner8^
The Board of Grain Commissioners is the
foundation of the structure. This is a body of three
men appointed by the Dominion Government for
long terms. Although they aie not a court and
have no judicial power, then- field ot administration
under the Act is so broad that thej- exercise a
strong influence in the trade. Through the
system of licenses and bonds, they have the
direct supervision of all the elevators, both
country and terminal, also of all commission
merchants and track buyers. This covers all
branches of the trade which meet the farmers.
Part of the Governmental machinery which they
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control is the Inspection Department. The Qrain
Act gives them no control over scales used in
elevators as all scales come under the Division of
Weights and Measures of the Department of
Inland Revenue. By a working arrangement
between the Gram ConuniaMon and this other
Government department, however, the Commission
superv ises all scales at terminal elevators. Althou^
the Grain Commission, by the terms of the Act,
has no control over the railways except in some'
specific instances, they co-operate with the Board
of Railway Commissioners in all matters relating
to the movement of grain.

Licenses—The matter of licenses is the most
important thing with which the Grain Commission
has to deal. Under the terms of the Grain Act
no elevator, commission merchant, or track buyer
can operate without first securing a license from
the Board of Grain Commissioners, and if such
license is cancelled or is not renewed upon its
expiration, the operation must immediately cease.
The licensing itself is purely a nominal matter.
Almost anybody in good standing can secure a
license upon payment of a small fee required,
and filing the necessary bond. The fact that /
license is required is the keynote of the whole
scheme. If for any reason whatsoever the Grain
Commission refuses to issue a license or cancels
one after its issue, it has simply put the offender
out of budaess.

Bonds—With every application for licens-
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there must be filed with the Board of Grain
Commissioners a surety bond which is intended to
cover all of the financial responsibilities incidental
to the operation under the kind of license desired.

The bond of a country and terminal elevator
guarantees its faithful performance of obligations
as warehouseman, including the carrying of full

insurance. That of commission merchant and
track buyer covers the obligation of their' perform-
ance of contracts of agency or purchase and the
settlement in full thereof. The bonds themselves
are not prescribed by the Grain Act. They
apparently were drawn separately and at different
times. As a result, they do not quite cover what
they were intended to. Even when two or more
bonds are furnished by the same person or firm
all of the possible obligations are not fully covered.
They are at present being revised, and it is hoped
that very soon they will be in proper form.
However, in spite of their defects they have done
their work very well. Even in the few defaults
in the history of the grain business large sums have
been recovered under the bonds and innocent
sufferers have been generally protected.

Since a bond is required for every license, if an
applicant cannot furnish one or if it is cancelled or
attacked by reason of inability to fulfil obligations
after the license is issued, the Grain Commission
immediately cancels the license. This procedure
is automatic under the requirements of the Act.
Thus whenever there is any doubt as to the
financial responfcibility of any licensee resultmg
in the impairment of the bond, that person or
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firm is at once stopped from doing business
Protection in this respect coupled with the power
of cancellation for discrimination or fraud gives
the Commission strong control over these branches
of the trade.

Functiad of Grain Commi8Sion~The work of the
Gram Commission is divided into departments
There is the general administration work, which is
conducted by the Commission itself through its
Secretary. Routine operation is carried on through
various departments, each with a responsible head
such as inspection, weighing, registration, statis-'
tics, countiy elevator supervision and terminal
elevator operation. Each of these departments is
smaU or large, simple or complex, according to the
nature of its duties.

Inspection Department—The largest one and that
which requires the most elaborate organization
is the Inspection Department. Its headquarters
are at Winnipeg, where is located the Chief
Inspector. Under him are the deputy inspectors
at other inspection points in the Western Inspection
Division, such as Fort William and Calgary. At
each inspection point is maintained a sufficient force
of inspectors, samplers, clerks, etc., who p^oim
the actual work of inspection and recordmg
The department is highly organized as the nature
of Its duties requires very accurate and rapid work
Any deUy would retard the movement of gram
at p^t cost to the country. Any irregularitiesm the inspection would cause discriminaOon and



dissatisfaction. It is pleasing to observe, however,
that this department is so well organized and
operated that its work is amazingly accurate and
its service is wonderfully satisfactory.

Weighing—The next largest department, and
one which is just as important to the trade,

is that v'hich has charge of the weighing. It

is centred at Fort William, where is located the
Chief Weighmaster, who has a staff of assistants.

Although most of his work consists of the weighing
in the terminal and hospital elevators at Fort
William and Port Arthur, he has men in the
Government interior terminals at Saskatoon and
Moose Jaw and at other places where official

weights are given. Although the weighing of

grain is a simple process it requires close

concentration and a high degree of accuracy.

When the operation is spread over many different

elevators and over many different scales in each
elevator a very efficient organisation is required.

The men themselves must be of good ability and of
the highest character and integrity. It is likewise

pleasing to note, however, that this department
is no well organized and so well handled that
its work is exceedingly reUable.

Registration—^The R^pstration Department re-

lates entirely to the public terminal elevators

at Fort William and Port Arthur. It operates in

conjunction with the Inspection Department.
Its purpose is to officially check all receipts and
shipments of pubhc terminal elevators. The
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Commission requires that every warehouse receipt
issued for grain received shaU be registered and
also that the registered warehouse receipts shall
be canceUed on aU shipments. The same require-
ment is enforced by the Winnipeg Grain Exchange.
By methods ab^ady described an exact Govern-
ment record is kept of all receipts and shipments
at every terminal elevator. A balance at any time
shows the stocks on hand. Public reports of
receipts, shipments and stocks are issued every
week. These "-e of great value in the trade.
Every year when the stocks are low in the terminals
a weigh-up is taken by the Departments of Inspec-
tion and Weighing, which means that every
bushel in store is officially weighed by grade.
These results are then compared with the records
of the Registration Department and the overage
or shortage in each grade officially determined.

Statistics—The Statistical Department is quite
new. Already its results have been very interest-
ing and of value. A: it continues its work and its
statements become more comprehensive it will
make a place for itself in the trade. Its duties
are to compile all figures relating to receipts at
country points, inspections, receipts, shipments and
stocks at terminals, and all other information of
similar character which can be of value. At present
much of this work is being done by other Govern-
mental departments, notably the Census Bureau.
It is hoped that eventually all of this woik rdating
to the grain trade will be done by this department
of the Grain Commission. They are logieally the
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proper ones to handle it as they are specialists

in this business and therefore are in position to
do the work better than can be done by others.

Country elevator supervision—^It has already been
mentioned that there are over 3,000 country
elevators in Western Canada. Although methods
of handling grain are very well standardized, there
are many differences in detail at different stations,

and even in different elevators at the same station.

These are due to the policies of the operating
companies or to the peculiarities of the agents
at the various elevators. Then, too, during the
busy season gram is handled t,o rapidly that
sometimes there are minor errors of omission which
if allowed to continue might lead to more or less

serious results. Sometimes complaints are made
to the Grain Commission concerning these matters.
While they are seldom, if ever, of a serious nature,
it is desirable to keep a close check upon the work
of every elevator. Regardless of any complaints
or any differences in methods of operation, close
supervision is a duty of the Grain CommisKon
by virtue of their responsibility in issuing licenses

and accepting bonds. They therefore deem it

advisable to maintain a system of direct supervision.

This has taken the form of a few inspectors who
spend their time m the country travelling from
station to station and checking closely the opera-
tion of each elevator. They have done very good
work in posting the various buyers in the detail

requirements of the Grain Act. They have also

done excellent work in explaining away complaints
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where there really have been no grievances. As
this system is extended it will undoubtedly be of
great value both to the farmers and to the elevator
companies as it will do a great deal to establish
mutual understanding and confidence.

Operation Government elevators—In addition to
the administration of the Grain Act the Grain
Commission is an operator of the terminal elevators
built by the Dominion Government. They thus
perform the same function as any commercial
terminal elevator company. They have at present
four devators, one at Port Arthur, which is a
real terminal elevator, and one each at Saskatoon,
Moose Jaw and Calgary, which are so-called
interior terminal elevators. To operate these
houses they have their staffs of superintendents,
engineers, workmen and clerks, just the same as
any commercial company.
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CHAPTER X.

PRACTICAI. APPLICATION TO
SALES BY FARMERS

Conuncrcial forrm of initial sales —The actual
application of the principles discussed to the
farmers' business is really very simple. The
farmer always sells his grain to a merchant. In
some localities there may be some grain sold to
local millers but this is in such small amounts
that it is negligible in considering the crop as a
whole. Gidin merchants who stand ready to pay
farmers the full value for their grain according
to the various factors influencing prices are
represented at nearly every railway station
throughout Western Canada. They may be
country elevators who have invested in local eleva-
tors for handling grain by machinery and storing
it during the process, by track buyers who are ready
to take ownership of the grain immediately it is

loaded in cars, or by agents of comn^ >n men who
will accept such cars on cr ;,nme' \d then sell

them to exporters or millers on the » imipeg Grain
Exchange. An outright sale in small lots such as a
wagon-load can be made only to country elevators.
Of the different lasses enumerated the elevator
alone has the facilities for making up full carloads
from smaller (luantities. The track buyer or com-
mission agent can only handle in full carload
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units. Where a farmer has enough grain to make
up a carload he may load it either through an
elevator or over the platform.

To illustrate the practical workings of present
trade methods we will consider the diflferent ways
available to farmers for disposition of their grain.
In each case we will show the principal documents
which become evidence of the different steps of the
various kinds of contracts. No attempt will be
made to cover the whole field. For brevity, only the
more important forms and points thereof will be
mentioned, but nothing essential will be omitted.
We will use two broad general classes: grain (1)
put through a country elevator and (2) loaded over
the platform. We will illustrate the first group
by a shipment over the C.P.R. and the second by
a shipment over the (^X.R. In the first class we
will show a sale to the elevator of a wagon-load on
cash ticket and also a sale of a carload which has
been accumulated in the elevator by means of
storage tickets. We wiU show all kinds of storage
tickets—graded, subject to grade, and special bin.
On the shipment over the platform we will show
consignment to a conunission merchant, also sale
to a track buyer. In every case we will show
proper account sales which conclude the trans-
actions for carlots and which exhibit to the farmer
full accounting for his grain.

Sale by wagon-load—Suppose a farmer has a sin-
gle load of 1 Northern wheat, 2% dockage, which
he wants to sell. He will take it to his local
elevator where it will be weighed and for which
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payment will bo made by cash ticket. As ex-
plained before this is a draft upon the company.
It will be redeemed in cash by the company's
local paymaster or by any bank, or it may be used
by the fanner as a cheque and sent through trade
channels where it may be redeemed by the com-
pany at its head office.

This form will be similar to the illustration

shown on page 208. (Fig. 1 .)

Notice the station name, date, the seller's name,
the gross, dockage and net weight in figures and
the net weight in words. There is also provision
for the kind of grain, its grade and the price per
bushel. The total amount is shown in both figures

and words. It is then signed on behalf of the
company. These items are all required by the
Grain Act. The ticket need not be arranged like

the one illustrated. Any clear and reasonable
arrangement is permitted. This is a matter of
convenience to the elevator company.
Because the ticket is really a draft and is

payable upon presentation to the company's local

paymaster or its head office, it is necessary to take
reasonable precaution that the proper person
presents it and receives the money. It is therefore
necessary for such person to endorse it upon
receiving payment. If, also, the farmer who first

receives the ticket from the elevator wishes to hand
it on to somebody else without presenting it for

payment, he does so by similar endorsement.
Provision therefor is made on the back of every
ticket and no ticket will be paid or transferred

without the proper endorsement. This is no differ-
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ment which Btra™fena,Ie by ondo«eme„t.

St^age ttcfete If the farmer does not want to

put It in on storage. If he and the buyer ao^upon g,»de and dockage a graded storageSW.11 be ««ued at once. This will take the formshown on page 210. (Fig. 2.)

">« 'onn

Xotice station name, date, name of pereon own-ing the gram, grade and kind of grain AtX
Sr- trtt^"" r"*' "^''^ -
" i ^ ^''^ ""t "fight also apneasm the body of the ticket. This'gives definUe ?nf rmation permitting the value of the grain t^ befigured at any time.

You will also notice that the ticket bears unon
M;s face the terms of the eontr«rt TZZe
Ji^'. T."'!"'^

'""^'^""^ between^
and a eash fcket. The cash ticket merely callsfor the payment of a definite sum of moneywhereas the storage ticket eaUs for the return^ T^" Pi-ovides the

isTh. ? 1^^:;*"^ the contract

by the Canada Gram Act and must be printed uponthe tickets m accordance with the law. Allstorage tickets are therefore practically uniform.

»„^"^ri*'''" ''^h^'-fd the farmerand the buyer cannot agree upon grade and
""^^ ^""ieet to gr^e

tickets the farmer wUl receive a ticket sub-
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sti.ntially like that illustrated on page 212.

(Fig. 3.)

You will notice that it is an ordinary graded
storage ticket across the face of which has been
stamped "Subject to Inspector's grade and dock-
age/' and on which no grade or docki^e is noted.

Gross weight is given and then appears shrinkage

which is authorized by the regulations of the Grain

Commission as explained in chapter on Country
Elevators. Because no dockage is taken the figure

appearing for net weight is not the real net weight

and is only called such for the purposes of this

ticket. This figure is repeated in words. Tickets

such as this will be issued for the entire amount
delivered prior to sending sample to the Chief In-

spector to obtain his official grade and dockage.

Suppose that the inspector reports it is 1 Northern,

2% dockage. All of the original subject to grade

tickets would then be taken up by the buyer and
straight graded storage tickets issued showii^;

inspe tor's grade and net weight according to his

dockage. Thus the ticket illustrated would be

replaced by the graded storage ticket illustrated

on page 210. (Fig. 2.)

Notice that the date and all other information

is the same as the original subject to grade ticket

except as to the grade and weight. In the new
ticket the grade 1 Northern appears and the net

wei^t of the first ticket becomes the gross weight

of the new ticket. From this is deducted the

inspector's dockage and the real net weight is then

shown both in figures and in words.

If the farmer and elevator buyer could not
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agree upon grade and dockage and if the elevator

is one which uses a special bin ticket, the farmer
will receive for each load as delivered a ticket like

that shown on page 214. (Fig. 4.)

Notice that this ticket bears substantially the
sa ne written information as the subject to grade
ticket but of course it dees not show the stamp
because the printed conditions require that the
grain must be kept separate until it is loaded.
This provides for inspection of the identical grain
after shipment. This ticket shows the bin number
ae a means of identifying the grain within the

country elevator. All of the conditions of this

ticket are prescribed by the Canada Grain Act.

These tickets are practically uniform wherever
they are used. The ticket illustrated has a little

additional information in the upper l^t comer.
This is merely for convenience and does not affect

the contract of storage.

In all of these forms of tickets the same con-
ditions as to endorsement apply as mentioned
under Cash Ticket. There is provision on the

backs for signatures and whenever tickets are trans-

ferred or are surrendered for delivery of the grain

or for purchase by the elevator company the

tickets must be endorsed. On the backs of them
also is usually printed some furth^ information

concerning the serial numbers of cash tickets issued

for the storage tickets if purchase has been made
by the elevator buyer. This, however, is purely

for the use of the elevator company in its books
of account.
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Shipving—When a farmer has accumulated a
car of stored grain for which he has received storage
tickets and for which he has ordered a car, the grain
will be shipped on a bill of lading as follows :

Um*»»,m.m^^m>mn,m,^tn , , „ , 1.1....v t^fc » „„

CANADIAN PACIFIC -RAILWAY COMPANY '

BULK GRAIN BILL 01' U\UIN(i_<)R|(;i\.u.

t..:^texi^i;ie«*,-^ )Mrv:,/x,...,.j-

ii'.-i..'-.' -.
, ..,

: Tr,, ; t^t. . 1..,,.

.1 Ik, hit „- r.'tj% '^i ; s ii ilii "m'i,?tf'~ftj"~2^ * • ...i-J^,

U...i,n,i „ n»HT HII.I.IAM. <)\r.

N'ti'V THK « ANAIIl l.V I,I.K\AT()K ( ().. I.miilril

..,u i.u..,
. C. f? ... ^„ HI! ZZ

KIM » (|»l« «fMt

THK EMHRK KLKVATOK.
nWT HILMAM. tIXT

I'lj;. 5— Hill of Lading (order of elevator company).

Notice thai the name of the shipper appears
at both the top and bottom of the form. If the
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farmer has received graded storage tickets the grain
will be shipped to the order of the elevator com-
pany unless the tickets have been surrendered or
special arrangement is made for other billing.

If the farmer received special bin tickets, then
different conditions apply. He may have the
car shipped to his own order but he of course will

not be given the bill of lading without first sur-

rendering the tickets. In either case the car will

usually be billed to notify (or advise) the elevator

company merely as a matter of convenience. Its

office is situated at the inspection point where it

will receive the certificate promptly. The car
will usually be shipped to a specified terminal
elevator on the same railroad. The farmer has
the right to ship this to any public terminal

elevator but unless he makes special arrangements
the car will always be billed to that terminal to

which the elevator company usually ships its grain.

If the car is billed to the order of the elevator

company and sale is desired the company will

endorse the bill of lading by signing it on the back.

It is then ready for surrender to the terminal

elevator company for warehouse receipt. If the

car is billed to the order of the farmer, when he is

ready to sell the grain he will endorse the bill on the

back and send it in to the grain merchant who will

then endorse it again for surrender to the terminal

elevator.

Inspection certificate—^When the car passes an
inspection point such as Winnipeg a sample will

he taken and officially inspected and a Govemmrat
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inspection certificate will be issue !. This will be
made out to the company or person to whose
advice the car is billed. Suppose the car grades

1 Northern, 2% dockage, a certificate like that

illustrated on page 218 will then be issued.

(Fig. 6.)

Weight certificate—When the car arrives at the

terminal elevator it is officially weighed by the

Government. The weight certificate is issued by
the Chief Weighmaster. The illustration on page

219 shows the official form. (Fig. 7.)

Notice that the weight is given only in pounds.

This is the gross weight of the car being everything

in it when it arrived at the terminal less only the

few pounds per car deducted for shrinkage ac-

cording to approved tariff as explained in chapter

on Terminal Elevators.

Outturn—^After the car has been imloaded and
the grain weighed the terminal devator writes an
outturn showing the net contents of the car and
also the charges against it similar to the form shown
on page 221. (Fig. 8.)

The railroad has already advised it of the name
of the person or firm to whom the outturn is to be

sent. This appears at tJie top of the form together

with the car number and the place from which it

was shipped. The date on the outturn is of course

the date the car was unloaded. The'official gross

weight as determined by the Government weigh-

master in the felevator is written in pounds. The
name of the grade is also written as reported by the
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Chief Inspector and confirmed by the inspector
at the elevator. Then appears the net weight of
thegramandanotation ismade showingthe percent-
age and the amount of dockage deducted according
to the Government inspection. If the car hap-
pened to be tough or damp and was dried,
then the amount of moisture dried out is

shown in bushels. In overj- case the figures
show exactly how the total gross weight is ac-
counted for.

Freight is figured at the tariff rate from the point
of shipment. Inspection and weighing is charged
and any other expense which the railroad company
reports to the elevator. The total of all of these
charges is the amount payable to the elevator
when the warehouse receipt is obtained, except
for interest on freight. The terminal always pays
freight to the railway immediately the car is

unloaded and when payment to the terminal is

delayed, interest is charged at current bank
rates.

No uniform style of outturn is used by the
terminal elevators. They all give the same
information but may display it differently. Each
elevator uses a form which presents the necessary
items simply and clearly and which at the same
time is most convenient for its own oflBce

use.

Warehouse receipt—To obtain a warehouse
receipt the elevator company presents the endorsed
bill of lading together with a cheque for payment
of the charges as shown on the outturn, plus any
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interest on freight. The usual form of warehouse
receipt is illustrated on page 223. (Fig. 9.)
On this receipt appears the information as to

the net contents of the car exactly as was written
on the outturns. Notice that complete information
about the car is all contained in the upper right-
hand comer. This is for convenience in office
routine.

A substantially uniform receipt is used by all the
different terminal elevators. This is for conven-
ience in the trade, especially in dealing with banks.
It is those documents which are passed between
buyers and sellers on the CJrain r:xehango in the
purchase and sale of grain. Thoy arc tho best
evidence of ownership of the grain they roprosont,
therefore they are surrounded with careful safe-
guards. They are lithographed on special sensitive
paper from carefully engraved plates so as to
prevent forgeries or alterations.

Notice the registration stamp across the face
of the receipt at the left. This is put on by the
Government registrar after the receipt is written.
As explained in chapter on terminal elevators this
shows that the grain is actually unloaded in the
terminal elevator issuing the receipt and that the
receipt represents that particular grain. This
is a very valuable protection to the holders or
purchasers of all warehouse receipts.

The receipt is made out to the person or firm
to whose advice the car is billed. The terms of
the receipt recite that the grain will be delivered
to this person or his assignee. Therefore in buying
and selling and m shipping the grain from the
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terminal full endorsements must appear. These
take the form of signatures on the back by every
firm through whose hands the document passes
until it is finally surrendered to the termmal for

stiipment.

Notice the small perforations toward the right

of the receipt. This is the registrar's cancellation.

You will recall that upon shipment of the grain

from the terminal, the elevator must present he
receipts to the Government registrar for cancella-

tion. This action writes off this particular receipt

from the records of the registrar. The receipt must
be always outstanding and the grain it represents

must be still in store until it has been cancelled by
this perforating stamp. This cancellation of course
destroys its negotiability in the trade.

Settlement—Of course if this car had been
bought and paid for in the country before shipment
the grain would be the absolute property of the
elevator company and would sunply go into its own
account''.

If, however, the car had storage tickets against

it, in the sale of the grain to the company the farmer

would simply surrender his endorsed tickets at an
agreed price. The elevator company would in

effect buy the tickete. This action would auto-

matically cover the grain they repro^nt and
which was shipped in this car. It would not matter
what the car outturned as the amovnt of grain

shown by the net weights on the tickets is the grain

which the company must actually buy. Suppose
therefore that in the car in question the farmer
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surrondcrod tickets for not weight for 1412 bushels
and 40 pounds which he sold to the company at the
price of $1.04 in store Fort William. When he

ACCOUNT (ALtt IT
^mHrnt^m^

(lm\^n^v^ (Ho. Himmh, «r.

Mi.*^ PNo ^ $l>f1e 2*757

•!»•>• ti...i.> U'irm I'/m

%t.rt(*

Ciillfm* Il1ill>i< I /

lU^Lj. )urvr. / 7 ,„ i-

o, THE CANADIAN ELEVATOR CO. LIMITED

procwdt of ttoruft TitMfa aa p«r above account salt.

^If^. IS, II IS- ^ J^-e-'i-'

«IOTt-«d»«. «w — »J M. fc^ I. ^- ,

.'1

Fig. 10—Account Sales (purchase nf grair.V

receives his settlement it wiU look like that
shown on this page. (Fig. 10.)
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This is simply a credit note usually called an
"account sales" showing the farmer the net returns
owing him upon purchase of the grain in question.
It shows all items necessary to compute gross pro-
ceeds and mpeoam. Full particulars such as gross
wei^ and dockagp, gross purchase price and the
amount is first figured. From this is deducted
all expens' . against the grain. First appears
the frpjght (»n the gross amount as that is what
the railroad company actually charged. Then
appears the cliarge for inspection and weighing,
and the elevatcM' and storage charges. Assuming
that there was no storage charge in either the
country o'- terminal, the only item would
be the eleva..o. -harge as shown in the illustration.

Any advance made against the tickets would then
be entered and if the farmer gave a note for the
advance the cancelled note would be attached to
the settlement. Then there is deducted interest

upon the advance. Since this is a straight pur-
chase the (original price quoted is clear of com-
mission. No commission charge is therefore
deducted. This shows that the car was not sold
for the farmer's account but was an outright
purchase at an agreed price.

The total of all charges is now deducted from
the gross proceeds. The result shows the net
amount owing to the farmer and the company's
cheque for this amoimt would accompany the
settlement.

At the bottom of the form iliustrated appears a
voucher which is simply a receipt for the farmer
to sign when he receives settlement and cheque.
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This is merely for the convenience of the company
and is not used by all firms.

There may be other notations on the form
which are purely for the use of the' company in
recording the transaction in its books.
These forms are usually different in detail with

different companies. The essential point is to
show everything that is necessary and to make
the form as simple as possible. It is the desire
of every company to have these statements
thoroughly understood by their customers. If

there is any question about any item they always
welcome requests for information.

Borrowing on note—Suppose in the case just given
the farmer took an advance of $700.00 against his

storage tickets a few days before he sold them.
The tickets would then be taken up and attached
to the note as collateral for the loan. It is cus-
tomary to use a special form for this purpose
similar to this one illustrated on page 228.
(Fig. 11.)

This kind of a note is used in many businesses.

It is called a collateral security note. In addition

to the usual promise to pay back the money
borrowed it recites that collateral in the form
of storage tickets representing so many bushels
and pounds has been pledged as security for the
loan. The note then has the usual proviaons
for the sale of the security and the accounting
thereof to the farmer. On the edge of the note
appear the numbers of the various tickets

surrendered for collateral.
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Shipment over platform—When a farmer ha8
ordered a car spotted at the platform he of course
puts the grain into it direct. The first document
of value will be the bill of lading he will receive

lax tt MaiCMMn toM t> SXK Ik. MHI il IM«lkM Mil

CANADIAN NORTHERN RAILWAY
BULK GRAIN MLl. OF LADING-OHIGINAL

MmiO. whim t* tt* urfff b etfmw4at«i«!•«< t|to«|MHt
*...iaA**vVS^ ..lk*y:.a..s....,r.j~

>*>• bulk inla JmcHM Www. MiulRMd ud ^ItiMd M^^^VlJKd' wUA ifca i_ » . ._ ,

*(m4, M u u^h .artiw «f A ! «r laid utik mil •rar ail •r^vSwJuV irf^IS^^L^-TT JS^^iiz^ Jl

"

Coit^ijrned u» UKDEK OF
I>«itiiu.ii4ii PORTHUtTHUK, ONT.

NMify ..tHE CANADIAN ELKVATOR CO,
At.. .WIMNIPIG

.Car WM.
MANITOBA

.at No. .^'i

CAKKW
THITNUKB BAY BLEVATOB,

PORT Arann. ONT.

1^'

Fig. 12—Bill of Lading (order of farmer).

from the railroad company. This will take the
form as shown here. (Fig. 12.)
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This is similar to the bill issued for shipment
through the elevator already illustrated except
that this car is billed to the order of the farmer him-
self. This is because it is his own property. It

is customary to bill the car to notify (or advise)
some agent to whom the farmer expects to consign
the car for sale for his own account or to whom
he expects to sell it as a track sale. On the face of

this bill is noted a special charge against the car
at the time of its shipment.

When the farmer sends in the bill of ladmg
for consignment or sale he will endorse it by writing

his name across the back where provision is made
therefor. Of course when his agent or purchaser
surrenders the bill of lading for warehouse receipt

his own endorsement will appear under the farmer's.

Inspection certificate— When the car passes
Winnipeg the inspection department will issue a
certificate similar to that illustrated on page 218
(Fig. 6). Suppose in this case the car graded
1 Northern C.C. As explained in chapter on In-

spection, this means that there was too much dirt

to ascertain its percentage accurately on inspectk>n

or that there was other conunercial grain contiuned
in sufficient quantity to warrant separation. Sup-
pose that both reasons applied here and that the

percentages were6% dirt and 4% flax. No notations

as to quantities will appear on the certificate. These
percentages are co"hfirmed or corrected when the car

is unloaded at the terminal and then they govern
ti^ cleaning of the car and the issuance of outturns

for the screenings and for the other grain.
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Weight certificate—Upon arrival at the tennmal
a weight certificate is issued similar to that illus-

trated on page 219 (Fig. 7). Of course it will
show a different terminal elevator. In this case
as with every weight certificate the entire gross
weight of the contents of the car is shown less
only the small deduction for shrinkage.

Ow«wms—Suppose upon unloading this car
the inspector's record of 6% dockage and 4%
flax was confirmed. . The percentage of dockage
will entitle the owner to a warehouse receipt for
that amount less 1^% for waste. There vdll

of course also be a receipt for the flax. The
terminal elevator will therefore issue three out-
turns. The first one will be for the net amount
of the 1 Northern wheat after the dirt and flax
has been cleaned out. It will look like that
shown on page 233. (Fig. 13.)

This shows the actual gross weight in pounds
according to the Government certificate. It then
shows the Government grade of the cleaned wheat.
Then comes the net weight of the wheat represented
by this particular outturn and also a notation of
the percentage and amount of the total dockage
cleaned out.

This grain only weighs 58,020 pounds but
it was loaded into a 60,000 pound car. Under
the rules of the railway companies, minimum
freight is charged on the stencille^^ capacity of the
car. Therefore in this case the freight will be
computed upon 60,000 pounds and not upon the
actuul contents of the car.
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All charges for the f ntire car are entered on thk
outturn. Aft' i- the itorn for freight the charge
for inspection and weiprljing appears, then the
special charge of $1.00 for one day's demurrage
as noted upon the bill of lading. Then appears
the elevator charge of one cent per bushel on the

gross weight for making special separation of this

car so as to recover the flax. The total of aU of

these charges then indicates the amount payable
to the elevator to secure all the warehouse recdpts,

excepting any interest on freight.

Another outturn will be written for the flax.

Since there was no Government weight certificate

for this no weight is given in pounds. The grade
is that fixed by the Government inspector at the
elevator who sees the flax cleaned out of the car.

The percentage is that fixed by the Government
inspector and the amount is simply shown in net
bushels. The only other chaige there could be in

addition to those appearing upon the principal

outturn would be inspection but since the Govern-
ment makes no charge for inspection no expense
appears upon the outturn.

The third outturn for the screenings will be
exactly like the outturn for the flax except that it

will show the grade to be screenings and in the
amount of ^% or 2,610 pounds. Screenings

are always expressed in pounds and not bushels

because they are sold by the ton. The percentage
is the full dockage on the car less only lY/o waste.

There will be no charges whatsoever against this

part of the ear.
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WarehouH receipta—When warehouse receipts
are issued upon surmider of the bill of ladmg and
payment of the charges, there will Ik; three of
them—one for wheat, another for the riax and the
third one for the screenings. These will be similar
to that illustrated on page 223 (Fig. 9). They will

of course show the grain to be in store in another
elevator. The receipts for the wheat and the flax

will be registered by the Government registrar.

The receipt for the screenings, however, will not be
registered because there are so many of th^ in
such small amounts and of such comparativdy
little value that the work entailed in registering
and cancelling them would cost far more than the
protection involved. Such receipts therefore are
never registered.

Sale by purc/Mse note—There are two ways in
which the farmer may dispose of the grain which he
has loaded over the platform m his own car. He
may sell it outright to a grain merchant acting as
track buyer or he may consign it to a commission
house to be sold in the open market for his account.

If lie uses the first method the purchase by the
track buyer must be made on the form prescribed
by the Grain Act and illustrated on page 236.
(Fig. 14.)

This is designed to fully protect the farmer by
making the contract definite and binding. You
will notice that it starts out by giving Hcense
number. The intention is to show that the
track buyer really has such a license and to give
a quick reference in the case of complaint. The
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form provides for complete information and ex-
presses a simple but definite contract of purchase.
The car is identified, the kind of grain specified and
the price clearly defined. It will be noted that the
price is "basis" a standard grade, such as 1

Northern. This is necessary because the grade of
the car has not been established and therefore
the price for that particular grade cannot be
fixed. Also the price is for grain in store Fort Wil-
liam or Port Arthur. This is necessary to avoid
figuring complicated fractions to find the net price
per bushel at the station after deducting freight

and other charges. Since this is a contract of
outright purchase no commission can be charged
the seller, therefore the price quoted is always
clear of commission. The contract cannot cover
the actual quantity of grain any more than the
actual grade because the grain has been neither

officially weighed nor docked, therefore the pur-
chase must be with both weight and grade guaranr
teed by the seller.

In the event that the car does not grade the
same as the basis used for the purchase price, then
the price of the actual grade must be used instead

of nominal price named in the contract. In the
chapter of Marketing and Prices we found that the
spreads between different grades sometimes vary.

It is ther^ore necessary to fibc a definite day on
which the differences in prices shall be taken as
applying on this particular contract. If such
definite day were not named there would be endless

disputes and confusion as to what the spread should
really be. To give certainty the contract contains
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a clause that the spread between grades shall be
that on the day of inspection, because that is the
first time the buyer will be able to fix a definite

price. Oh any purchase before the grain has
passed inspection this rule is perfectly fair. On a
sale after the car has passed inspection it is

obvious that the best difference would be that
of the day the sale is made because the grade has
already been fixed and the actual price for the grade
itself can be determined as of the day the contract
is made. Then again if the car has not only
been inspected but has actually been unloaded
in Fort William or Port Arthur the price should
be that of the day of contract because all of the
conditions are known so that definite price can be
named. It is therefore apparent that the purpose
of the clause in the contract is to cover only those

purchases made when the actual grade of the car
has not yet been determined. A day which would
probably suit all three conditions fairly would
be the date of unloading. This change ought to
be made in the statutory form of contract.

The contract is signed by the buyer or his agent
and across the end it is signed by the .seller, who
thereby acknowledges receipt of the advance made
to him as noted in the body of the contract.

It is apparent that a car may be sold to a
track buyer on purchase note at any time from
the moment it is first loaded until it has gone into

store at the terminal elevator.

Order for advance—In the purcliase note just

illustrated the seller received an advance of
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$500.00. To obtain this money the track buyer
would give him an order on hia local paynmster.
This would take form somewhat as illustrated on
page 239. (Fio. 16.)

Different companies use different kinds of orders
but they all givo substantially the information as
contained in this illustration. It is simply an order
on tli(> paymaster for t lie requin ' amount o*" iiioney

in favor of tiic seller ;in(l sigiK 1 !)\ the 'mycr
I'hen is also provisio receipt 1 v tl selh r r'<

the amount ' ovcrcd it he o- lei- Fre(^ t'ntly t-i-^

is givcTi in . urrency an. I a signed receipt ib tiiereiorc

necessary.

Seitlement Irnch purchase—Since the \N ei,i an
grade of a car bou^t on track purchase i.ot* i

guaranteed by tlie seller, settk-ment canno t be made
by the buyer until full returns have been received.

Grade \s ill be d< termined on insix»ctio» aitd Wf '-ht

upon unl. ading * the tfrminal. v.- so* ti ^reiure

as grade certificate and elt vat* r o ttur? aave been
received the seller isinj) ition mah > account
sales and settle for the b n tht r.

ITiis will take the form of a ra '1 n dit not as
it is simply the accounting «f

, -ch e.

The condition < are similar t h. h Tounu ?tht
purchase of ^rain on stor:ii_ tieke t se*

tlement or a-coutn sale> ' thereto a\- sul
stanliallv th' iurm .-.hown o :»; t^e 22 . (Fij.. 10).

In makuig 'ttlement she
: rchase. will attach

to the accoi, '
s; all doi unonts sh >wing grade,

weight, and • nurgts.
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f^ons^nment—Tlie second method of disposition

of ^oh A car loaded ovw the i^tfonn is to coiL^ngn

it to a eommiieion house in Winnipeg for aate on the
open market for the owner's aeoount. This
(Mwistitutcs thp coi imission merchant to be the
agent of the seller. There is a distinct legal process

for such business. It is entirely different from a
>urchaK The com lission agent takes title to

. lie ( it he docs so for the benefit of the owner
af d tje therefore must account to the owner for

ver} ent of proceeds nud must handle the ear

tK >%vner directs. 1 . "re will therefore be two
iiflf* ences from a track purchaw, ( i > the

r lanci '' a service for which is charged a fee

')r commissio,,, (2) the receipt ami p' rform snce

of instructions from i le owner as to how the

car shall be handled.

The matter of inptni- tions is very important

and is frequ^itly over' 4sied. Every eomnysnon
ais^t wants definite '-^^ He does not wuit
a general durection U his own discretion.

If the owner is undeciu. lat to do, he should

consult with his commissiun a^ent in advance so

as to determine a definite policy. He is then in

position to secure the benefit of his agent's judg-

ment and at the same time givi him definite

instruc: reus.

In chapter on Marketing and Prices we saw the

different positions in which grain may have
different values at any given time. Of course the

street price is eliminated in considering carlots

and only the three remaining positions can apply

—(1) on track at a country point or in transit
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and not yet past inspection, (2) past inspection

but not yet unloaded, (3) actually unloaded and
in store in public terminal at Fori William or
Port Arthur. A consigned car may bo sold in any
one of these three positions. Of course the first

two are transitory and if the owner gives his

agent instructions to sell in one of these positions

he must simply take the current ruling price for

such grain at the time of sale. When, however,
grain has actually gone into store its position

becomes permanent and the owner may give his

agent any kind of limited instructions he pleases.

He may tell him to sell on a certain date in the

future or he may tell him to hold tlie grain for

a stipulated price, or he may order it held for fur-

ther instructions.

Any one of the foregoing different instructions

is definite and will establish a simple and satis-

factory arrangement between the owner and his

commission agent. Any kind of ambiguous or
indefinite instructions is almost always unsatis-

factory. There is plenty of chance for good service

by any reliable commission firm upon definite

instructions. When, however, it becomes a matter
of personal opinion, then the agent is just as apt
to guess wrong as the owner. The agent is not
paid to accept contingent risks of this nature.

It is far better for the owner to do his own guessing
and give definite orders to his agent who is always
on the job and can carry out the instructions

to the letter. The commission firm is legally lipble

for the proper execution of definite and reasonable
orders.



In consigning a car it is better to bill it notify

the commission firm. The inspection and weight

certificates will then go direct to its office thus

avoiding delay. In such case the bill of ladii^ will

simply be signed on the back by the owner and
mailed to the commission firm or handed to its local

representative with instructions how it is to be

handled. If the farmer wants an advance he will

draw on the firm through a bank with the endorsed

bill of lading attached to the draft, or he will obtain

an order from the local agent similar to that given

in track purchase and illustrated on page 239

(Fig. 15). If the car is billed notify the owner

the documents will be sent to him in the country

and it will be necessary to forward them to

the commiE»ion house. This requires both time

and trouble. If the documents do not reach tiie

agent in time to permit of execution of the owner's

instructions then the owner and not the commission

firm must stand the resulting loss.

Advice of sale—The Grain Act provides that when
a commission firm has executed a customer's orders

for the sale of such grain notice thereof on form
prescribed by the Act shall be sent to the customs.
Figure 16 on page 244 is an illustratiim of waxAi

an advice.

You will notice that all of the information is

given which is necessary to identify and investigate

the transaction. This is valuable protection to

the customer as it enables him to check up any
question of error or wrongful execution of instruc-
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tions. As a rule the name of the purchaser is given
only in initials. This is customary in neariy aU
transactions in the trade principaUy to save time
Every firm is very well known by its initials, there^
fore the identity is very easily fixed.

SetOement consigned car«—Since the commission
firm has handled the car for the account of the
owner it is necessary to give hhn full settlement of
every cent of gross proceeds and every cent of
charges against the car so as to determine the
proper net amount payable when the transaction
IS completed. To the accou.it sales will be at-
tached aU documents of grade, weight and expenses.
The form of the statement will be similar to that
shown on page 246. (Fig. 17.)

You will notice that this is very much like
the account sales for track purchase illustrated
on page 226 (Fig. 10). There is this important
difference, however, that a commission is charged
on account sales for a consigned car and is not
charged on account sales for a track purchase.
The reason is vely simple. In the track purchase
there was an outright transfer of the commodity
by definite contract of purchase. The price quoted
was the fuU net price payable from which commis-
sion had already been deducted. In the case of the
consigned car the commission agent does not buy
the car at all. He simply sells it to somebody else
for the highest possible price. He is acting on
behalf of his dimt and he is legally bound to ac-
count to his client for every cent received. Since
the purchaser on the Exchange pays ihe full value
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without deducting any commission, the commission
agent must show the same figure on his account
sales. His fee for the service is the standard
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commission rate. Therefore in sending settlement
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to his customer for the net proceeds of the car he
will ehow the commission as a charge against the
grain.

This point is of much greater importance than
might appear on the surface. It sometimes is a
determming factor as to whether the car has
really been purchased by the agent as a track buyer
or whether it has been handled by him for the
benefit of his customer. Many complaints before
the Grain Commission have hinged upon this very
point. It is therefore advisable for farmers to
look with great care upon the form of documents
which they receive. V/ithout imputing the slight-
est bad faith to any grain merchant, in a busy
season it might easily happen through error that
there has been a misunderstanding and hence a
confusion of responsibility which might result
in unconscious damage to the farmer. Simply
through ordinary commercial prudence the farmer
should always see that his documents are consistent
and agree with his conception of the contract.
If he thmks he sold the car to the grain merchant
he must see that he has a track purchase note and
that his account sales is on a net price basis and
does not show any deduction for commission. If
on the other hand he thinks his car was handled
for his account by a grain dealer acting m the
capacity of commission agent the farmer must see
that he receives an advice of sale giving full

infonnation concerning the transaction and also
that his accoimt sales is on the basis of full gross
price, and that the proper commission charge is
deducted from the gross proeeeds. Whai the
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farmer has considered these points and has
definitely decided in his ownmmd in which capacity
the dealer was acting he wiU then be able to get a
clear conception of the transaction. Care in
this point will remove many of the misunder-
standmgs which arise in the handling of such^ ^^^^^^ ^^'^^^ better pleased
t«*ii*eii the reports and documents are carefully
exHHMd. Be wants te know that his customers
are receiving fvM satisfaction and will be deUghted
to have them use sufficient care and thought to
check each particular transaction and to then ask
mtelligent questions about all points which are not
clear. In no other way can a spirit of confidence
be created and maintained and without the
confidence of customers no business under the sun,
grain or otherwise, can endure and prosper. Con-
fidence based upon satisfaction is the foundation
of all commerce and every intelligent grain mer-
chant, whether elevator company, track buyw or
commission merchant, is continuously striving to
secure the good will of every customer and thus
to put his business on a solid and permanent basis.
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